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Preface

M

y first acquisition of Muhammad Zeeshan’s works
were from his Well Directed series from 2004. I met him
much later in 2012 at the opening of his solo exhibition
Special Siri Series in Karachi. This is when he moved
from Lahore to Karachi. We became friends instantly.
Zeeshan is recognized for his exceptional and instinctive inventiveness. He is
known for his theatrics, for his palpable yet flamboyant personality and for
ruffling feathers. Despite all for what his is known and recognized for, he calls
himself a masoom insaan (innocent human being). One can see a reflection of
his innocence in his art practice right from his early works when he used to
paint rats and has since graduated to paint cocks and girls (in yoga poses).
Zeeshan has efficaciously netted and displayed sensitivities unquestionably his
own through visual jargons.
I launched Sanat Initiative with an artist residency programme in early 2014
and requested Zeeshan to curate it. He has since curated three of them
namely Incubator, Anomalous and Dil To Pagal Hai. In addition to the residencies,
he has successfully curated a number of shows at Sanat featuring works of
emerging artists from all over Pakistan. He is a strong believer of promoting
the emerging talent.
Muniza Agha-Fawad in conversation with Khoshbu Ahmed (where Zeeshan took on
Khoshbu Ahmed, a self-acclaimed art critic who on social media ruthlessly
calls out plagiarism in the Pakistani art world), Art Cash Hard Cash (the
viewers were given an opportunity to take away Zeeshan’s artwork from a
truly interactive display), Refreshment (which looked at the relationship and role
that an audience plays in how art is understood, and/or consumed) and Car
for Art’s Sake (that raised important questions regarding commercialization,
commoditization, and capitalizing on art) were some of his performative
works hosted by Sanat Initiative during 2015-2018.
In 2018, Zeeshan created Yeh Pyara Parcham which was one tough body of
work, very charged, very powerful, and very energetic. Yeh Pyara Parcham,
proposed to be shown at Art Dubai 2018, couldn’t be exhibited there due to
circumstances beyond control and his solo presentation at Art Dubai 2018
had to be changed at the last moment. Yeh Pyara Parcham was exhibited later on
at Sanat Gallery, Karachi. For Art Dubai 2018, Zeeshan came up with a whole
new body of work in less than four weeks (as that was the maximum time he
was given to change the presentation for Art Dubai 2018). Original Copy of
Original Copy of Copy Originals was born and he presented three versions of
each of his works on display at Art Dubai 2018, titling one of each of the
variations as original and the other two as first and second copies, sparking
a debate on what defines an original piece of art, how does all this affect the
value of a work of art, how does the terminology original and copy affect
collectors and what do the collectors actually seek and why.
For the launch of our publication “The First 50” (which has been reviewed
as one of the most valuable document of contemporary art of Pakistan by ArtNow in
their December 2016 issue), Zeeshan did an edition of 50 of Well Directed
(photo etching, serigraph & watercolor on paper), his first ever work which

he did after graduating from NCA Lahore. For the launch of his monograph,
I am delighted to share that Zeeshan has done an edition of 500 of I thank
you, Lord, for giving me wings (embossed UV print on sandpaper). Muhammad
Zeeshan and Sanat Initiative will be contributing a portion from sale of each
edition of I thank you, Lord, for giving me wings to “Malala Fund”. We strongly
believe in ‘working for a world where all girls can learn and lead’.
I have a lot more to say on this amazing creature, my very dear friend Zeeshan
but would like to keep that for some other occasion. This unrestrained and
extravagant monograph surveys Muhammad Zeeshan’s opus comprising
conventional and not so conventional mediums for producing art, providing a
polyvalent and multi-valued outline of Zeeshan’s feats at mid-career.
The monograph includes a dramatic piece, in Urdu, by the multi-dimensional
screenwriter Bee Gul, with an equally powerful translation in English, by
Khalid Ahmad; which takes us through Zeeshan’s early life, by way of poetic
narratives, allowing us to glimpse into his intimate personal space for the very
first time.
Niilofur Farrukh engages in a conversation with Zeeshan to project the length
and breadth of his artistic career. Writings by Meera Menezes, Aasim Akhtar,
Swapna Vora, Ranjit Hoskote, Numair A. Abbasi, Mia Jankowicz, Virginia
Whiles, Naazish Ata-Ullah, Rabeya Jalil, Muniza Agha-Fawad, Zarmeené
Shah, Nimra Khan, Aziz Sohail, Quddus Mirza, Saira Danish Ahmed, Veera
Rustomji and Seher Naveed give an in-depth understanding of the numerous
paths and sequences Zeeshan explores within his art practice. I would like to
thank all of you for your contributions to this monograph.
I would like to extend my gratitude to Projjal Dutta of Aicon Gallery,
Mamta Singhania of Anant Art, Hammad Nasar & Anita Dawood of Green
Cardamom and Ian Alsop of asianart.com for being in regular correspondence
with us throughout the process and for allowing us to reprint the articles
originally published in their respective catalogues/online journals.
I would like to specially thank M/s Saeed Uddin Siddiqui and Mohammad Ali
Saeed of SAAO Capital Private Limited for patronizing artists from Pakistan
and accepting my request to partner with Sanat Initiative on this monograph.
I strongly feel that this is the time when we are talking of a Naya Pakistan that
our corporate sector should step forward and extend their support to the art
community of Pakistan.
I would like to wish Zeeshan the very best for 2019 and beyond and also wish
him all the success in his role as curator of KB19.
Friends and patrons of Sanat, I present to you “Muhammad Zeeshan 1990s - 2018”.

Abid Merchant
Co-Founder & Director
Sanat Initiative

Foreword

W

elcome to this incredible reflection on the life and
art practice of Muhammad Zeeshan, in collaboration
with Sanat Initiative.

Together, we aspire to devote our resources to
inculcate the country’s potential in Art and Culture and in all of its manifests.
Pakistan is often confused in its classification by modern artificers as a young
nation with 70 years of history, oblivious to the rich cultural heritage of the
“Mughal Dynasty” in all its exhibits from culinary details to architecture,
overlooking the roots of the Indus Civilization and lastly, reminiscence of the
British Era.

T

he country is a testament of deep-rooted cultures and
traditions, a monolithic exhibition of paradoxical values spread
over time with connotations from philosophy, religion and
ancient civilization(s). A young nation of 220 million people,
“Pakistan” is often cogitated by most in the outside world
with a unidirectional skew, the country is an untapped frontier of values and
paragons that are often flouted, amongst those values are our passion for art.
Muhammad Zeeshan’s works are like elaborate conundrums contemplating
on visual kinesics and perspectives, as envisaged in our cultures shedding light
on issues pertaining to our times and some reflective on our rich history.

Pakistan’s culture is a classic amalgamation of the fusions of the West and
East, that is embodied in our social fiber creating a very distinctive local DNA,
which is often reflected in our art endeavor(s).

His art practice is a true transcendence of enigma and ostentation, which is
also reflected in his attitude as an individual. The magnanimity of some of
his works is larger than life and embodies meaning beyond what the eyes can
perceive, making him an exceptionally talented artist.

This contemplation is what makes Muhammad Zeeshan’s works extravagant
as they illustrate on practically all intricacies of our DNA, making his works
true ‘chef-d’oeuvre’.

We are pleased to work with the impassioned Sanat Initiative to promote art
and cultural endeavor(s) that endorse a softer image of this diverse land we
call “Pakistan”.

This is not a monograph but a record of the artist’s practice which deserves
a place in art history.

Zeeshan is not just an artist, he is a true icon of the resilience that Pakistan
has to offer.

Saeed Uddin Siddiqui
Chairman
SAAO Capital Private Limited

Mohammad Ali Saeed
Chief Executive
SAAO Capital Private Limited
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What caste are you?

H

is turbulent eyes had a way of surrendering and yielding
to the soft light of that room just the way a warrior after a
tiresome vigil of a whole night, puts his weapon and duty
aside, and gives in to sleep even before placing his head
upon its altar. At the end of each day, since the last three
years, after grappling the whole day with the arduous challenges of life he used
to find shelter in this room. Coming out of the NCA (National College of
the Arts) building, meandering through various lanes and by lanes he used to
come to this upper story and sit quietly for hours. All the tumultuous sounds
and voices that he moved through in his life, would now turn into faint and
unintelligible whispers; ………..the same kind of whispers that used to come
from across the wall from his room, where ‘she’ used to be attending to the
duties of ‘her’ life. ………… In a while after having served a customer, when
she comes to this room she will find this unruly shalwar qameez clad boy with
his long curly hair, sitting in total silence. When she comes the two of them
will sip their tea and sit silently for hours…………… like every other day.
Then he will suddenly rise and begin to put on his sandals, and she, pressing
some money into his hand, will say, “give this on your way out”. This money
was the fee for being in this room……… the payment of a few cups of
tea………… the compensation for some quiet moments of peace. For the last
three years she on her own had been giving this remuneration to this unruly
boy…….. he, who was not her ‘client’, and she who was not his ‘prostitute’.
“Prostitute!!!”
The hearts of the girls of his class at NCA leapt up in a shock.
“Look at him lying around at that prostitute’s day in and day out…. Chheee!”,
they used to say with envious jealousy and hatred.
And they were right …. that is exactly what he used to do…. lie around over
there every day …..without saying …. without listening…. without touching.
“Without touching?”, the daughters of the wealthy would raise their eyebrows
in disbelief.
“Not possible…… he lies”.
“I lie?”, the accusation infuriated him, “are you saying I am a liar?”
He could not forgive them for saying this, “these daughters of the
rich!”…………. Just the way he could not forgive his brother Asim when,
waving his hands in disbelief he had said, ”What ? you top the class at NCA?...
come first every year? …. You are a liar…”
He did not talk to Asim Bhai for many years.
Asim Bhai was the eldest amongst the brothers, but Reena was the eldest
amongst all the seven siblings put together. She was more of a mother
to him than a sister. When he used to return home from the government
school in Mirpur Khas, covered in dust and sweat, Reena’s motherly embrace
used to hide him under its wings. This showering of affection used to make

Bee Gul
him forget all the hardships………all the insults and injuries at school, the
insurmountable home work, the harshness of stone hearted teachers……….
Reena was the centre of his universe, his divine consolation. So whenever
mother was not there for him, having gone on one of her duties of the
Family Planning Welfare Centre where she worked, and whenever the father
used to barely enter the house and leave again to go and play chess with his
friends, which happened almost everyday, it was Reena who would soothe
and comfort and care for him. And one day the same Reena got married and
went away. Reena’s departure made his world crumble down to pieces. He was
left alone upon the hot, sandy soil of Mirpurkhas, barefoot, with nothing to
protect him from the blistering sun. That little piece of cloud that had covered
him till now moved away leaving him stranded all alone under the scorching
rays of life.
His turbulent eyes moved up from the tea cup and rested upon the face of the
prostitute, “at least she won’t marry and leave”. This thought gave his heart
a far reaching consolation. Reassured, he bent his gaze down to the tea cup
once again.
Reena’s marriage and departure made him loose the peg to which he was
securely tethered. For many days he roamed around dragging his feet like an
untethered lamb, with a snapped rope tied around its neck, looking for its
bearings, its centre, its mother.
Then with time he learnt to leap freely in those streets . The pain of separation
from Reena bestowed on him a reckless freedom. He became distant from
humans and closer to animals.
The lanky 14-15 year old unruly, blunt lad went from village to village to
take part in cock fights and dog fights. There was no one waiting for him
now to return from school . No one worried about washing his unruly hair
or changing his dust covered clothes. Reena had freed him from all these
refinements of existence. In the sandy villages of Sindh he became an expert
at cockfights and dogfights. These were the days when his feet and height
began to grow at an astonishing pace. He used to feel very sleepy in those
days. He lay down sleeping endlessly and often got beaten for it. But the sleep
of early youth had taken possession of him like an evil spirit. He used to hide
behind tin canisters, crawl under the bed, hide amongst a heap of clothes and
cushions and sleep on ceaselessly; and during the sleep the pigeons of dreams,
white, spotless, with open wings would descend upon the rooftop, the horizon
of his being.
Tired of his unruly idleness, the family decided to move him to the upper
floor as a punishment. For no rhyme or reason he would argue with the
visitors and on being asked would calmly say, “I do cockfights and bullfights
as a profession, I rear pigeons”. …. The pigeon flyer…. The good for nothing
vagabond…… He used to sit upon the edge of the roof watching the pigeons
flying above and hearing the invectives coming from down below. On his tape
recorder Gajri Devi would be singing on and on, “Do not soak me thus with
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colours of Holi, O Krishna”.
Tenderly running his hands over the silky feathers of his pigeon, he would
sing along, “Do not play such Holi O Krishna” …….. It’s the Hindus who
play Holi……”Hindus, Muslims….. two different nations …….two different
ideologies ….The two nation theory ………Hindus and Muslims can never
live together as a single nation “ …… just then his eyes turned towards
Chetan, the Hindu boy sitting next to him….. and all the descriptions of
the two nation theory froze on his lips. He copied the address of the Sindh
Text Book Board from the prescribed book on Pakistan Studies and wrote
them many letters pleading with them to delete this particular essay from the
book because he and his friend Chetan were together very happily and could
continue to do so forever. But no reply did ever come from the Sindh Board
to this impertinent appeal. And the sound of, “do not play such Holi” kept
floating over the roof top.
He stretched a Manto book over his face. His father had raised a huge
commotion over this book. “Good for nothing….. he reads these indecent
books….. can’t be bothered to read his course books…..worthless vagabond”
Rewinding his cassette with a ball pen Rano said to her Manto covered
brother, “you have the inclinations of a nawab,…. rearing pigeons, reading
books, listening to ghazals and thumris…. how come you are born here?”
Rano was his buddy. The two had come into the world soon one after another.
She was the only one who had no problems with his waywardness or with his
weird interests.…….. the rest of the household was always up in arms…..”He
is a failure at studies, hungry and thirsty he wanders from village to village,
sitting on the roof he keeps listening to ghazals…….. he seems to have fallen
in love…….
Love was something that had happened to many of his friends more than
once…..and he had delivered their love letters to their respective beloveds
at the peril of being caught and beaten up. Letters used to be lying under his
pillow waiting to be delivered by him. He had become an expert in the art
of secretly delivering love letters. While his classmates were busy falling in
humanly love he had given himself over to the love of animals. He used to
enjoy winning over somebody else’s pigeon flying in the sky, to his own love
and making it his own. He used to feed his favourite cockerels on his palms
and in the loving pursuit of his cherished fighter dogs would travel many a
miles on dusty roads, oblivious of heat, cold , sun and rain. It was in those
days that the municipality watchmen had killed a mad dog and its crazy mate.
With immense love and care he brought home their little surviving baby and
started calling it ‘Paro’.
Paro also had the ancestral madness running in her blood. She would attempt
to bite every passerby. He then used to beat her up with slippers. “Mad Paro!
If you go around showing your madness like this they will shoot you as well.”
Paro used to hide the shoes and slippers of household members and those
who used to come to visit. Having hidden their implements of violence she
would sit peacefully under her master’s bed. Now there were no slippers for
anyone to hit her with nor bullets…. Paro was crazy …. Paro was wrong…..
death needs no bullets to do its job…..It can even fit into a sealed plastic
bag…….Seeing a newly born baby thrown over the garbage heap in a plastic
bag he had decided, “I will never produce a child of my own”. Several times
he had seen his mother help women bear children at the hospital. But, of

course, these children had stepped into a ‘halal’ world and did not need to end
up on the garbage heap in plastic bags. They were wrapped in colourful silk
and placed in their mother’s lap as an adornment.
He was still young when he had learnt all that there was to know about the
processes and intricacies of child delivery. He simply had to place his hands
on a goat’s abdomen to be able to predict its state of pregnancy and he could
straighten a baby goat in the mother’s womb by simply adjusting it with his
hands on the abdomen.
When finally his height stopped growing it was declared that he should now
learn some trade for a living and was made to sit at an electric shop along
with Asif. Asif was from the same neighborhood, the two were friends and
when he initially went out to seek a living along with him he did not know that
wherever life would take him, whichever road and whichever turn, Asif would
already be there for him, to fix all the fuses and switches and bulbs of his life
with the expertise of a professional electrician.
One morning finding Asif sitting outside the NCA gate in Lahore he said with
surprise, “Hey what the hell are you doing here?”
“Have come to meet you”, said Asif.
“Why?”
“Just like that. It felt to me that you are not all well”, Asif blinked his eyes to
flick the Mirpur dust off it.
Looking at his swollen, hurting, wounded leg he wondered who the hell had
informed Asif that his leg had had an injury. But he never came to know who
Asif ’s news bearer was. He just used to be there at every turn, every path of
his life …… just like that, without any apparent reason. Just the way Asif
had zoomed into the NCA parking lot on his motorbike one morning and
plunking him on the back seat had rode him all over Lahore for his thesis
preparation. Displaying his thesis he had said to Asif, “Good thing you did
coming to my help”…….”I just came to show off my new motorbike”, said
Asif.
Right opposite the electric shop in Mirpurkhas was a painter’s shop. The
bright, playful colours attracted him so much that he left the electric shop and
moved to “Nayab Arts” across the road. That was the when day Asif was left
behind on the other side of the road. However, Asif still walks with him on
the other side, in parallel, like a figure of haze amidst the cloud of dust that
hangs over the road that separates them….. the place from where Asif still
comes to him in his times of need, appearing out of nowhere, …… But now
he has stopped asking Asif how he comes to know about his distress. He has
resigned himself to the fact that he will never know the identity of the news
bearer.
Nayab Arts mainly specialized in making sign boards and posters for films.
Over here his job for a long time was to take off the old posters and put
up new ones on the walls of the city. Here, in these posters, he, for the
first time, met the ‘woman’. Although he had been friendly with a lot of the
neighbourhood women and with those in the welfare centre, he had been their
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friend and confidante; but this woman, who showed on every other poster,
took hold of his senses. This was the famous film star ‘Saima’. He fell madly
in love with her. The whole day he would spend in taking off and putting up
posters and in the evenings he would watch films at a working class café where
camera prints of new releases were shown on the VCR…….. and from which
cafe one day Asim Bhai had dragged him home and had beaten him so much
that he had passed out.
Two days he kept lying at home unable to move with bumps and bruises all
over his body from the beating, but the third day he rose to his feet, stuck out
his chest and said to Asim Bhai, ”This evening they are going to show a new
film at the café and I am going there to watch it, even if you kill me for it.”
Having migrated from Gurgaon, India in 1947, Mohammed Jamil and his wife
Sabiha happened to have seven children each of whom was not only different
from the rest of the world but also each different from each other. Where, on
the one hand Asim Bhai had forbidden him to watch films, there on the other,
Waseem Bhai not only dropped him on his bike to friends who had a TV and
a VCR but also gave him the required ‘gate money’. He had taken him to the
video shop and had said to the shopkeeper, “this is my younger brother. Give
him whichever film he asks for. Give him ten if he wants ten. I will pay the
bill”. Then turning to him he had said in a threatening tone, “Whichever porn
film you want, take from here. But I will kill you if you take it from any other
shop with your own money.”
Just the way, sipping on her tea, his prostitute friend had said to him, “…….
because if I tell you who I am going to you might try to contact me, and if you
do that he is going to kill you”.
So this three year old bond was now coming to an end. …….. She was going
from this neighborhood …..where? …..Neither did he ask nor did she tell
him….. He just drew a line on his sketch book. The sketch book that she had
paid for. She, who was going away forever…… she whom he had met when
he had come here looking for a nude model to sketch. After some bargaining
she and one other girl had agreed to model for the amount of money he
had in his pocket. As soon as he opened his sketch book the girls took off
their clothes. His hands began to sweat and fingers trembled. When without
having anything he gave the girls the money and got up to leave, this prostitute
returned the money and putting on her clothes said, “I don’t want to get paid
for nothing.” It took him quite a few days to muster up the courage and the
money to go into that lane again. Since then he started to go there almost
every other day.
Everyday entering the gate of the NCA he used to take a deep breath…….
God knows whether he will have the money for art material today or not
…..God knows if he will be able to afford a meal from the canteen ….
whether he will get the scholarship this time as well or not……. But crossing
over that threshold, all those questions, those problems would be left behind
by the side of his Peshawri sandals. There he used to sit quietly breathing in
that peaceful silence.
“Aren’t you coming to the college trip?”
“No”, the curly hair would shake sideways.
“Why?”

“No money”, he used to keep staring calmly across the window.
While leaving to attend to the next customer she left behind the money for the
trip. He picked up the money and went on his college trip. In those days he
used to survive on the prostitute’s money, the prostitute who was now leaving.
One day she had come to him to do some shopping and have a picture of the
two of them taken at a photographer’s studio. The photographer was giving
instructions, “sister ji bend a little forward… sister ji sit at an angle please …..
sister ji this …….sister ji that.”. Along with the flash of the camera this word
too flashed as a lightening. What if one day this photographer, this rickshaw
driver, this bangle seller, anyone of them, becomes a customer of ‘sister ji’?
“Sister ji come closer….. sister ji take off your clothes…sister ji”.
He delivered the photographs along with the negatives to her. She kept the
photos but destroyed the negatives. The monochrome negatives which if not
revealing clearly would neither hide entirely. This was the first painting lesson
he had learnt at Nayab shop putting stripes across posters, to hide nudity with
stripes so artfully that it does not actually get hidden. He was an expert at
censoring nude films. This was his first lesson and his first job. It was then that
seeing his passion and skill someone directed him to Irshad Bhai of Khisak
Poora, who was called Bhaijan by all and sundry. He was known as much for
his temper, his dryness, his lack of conversation, as he was for his art. When
for the first time he had gone to him harboring the hope of being accepted
a disciple, he was stunned to see him tearing a customer’s sketch to pieces
simply because the customer had come two days ahead of the agreed time to
ask, “Is my sketch ready?”. Bhaijan placed the torn pieces of several days’ hard
work on the customer’s palm and said, “Yes, its ready. Here it is.”
This was his first introduction to Bhaijan which stretching over days, months
and years became deeper and deeper. But working under Bhaijan’s discipline
was a daunting task. No disciple would stay for more than a few days. He
taught, spoke or allowed the other to speak at his own whim. Bhaijan’s
company taught him not just the art of painting but also of being quiet. With
time as his passion for painting began to grow he started to visit teachers in
the cities close to Mirpurkhas. The 17 yrs old reticent boy would take a bus to
Hyderabad and back every day. One day while boarding the Hyderabad bus
God knows what came into him that he climbed to the roof of some other
bus standing close by. And he got so lost in sketching the view from up there
that one after the other buses kept departing from the depot. The day went
by and towards the evening his father, ‘Abba’, as he came out of the bus from
Tando Mohammed Khan where he was posted, saw his crazy son perched on
the roof of this bus and scolded him thoroughly. “Loafer,…. Lazy bones….I
had left him here in the morning to go to Hyderabad and look at him sitting
here drawing lines……. He grabbed him and took him home. After being
told off adequately by all the elders he went upstairs and lay down on the
roof top……. And the pigeons of dreams began to flutter over his horizon
once again. No one at home realized that sitting in the sun the whole day this
irrepressible lad was now burning with a temperature of 103 degrees……
Then …… in those days …. No one realized the extent of his passion……
he himself didn’t ……But Faheem Bhai with his keen insight could guess
….. One day he got him to gather his belongings and brought him along to
Karachi where he used to live in a small quarter whose windows were sealed
with wooden planks and from where even the sky could not be seen. Faheem
Bhai had left some groceries in the house. Going to work every day he would
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lock the house from the outside. The whole day he would stay a prisoner in
that small house. He who was used to roaming in the desert like jogis and
whose rooftop had a sky full of pigeons was locked up in a room in which
the even sky was blocked. In his imprisonment he would listen to the radio
or cook rice and lentils or prepare for an army entrance exam. There was no
impatience or anxiety in that confinement…… The whole day he would sit
there quietly, uncomplainingly until Faheem Bhai would come and undo the
lock.
He failed twice in the army entrance exam in the ISSB part. One day while
opening one of his office files it dawned upon Faheem Bhai that the army
could not be his brother’s future, his destination, because the office file he
had just opened had upon its pages various drawings by him. In those days
Faheem Bhai was auditing a cardboard factory. So the next day he came home
with a huge role of cardboards and said, “OK. Now draw on these…..I think
this is what you should be doing.”
Faheem Bhai’s brain wave was that pigeon who, from miles above, had
spotted his brother’s dome, his minarets, his abode…..”The National College
of Arts”……….. the place where the Ceramics student Kaif Ghaznavi had
spotted this wild, long and curly haired boy , in loose oversized shalwar qameez,
with a shawl wrapped around his lean body, walking though the corridor. Kaif
Ghaznavi stopped in mid conversation. Wasn’t this the same boy who during
the NCA admission test had said to her when she asked him for the scale the
second time, “Bibi please talk in Urdu, I do not know any English”.
The Grammar School educated girl, freshly arriving from Kinnaird College,
blinked her bewildered eyes. She had no idea that on the admission test list of
NCA the name of this wild, country bumpkin would be way above the names
of the elite English medium, westernized ‘burgers’ like herself.
This was the same Kaif Ghaznavi who, at some function of the NCA, he
had seen from the other end of the crowd, and who even though spotted
from a distance, had become aware of his gaze…….. Abida was singing in the
background, “Tabeer hai jiski hasrat o gham…. Ai hum nafaso wo khwab hain
hum”. Travelling through the dreaminess of that evening when he approached
the short and delicate Kaif she said in a seemingly confident voice, “Why have
you come here, go away”.
“You come along with me.”
“Where?”Kaif looked up with astonished eyes.
“Where ? …. Where does he study Baji ?” back in the Welfare Centre of
Mirpurkhas, Sabiha Khanum’s younger sister had enquired of her.
Arranging the family planning manuals in her hands Sabiha Khanum
responded to this enquiry about her seventh offspring, “I don’t know. But
he goes somewhere to learn drawing.” The slightly better off aunt said with
a raised brow, “One should educate children according to one’s status. God
knows where you have sent him to indulge in these richly pursuits.”
But that obsessed wayward lad could not care less about poverty or affluence.
He would blow his poverty away with a puff of his cigarette with a kind

of pride that would drain the faces of his rich fellow students of all their
flamboyant certitude. …..
Once when he ran out of petrol riding a borrowed motorbike, he had said
to his girl sitting on the back seat, ”It is out of petrol….. ….Give some
money…….. I have none”. The girl never met him again.
Lifting herself up on the toes of her little feet and with hands placed
challengingly upon her slender waist, the delicate Kaif Ghaznavi had said, “
don’t you dare try to chat me up ……. I am not one of those girls ….. I will
stop meeting you”.
“Don’t meet me if you won’t”, looking at this fragile girl from his taller
perspective, he had said in a confident, definitive tone. “You are not like one
of those other girls to me….. you are something different ……. You are ……
I don’t know what type you are ….. so you don’t have to meet me if you don’t
wish to.” Before she could bring her feet back to the floor that crazy boy had
disappeared somewhere in the corridors of the college.
A few days later she found him sculpting. For some time she kept looking
at this sculptor who with mud and plaster all over his hands and elbows was
deeply engrossed in his work, lost to his surroundings. There was something
so appealing in his absorption that all the sentences she had rehearsed as a way
of refusal were washed away from her memory like mud with water. This curly
haired, unruly boy………this boy who wins a scholarship every year……
who has such flow, such ease, such dexterity in his art that all the students stop
in their tracks and watch with wonder….. this mysterious boy she is feeling
pulled towards ……. Reviving her failing confidence she went up to him and
said with sincere politeness, “listen ….. with your financial background you
can’t afford me. …. How can I marry you?”. Nestling his unfinished sculpture
within the warmth of his hands he had said, “When did I ever ask you to
marry me?”.
“Good Heavens Kaif, is this the boy you are wanting to marry ? Our gardener
has a better motorbike than his.” Just a few months later Kaif ’s mother had
said peeping through her lounge curtain.
“Speak softly mother, he might hear”, Kaif had said straightening the curtain.
“And for your information even this motorbike is not his own. It’s borrowed.
He doesn’t even own a bicycle.”
All those boys with long cars, tall houses, and foreign degrees who were listed
as suitors began to sink one by one beneath the fading sparkle of the mother’s
eyes. How could she be expected to speak softly?
And come to think of it when did anyone ever spoke softly even in Mohammed
Jamil and Sabiha Khanum’s house ? All the nine members of the house spoke
all at the same time and in such loud voices even when discussing an everyday
affair that someone passing through the lane might think that there was once
again a brawl at Mr Jamil’s house.
Mohammad Jamil’s house and the family ….. where on Kaif ’s insistence he
had brought her so that she could meet everyone and see the city, the lanes
and by lanes, and those dwellings from where his essence had arisen.
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Rano was certain that her brother, the playmate of her childhood would never
marry this unconventional, English speaking, city girl…….. Hearing this and
looking down from the rooftop at the sprawling life around the neighborhood
Kaif had once again said to herself, “What am I doing? …Why am I here?
…… Who is this boy ? …. Where is he coming from?”…….
Just the way on a chaand raat , having come home on Eid holidays, he was
stopped by the Mirpurkhas police who had asked him, “Where do you come
from?”
“From Lahore”, he said settling his travel bag upon his shoulder.
The policeman disdainfully looking at the ponytail of his curly hair had said,
“What is your name?”
“Zeeshan”
“ your full name”
“Mohammed Zeeshan”
“Which caste do you belong to?“, The policeman’s patience gave way.
He kept silent.
“I mean your full name”
“Mohammed Zeeshan”
“What caste are you?“, the cop shouted in frustration.

and his weary shoes…… Just the way his first solo show had flown him with
utmost speed towards success…….. a couple of days before the show he had
married Kaif Ghaznavi who had given up her defense bungalow to come and
live with him in a tiny room………… the woman with the sonorous voice,
the long curly haired Kaif Ghaznavi, the only person in the world who can
spring on her toes and say to him, “you are lying, aren’t you”. And he, unlike
his usual response, does not cut her off. He only holds her gently by the
shoulders and says, “Yes, I am”. Before she lowers her feet to the floor life
takes them towards new challenges, new successes; the same life that had tried
so hard to block his path in Mirpurkhas but…….’who can tell the expanse of
desire?”
Today Mahammed Jamil enters the house of his seventh offspring, not
with gladness, but with uncomfortable suspicion. Having worked hard and
honestly all his life, and having played games of chess and cards with biddings
of peanuts, Mohammad Jamil fearfully wonders if his son is earning all this
money through honest means. “When has it been the lot of a picture painter
to own a house on the Karachi seaside?”.
Sitting in his balcony and gazing at the sea Mohammed Zeeshan lights up one
more cigarette. This night he has woken up from his sleep once again with a
start. He felt that maybe he has forgotten to feed his pigeons, or as if Paro
was barking at a bullet headed towards her, … or as if at the garbage heap
by the sea side there are strewn many plastic bags with dead bodies of the
unborn……. as if right there under the lamp post a policeman is poking his
stick into youthful chests and asking “which caste are you?”, or as if people
are knocking at the door of a Hindu boy living in the next block and saying,
“Chetan you are not allowed to live here…. Hindus and Muslims cannot live
together. The cigarette smoke sticks to the canvass of his life as frozen strokes.
Strokes that neither hide nor reveal his life entirely.

Next morning when from across the bars of the prison he saw his father
with lowered head , lowered shoulders, his dignity compromised, all castes,
creed, , faiths, doctrines, beliefs and disbelief descended into his blood as
poison ……….. Upon his release he immediately removed all mention of his
caste from his Identity Card and all his degrees and had simply Mohammed
Zeeshan, written instead. He felt that he did not need caste, creed or …..
The only thing that mattered to him now was that his work should be
original. He will starve to death but will not copy…….. This was his
graduation resolution…… His promise to himself. But life strikes back with
a vindictive ferocity at those who make promises. It has numerous weapons
in its armory. Deprivation, anxiety, disappointments, defeats…… But these
inflictions had been his companions since childhood…… the white pigeons
of poverty………… Paro, the half crazy bitch of restlessness …………
Lying on garbage heap, wrapped in plastic bag , the barely formed body of
remorse, ……..and the torn feathers of the hens of defeat. These had been
his playmates, the ones he grew up with, the ones he had coped with……..
That is why after graduation he was content to live in peaceful bliss in the
vacant basement shop of a dispensary in Shadman. That cubicle of a room
had ceilings lower than his height …….. if you stretched your legs the door
couldn’t be closed ……. And when after an exhausting day of work he would
sleep using his pride creations as a pillow, the wandering drunks, addicts,
thieves and drifters would fly away with his meager earnings, his cheap watch

Translated from Urdu by Khalid Ahmad
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Mythologies of the moment:
Charting a way out of the shadows

I

Niilofur Farrukh
Artists don’t make objects
Artists make mythologies
~Anish Kapoor

n an age when truth is no longer absolute and meanings keep shifting,
artists shape new mythologies. They deconstruct fixed notions and
create new narratives gestated by lived experience. The quantum
of information received via technology, often with overlapping
facts, has defused the absoluteness of truths and resulted in a sense
of loss of the sacred. Once the received mythologies of faith, power and
existence are put into question, uncertainty opens up a space for new truths,
which emanate from the moment in history the artist occupies.
Muhammad Zeeshan’s art practice is located at the intersection of mythologies
of the past and present. His provocations extend from critique of NeoMiniature to consumption of art. Working within a context that has few
public spaces for art, his intrepid interventions often take place within the
commercial gallery and art fairs to disrupt their mandate.

Zeeshan trained in the tradition of miniature painting that is firmly tethered
to the Mughal tradition. This genre has seen a revival in the last three decades
and nowhere was this revitalization being heralded more so than at National
College of Arts (NCA) Lahore where Zeeshan was studying. In its midst,
Zeeshan’s irreverent practice emerged with a critical lens that questioned the
authenticity of the claim that Neo-Miniature was a revival of a traditional
genre. His art subverted the principle elements of scale, medium and surface
as iconic images enlarged with graphite instead of pigment and the smooth
wasli 1 was replaced with industrial sandpaper. He went on to collapse barriers
by introducing the process of laser scoring to create monochrome drawings
juxtaposed with detailed images that evoked the memory of neem rung 2
paintings.

Rupee coin. Laid out in a ‘carpet’ of one Rupee coins, the work was based
on a transaction in which each coin in the art work was exchanged by the
artist with a coin of the same value from the buyer. With the value of the
rupee fixed, even after it became a part of an artwork, made it impossible to
optimize the oeuvre as investment. The Flag Ceremony, which has been held
in three countries, operated on similar assumptions of consumerism. In the
work, a flag pattern created with tins of canned beverages is dismantled by
the audience who is invited to consume them during the performative work.
Even though a mass produced and mass consumed commodity is central to
the work, but by virtue of being a public art work that is not for sale, the art
stands outside the market. These are the slippages between gallery-driven art
and public art practices that interest Zeeshan as he continues to underscore
the inconsistencies of the art narratives by building a corpus of work that
stimulates criticality.
It was Zeeshan’s passion to draw from a young age that connected him to the

Both in pedagogy and practice, there is a need to acknowledge contemporary
mediation and attitude within Neo-Miniature Painting to locate the revival in
the twenty first century; and this has been the premise of the artist’s critique.
Zeeshan’s search for a new dialectic to reconcile the overlaps between public
and commercial art practices has led to inventive explorations in a multiplicity
of genres. At the India Art Fair, he invited the audience to step out of the
cycle of acquisition by surprising them with an art work without a price-tag.
The time-based installation titled On Indefiniteness displayed Zeeshan’s large
paintings that were drowned and defaced in tanks that were slowly filled with
ink over three days. Unpacking the myth of individual ownership, the destroyed
work belonged neither to the artist nor collector but lived in memory.
Art Cash Hard Cash, a performative work that took place on Quaid-e-Azam
Muhammad Ali Jinnah, the founder of Pakistan’s 139th birth anniversary on
December 25, 2015, was inspired by the father of the nation’s portrait on the

Biology, 2007
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 53 cm
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Power Yawn (triptych), 2015
Laser scooring on mount board, 74 x 53 cm (each)

transformative potential of art before he even knew it. Growing up in Mirpur
Khas, a small town without an art school or art gallery, the artist got his
first exposure to art at eleven years when he was apprenticed to a signboard
painter. His first assignment was to censor posters of adult movies, with black
lines, with the instruction not to fully drape the body. The lessons learnt at his
first job have stayed with him; the most important one being persistence and
to this day, like a voice in his head, he is restlessly driven to never leave a task
unfinished.
Zeeshan’s apprenticeship also exposed him to the seamier side of the city
turning him into a precocious teenager. When the family found him reading
Manto and Ismat Chughtai, authors known for explicit depiction of social
taboos, they expressed disapproval which Zeeshan found hard to understand.
He was censured for playing loud music by his conservative grandmother who
once remarked “All that is needed is the sound of ghungroos 3 of nautch girls to
complete the scene”. Zeeshan’s non-conformity pushed him to the periphery
of his large family. He was given a room on the roof, with access through a
door at the back of the house, and often excluded from major family events to
save them from the embarrassment of a defiant son. When he drifted further
into bad company and got involved in the blood sport of cockfights and
breeding cocks for it, one of his brothers took matters into his hands and
moved him to Karachi where he was virtually locked up for several months.
The time in isolation forced Zeeshan to reflect, particularly when he was often
asked to apply for jobs and entrance tests where he faced constant rejection.
This heightened the awareness of being a misfit without productive skills.
Frustrated and confined to one room, he found solace in drawing. One day by
accident, when he left a drawing amid his brother’s papers, an acquaintance of

the latter who was associated with the artist Eqbal Mehdi stumbled upon it.
The gentleman recognized Zeeshan’s talent and recommended that he apply
for admission at the National College of Arts in Lahore.
Finding his inner compass grounded, Zeeshan made utmost effort at taking
every hardship as a challenge at completing his degree at NCA. For four years
he focused his energies to excel and win merit scholarship that covered his
tuition fees since no financial support was provided from home, and he took
on commercial assignments to pay for art material, board and lodging. To top
in the class and have his work up in the studio for a week became cathartic
and made up for all the deprivations. “I always thought, so what if I do not
have money for food or clothes, I had won the respect of others for my
work”. He reached the lowest point at NCA, when he was about to select his
‘major’ and was diagnosed with chicken pox with under fifty rupees in his
pocket. At this time he decided to forego his dream to major in sculpture.
“For me majoring in miniature painting was a practical choice as it was easier
to manage a budget for wasli and pigments, as compared to expensive material
for sculpture assignments”.
In an extensive conversation that took place between me and Muhammad
Zeeshan in Karachi, he spoke with candor about his unconventional youth that
has turned him into an audacious interventionist, and of the ‘workaholism’
that gives him joy and fulfillment as an artist, curator and educator. He spoke
of concerns that underpin his art practice and destabilize myths. The exchange
revealed how the memory of adversity, instead of bitterness or a desire to
escape the past, has birthed a determination to surpass. It has also given him
a need to create opportunities for those whose rite-of-passage has been as

Dying Miniature, 2008
Graphite on sandpaper, 137 x 112 cm
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canal, it was at that very moment that my mind opened up to the adoption of
unwanted and orphaned children when I grew up.
The other person whose teachings have had an impact on me was Osho Guru
Rajneesh. His message of religious and social tolerance was an affirmation
of my time in a city with a large Hindu population. These thinkers provided
answers to contradictions I encountered and reinforced the way I wanted to
look beyond the conventional social boundaries. Living with Hindu friends
and neighbours in Mirpur Khas was something I took for granted and found
resonance with Osho’s teachings of tolerance. My multi-religious experiences
made the Two Nation Theory 7 problematic for me as a student, and I wrote
several letters to the Sindh Text Board to withdraw the chapter on the Two
Nation Theory from the curriculum. Unfortunately I never heard back from
them. It was a part of this questioning that led me, much to the annoyance
of my family, to give up my surname when I was nineteen years old and
become Muhammad Zeeshan. I went through all the formalities of changing
the documents because I felt strongly that I did not need to perpetuate the
conventions of carrying a surname.
The ustads of Mirpur Khas and Sindh
It has been the dedicated ustads 8 of Mirpur Khas whose pedagogy has been
instrumental in keeping art alive in the small town. My ustad was Mirza Irshad
Baig and later Lal Mohammad Pathan. There are mentors, like Saeed Fateh
and Ali Abbas in other towns of Sindh, whose students have won recognition.
It is common knowledge at NCA that every year at least one entrance seat will
be bagged by Mirpur Khas; this makes people wonder what’s so special about
the place. In my opinion it’s the commitment of these ustads that offers early
training and an introduction to art. Very few may know that Lal Mohommad
Pathan’s studio is a one room museum of his life’s work. In the scorching
summer of Mirpur Khas when no model was ready to venture out, my ustad
Lal Mohammad Pathan would model for me so I could prepare for NCA’s
Biology, 2007
Gouache on wasli, 69 x 51 cm

arduous as his own.
Influences while growing up
I read all the controversial stories by Manto at the age of sixteen, much to
the disapproval of my family. To me the brutal facts of partition were deeply
connected to real experiences. My maternal family, that migrated via Amritsar,
lost many members to poisoning when they drank water from a well full of
dead bodies. This, and other stories of women lost during displacement, had
been narrated around me in hushed voices since childhood. I look at Manto’s
narratives as an extension of this history. The same was true with the short
story Kali Shalwar that focused on Muharram. In Mirpur Khas, Muharram
transformed the city with maatam 4, processions, tazias 5 and sabeels 6, and it
was in this context that I read this short story. Life had begun to sensitize
me to all that was considered taboo and I remember finding dead newborns
in a garbage heap near my school. Once while swimming with friends in a

Ustad Mirza Irshad Baig
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entrance test. Today with my own practice I can fully grasp how difficult it
must have been to put his work on hold for someone else. The show I cocurated at Koel Gallery in Karachi, some years ago, brought the works of
the ustads and their students from the towns of Sindh together to celebrate
their contribution to three generations. For me personally, it was an honor to
exhibit with my teachers.
Pakistani artists who have been an inspiration
At different stages of my life, I have looked up to different artists. While
at NCA I was drawn to the work of my teachers. In the early years when I
mainly had access to Eqbal Mehdi’s drawings, through digests and magazines,
I collected them voraciously and was keen to follow his style. His technique
and elaborate details held great appeal and I once went specially to see his
work in Karachi at Paradise Hotel.
An interview of Sadequain in Akhbar-e-Khawateen 9 greatly impressed me
with the artist’s ability to work under any conditions, often without studio
or facilities. His boundless energy, that enabled him to work ceaselessly to
complete mammoth projects, has been a great source of inspiration for me.
A love-hate relationship with miniature painting
I wanted to take up sculpture as a major at NCA but it was lack of funds
for purchasing material that made me settle for miniature painting. In the
beginning I found the process of copying old works very restrictive and
boring but it taught me the technique. In the final year when we were allowed
to explore the genre further, the possibilities began to engage me. This was
also the time when the revival of miniature painting was gaining momentum.
We heard about the Karkhana Project initiated by Imran Qureshi and Virgina
Whiles; with the latter writing a book on the Neo-Miniature Movement and
was researching at NCA. I was in third year when Shahzia Sikander presented
her work, and I must confess I did not fully grasp how she had expanded
miniature painting in her practice.
As a teacher at Hunerkada and Naqsh School, it made me reflect on the
inherent contradictions between the practice of traditional and Neo-Miniature
Painting. How the pedagogic discussion around the practice was centered on
court practice without taking into account contemporary mediation. In reality,
we didn’t use the traditional mediums; we used Winston Newton pigments
and bought a particular brand of paper to make wasli. Even the images we
reproduced, from photocopies, came from images in books that had been
photographed from museums. These facts were glossed over by invoking
the romance of court studios where artists specializing in different areas
such as portraits, landscapes, etc. worked in unison to produce masterpieces.
For me what sets apart Miniature Painting from other small scale paintings
is its stylization. When artists begin to disregard stylization then it becomes
miniature with a contemporary attitude.
On questioning commercial art practice
During my residency at Gasworks it came up in a discussion that since I
mainly showed in galleries my art practice would be termed ‘commercial’.
Prior to this I mainly saw poster and signboard painting as commercial art

so this realization made me consciously question my practice in a context
that offered a few opportunities to support public art. My first experimental
work was titled Flag Ceremony which took place in UK right after the Gasworks
residency. With it I questioned the definition of a non-commercial practice
by using a mass produced product that was widely bought and consumed in a
public art project. Through this project I wanted to bring into discussion the
fine line that separates consumerism, commercialism and art.
This was to be the first of many interventions that followed projects like For
Indefiniteness at India Art Fair where the audience witnessed the drowning of
my art works in ink over the next three days. The concept focused on decommodifying art into an experience. Art Cash Hard Cash frustrated many a
collector when, at the performance, I exchanged a Rupee from the art work
with an identical Rupee from the collector. I enjoy engaging the audience
with surprise and uncertainty so when I held a performance piece with an
auction of my wife’s car loaded with my art, the wrapped works led to a lot of
speculation about the worth of my art, which this time I had been deliberately
generous with.
Pioneering laser scoring as a drawing technique
It was by accident that I discovered laser scoring while in San Francisco. This
was when I had given something for cutting and the technician drew lines
instead. Interested in the result I began investigating it further. The initial
works were small and finally in 2009/2010 the scale increased, and painted
images were combined with laser scoring; the inspiration came from neem rung
genre of miniature paintings.
At the last Canvas Gallery show I managed to push it to another level by
achieving a total quality in the line through a painstakingly slow process in
which the drawing had to be reworked. This can be dangerous as the laser
beam can easily cut through the paper. Currently I am searching for laser
machine heads that can give me lines of varying thickness to help me push
the technique further.
My experiments led to an invitation to a laboratory affiliated to Lappeenranta
University of Technology (LUT) in Finland. This laboratory carries out
research on laser machines for mass market. My experience here was very
interesting as all my previous dealings with technicians had been with the
actual work. At the LUT laboratory the engineers visualized everything with
numerical formulae and it was a constant struggle to keep up with the technical
jargon. The laboratory’s interest lay in adapting the machine for drawing on an
industrial scale and they told me whenever such a machine was to be made my
name would be mentioned as a pioneer.
Working and reworking the flag
The extensive reinterpretation of the flag in my practice comes from looking
at it both as a simple configuration of colors and elements as well as well as
an extension of a nation’s philosophy. Originally the flag reminded me of
Piet Mondrian’s painting with their changing arrangements of a few common
elements.
My recent and more ambitious series Yeh Pyara Parcham 10 was originally for
the Sanat Gallery booth at Art Dubai 2018 but censorship prevented that.

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sand paper, 86 x 132 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sand paper, 100 x 132 cm

Blame, 2007
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 69 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 66 x 51 cm
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For these ten flags, I think of myself only as an illustrator of stories that
already exist in our midst. Relevant text in Urdu, Arabic and English and
images are superimposed on flags to unpack national and global narratives
that are projected through the electronic media into our lives. To me the use
of Quranic verses came naturally as they are everywhere in our environment.

Superimposed on the Syrian flag is the Quranic prayer for a safe journey;
a prayer that we hear frequently on planes and buses when travelling long
distance. While this flag was coming together, with the image of refugees on
a boat, I was asking myself the question: who controls their safety? Is it the
person who steers the boat, or the ones trying to save them from the precarious

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 46 cm (diameter)
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voyage, or the country that is responsible for giving them final refuge? The
flags that became controversial at Art Dubai were of Palestine and Israel with
the words ‘Promised” and ‘Promised Land’ repeated over them, a statement
that has become synonymous with Israel’s claim to Palestinian land. Yeh Pyara
Parcham was exhibited at Sanat Gallery in Karachi later on but I felt a little
disappointed that the work was welcomed in the routine way paintings are
often viewed and did not trigger off a discussion around the important issues
it addressed.
Censorship and camouflage
My first encounter with censorship took place as an apprentice to a signboard
painter when my assignment was to censor revealing adult films posters. The
instructions were to use black lines to cover the body in such a clever way that
all was not concealed.
As a professional artist the issue of censorship arises when work comes under
direct scrutiny of authorities while being transported out of the country. In
2007, when CDs were being closely inspected at the custom’s control area, one
of my CDs containing imagery of nudes was confiscated. Eventually I was
asked to come to the courier office where I had to write a letter of apology.
After this episode I continued to work on what is termed as ‘taboo subjects’
but learnt to handle them differently. There was a series inspired by Kamasutra
where I used body hair to suggest forms and left the rest of the space blank.
The poppy seed represented female genitalia and I titled it Biology in another
series. Faced with a dilemma while transporting large works to India in person,
I decided to clothe them with a removable collage which let it pass under the
censorship radar. It is such an irony that my recent work for Art Dubai 2018
was censored for a completely different reason; for words like ‘Promised’ and
‘Promised Land’ superimposed on Palestine and Israel flags. I do realize that the
artist, on a micro level, may not face censorship particularly in the gallery where
the audience has a higher threshold of acceptance, but has a responsibility
to respect cultural sensitivities while showing in the public space. I have also
censored images of some of my earlier works printed in this monograph due
to various reasons by superimposing them with Rolling Eyes Emojis.

Two Nation Theory, 2009
Gouache & photo transfer on illustration board, 48 x 36 cm

Using failure to discuss success
At KB17, the first Karachi Biennale held in 2017 when I created a piece of
work from letters of rejection I had received from various art institutions
across the world, it was to bring into discussion the often absent role of
failure in our life particularly when we become successful. My friends advised
me not to include recent rejections in the work, fearful that it would interfere
with perceptions of a recognized artist. With this work I wanted to share,
particularly with emerging artists who get disheartened easily, that setbacks
are equally important.
For almost a decade I applied diligently for the Rijksakademie Residency and
each year (with the exception of one year when I didn’t apply due to a busy
schedule for an upcoming show) I have been rejected. My fascination with the
residency goes back to the time when Aisha Khalid had attended it and when
I attended a presentation by Sophie Ernst at NCA. Each time I was rejected
I was more and more determined to become a part of this residency and this
purpose kept pushing me to develop fresh and innovative proposals to submit
each year. These proposals since, have been used for other residencies and
opened doors to new opportunities. This entire focus taught me more about

the indirect rewards we never think about, as opportunities never stop coming
despite failures.
Traditional handmade substrate for miniature painting
Literal translation from Persian: less color. It refers to a style of miniature painting that is done
with washes that does not saturate the work with color
3
Bells worn on the ankle by dancers
4
The ritual of mourning
5
Handmade floats on religious themes taken out in a procession on the 10th of Muharram
6
A street side stall for distributing free water for first ten days of Muharram
7
The premise of this theory is that since Muslims and Hindus in India did not have much in
common they were incompatible as a nation and needed different homelands
8
Teacher / mentor
9
Literal translation from Urdu: Newspaper for Women. It was a popular Urdu magazine that
covered a wide range of subjects
10
Refers to a popular patriotic song and its literal translation from Urdu is The Beloved Flag
1
2
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Meera Menezes

Violence in Velvet

S

eductive Subterfuge

Violence lurks in the unlikeliest of places in Muhammad
Zeeshan’s works. It clothes itself in voluminous sheets, playing
peek-a-boo with the viewer, teasing and tantalizing, simmering
below the surface in an elaborate game of deception. Helping him along in
this subterfuge is the delicious ambiguity of his motifs. Are they benign or
malevolent, pure or impure, innocent or devious, erotic or crass? It is these
shifting sands of interpretations that impart an edge to his body of gouaches
on wasli, destabilizing expectations. He layers meanings as he would coats of
watercolors contributing to the complexity of his content and surfaces.
Zeeshan is part of a tribe of young Pakistani artists who have graduated
from the National College of Arts in Lahore and use the miniature format
to plot their narratives. While appropriating the history and traditions of the
miniature, they meld them with contemporary concerns to come up with
a vocabulary uniquely their own. Zeeshan’s gouaches reflect his years of
rigorous training in the art of the miniature and show a fine attention to
detail. There is something ritualistic yet meditative in his mark making, in the
manner in which each strand of hair is teased out and each nuance exquisitely
rendered. The play of positive and negative spaces is heightened by the way in
which images are intriguingly cut off at the frame. A sense of harmony and
balance toggles with a sense of suspense.
Zeeshan’s works can be viewed as elaborate allegories, as reflections on

everyday encounters, as observations on the social and political milieu he is
located in. Yet there is something unsettling about them, laced as they are with
a sense of unspoken menace.
In Zeeshan’s earlier works it was the motif of the gun, at times coalesced
with the image of a banana, which imparted a sense of unease. Meaning is
generated by the very reconciliation of opposites - the life threatening revolver
with that of the life nourishing fruit, the organic with the inorganic, innocence
with violence, and the brutal with the sensual. In his current body of works
the gun and the banana have traded places with furry rodents and innuendoes
have made way for a more in your face sexuality.
In works like Here or There or Meeting Point the rats appear either meeting
conspiratorially or cocooned together despite facing diametrically opposite
directions. There is something furtive and yet very endearing about them is it just an innocent tete-a-tete one wonders or is there a hidden agenda?
Could they be slyly gnawing away at foundations and undermining social
structures while appearing guileless all the while? Are they harbingers of
doom, instrumental in spreading some dreadful physical/mental disease or
are they merely much maligned? In Still so great a rat is poised tantalizingly
at the edge of the frame between two nudes with splayed legs - the tension
is almost palpable as one wonders whether the creature will submit to baser
instincts and depravity in the face of this invitation to consume. The sexual
connotations also spill over in a work like Meeting Point where a mouse - albeit

Still so great, 2006
Gouache on wasli, 52 x 19 cm

Just for U, 2006
Gouache on wasli, 32 x 29 cm

Looking forward, 2006
Gouache, gold leaf & photo transfer on wasli, 42 x 25 cm

Meeting Point, 2006
Gouache on wasli, 52 x 41 cm

Taka Tak, 2006
C-print, Mono channel video, 13 x 18 cm (each), 640 second

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Here or There, 2006
Gouache on wasli, 25 x 39 cm
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a computer one - mimics female genitalia.
Hirsute Moon
Animating the inanimate appears to be another of Zeeshan’s preoccupations.
He uses the device of body hair, rendered fine stranded and gossamer like
to achieve his ends. It could take the form of gentle fuzz as evidenced in the
red crescent moon in High Notes series, the finely contoured features of two
men facing each other pale into insignificance in the light of their beautifully
manicured and waxed beards. Exploring the cultural connotations of hair
Zeeshan indicates that it can be sensuous or dirty, beautiful or ugly, pure
or impure depending on its relative position on the body. In a work Still so
great Zeeshan appropriates the imagery of Tom Wesselmann’s Great American
Nude where the positioning of the nude forces the viewer to engage with the
mound of dark hair between the nudes’ legs. While one might read into the
work dark tales of sexual abuse or the commodification and exploitation of
women, the artist himself focuses more on Wesselmann’s Americanisation of
the very genre of the nude.
Gourmet Gore
In his video installation Taka Tak, Zeeshan documents the preparation of
chicken karhai in a manner that would certainly not appear on any television
cooking programme. For this is no ordinary creation of a delectable table
dish, rather Zeeshan queers the pitch of focusing on the blood and gore
involved in the slaughter of the fowls. By juxtaposing the appetizing with the
unappetizing he renders even the most mouthwatering of dishes unpalatable.
For the viewer the steaming chicken karahai is inexorably linked with the
memories of it’s gruesome slaughter, forcing him/her to vacillate between
these polarities. Do the ends justify the means is the question that Zeeshan
seems to be positing with his oeuvre. His work can also be read as an oblique
critique of our increasingly consumerist ways where the desire to possess
something rides roughshod over any ethical misgivings one might have about
it’s very production. With greed being the overriding factor one is reduced to
unquestioningly consuming what is being fed to us. By confronting us with
hidden and often violent processes, Zeeshan jolts out of our complacency
and passivity. At another level the artist is also making a social comment on
the youth in his country whose driving ambition is to leapfrog to success or to
get rich overnight. A generation that wants to enjoy the fruits without putting
in the requisite labour.
Whether in his video work or his gouaches on wasli Zeeshan questions the
given and attempts to lift the veil of the hidden agendas. But he does so
in a manner that is subtle and nuanced. In his elaborate charade violence
masquerades as innocence and terror may well have velvet claws and a furry
tail.

Aik So Aik, 2006
Gouache & photo transfer on wasli, 52 x 67 cm

This article was published as part of Anant Art’s catalogue on Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo exhibition
“Sublime Maladies” held at Anant Art, New Delhi in Janaury 2007.
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Profane Illuminations

O

n the verge of an orgasm fuelled by the horse-play of
an oblivious Lolita, Humbert Humbert describes his
suspense (with his usual mixture of pompousness and
self-deprecation) as “nicety of physiological equipoise
comparable to certain techniques in the arts”. Such
balletic lingering saves Humbert but only temporarily from the release, which
inevitably descends into self-loathing.

Aasim Akhtar
and the spontaneous to the contrived. Most obvious and rather crucial is the
trace that runs from innocence to knowledge.
The idea of a voyeur in the classical mould seems hopelessly idealistic, almost
quaint: the scene of a Proustian lover crawling through the topiary to gaze
upon his amour in a darkened window belongs, to another world. Even the

The role of the storyteller, who spins the world into a web of tricky allegories, is
a passage from photo-realism to a montagist narrative, in which compositional
coherence is deliberately made unstable by the levity of a floating allusion.
The chief debt, which this new artistic subjectivity owes to its predecessors,
is a metaphorical energy, an energy of symbolic address that enables the
artist to rupture his agenda of contemporaneity with the memoranda of
tradition. Whether through hallucination, reverie, or the staging of an interior
psychological theatre, Muhammad Zeeshan engages in conscious acts of selfdramatisation that constitute a resistance to patriarchal norms even as they
open up unprecedented domains of pleasure.
And yet, he is a reluctant Duchampist, balancing precariously on the seesaw
between artistic convention and viewerly feeling. While he wishes to project
images that have a sensuous appeal to a wide audience, he is also tempted to
tease the viewer, to employ techniques of surprise and evasion; he desires,
simultaneously, to console and shock his parent culture. Fundamentally,
Zeeshan wants their pleasure snatched from the vine like stolen fruit.
Having lived enough since that time to understand consequences, however,
he also wants the safety of distance. It’s the easiest and most convenient of
transgressions: All that’s required is a set of eyes and an imagination.
For the scopophiliac, looking is not a substitute or a prelude, but an end in
itself. Looking is a sexual activity and can be so even when the object is not
obviously erotic, because it implies possession of the otherwise unwilling
object. In the safety and comfort of one’s own atelier one could feast one’s
eyes on a banquet of subjects not ordinarily available for leisurely ocular
consumption: corpses, heroes, freaks, royalty, wild animals, exotic rituals, or
simply unknown people leading their unknown lives. Whatever the actual or
somatic effect of a given image upon a viewer, the basic elements of the
viewing process are not unrelated to the scenario of voyeurism. Ownership,
dispassion, play, crime, sensuality, pathos, avidity, contempt, and paralysis
all attend the scene; the viewer is at once godlike and impotent. The very
first lesson imparted by this suite of images is that voyeurism is a mercurial
notion whose definition shifts as constantly and implacably as a distant star
in the night sky. The paintings connect and overlap to form a fairly complete
taxonomy of all the shadings of the subject.
The very few gaps remaining in the overview are sufficiently hemmed by
approximations that the substance is covered. Many different continuums can
be traced by the philosophically minded voyeur, each of which exists at a
tangent to all others: from the tender to the harsh, the direct to the deflected,

Still so great, 2007
Gouache & silver leaf on wasli, 70 x 47.5 cm

Dying Miniature I, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 47.5 x 30 cm (each)

complaint that to look is to demean has lost currency. The miniatures in
this exhibition examine the play between voyeur and object of desire. Some
are truly surreptitious, even predatory;others are guileless in their chance
appreciation, revealed anew to the unexpecting eye. Yet what Zeeshan hopes
to show with this collection is that prurience and purity can go hand in hand.
What is the antagonist of these forms so suavely figured, so cunningly

sectioned to reveal new anatomies, inadmissible analogies, what Macbeth calls
understood relations which bring forth the secrets’t man of blood? Perhaps
the answer is given most diagrammatically in ‘150’-0” WIDE ROAD’ where
the horse yearns and waits while the body depends, the very organ of erection
limp, the double socle of the thighs ponderous in their downward thrust.
A mouth opens lustfully like labial lips. In all Zeeshan’s horses, though,
each separate body is its own repertoire of pulsions, reservoirs of potential

Untitled, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 67 x 52 cm

elevation against the gravity of its own structure, a headlong architecture of
antitheticals.
Zeeshan assembles images in a way that deliberately obscures their mutual
context. The witty handling of these images suggests that they cannot be
explained as emanations from the subconscious. Everything in these pieces is
left entirely ambiguous. At the same time, images with this degree of fascination

could not have been produced by cold calculation, and simply laughing at the
quirkiness of the artist’s mind is not an adequate response. For example, our
received sense of ‘flower’ as epitome is invoked by Zeeshan’s ‘Untitled’ image:
to flower is to come to a point of physical perfection, which has something of
the sacred about it – the fine flower of manhood. An extremity of strength:
that is why his poppy flower is always, for all its artifice and assertion, a perfect
specimen, luminously disposed to reveal the pinnacle, the crisis of la condition

Wuzoo (Remix), 2008
Gouache on printed wasli, 54 x 40

Lets Make a Great Pattern, 2008
Gouache on printed wasli, 23 x 21cm
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botanique, of that kingdom where only a master of shadows can reveal to us,
without colour, without odour, that all is yet erotic form.
The enigma is left floating in a neutral space, but its poetic magnetism does
not permit us to be disinterested observers.It forces us to participate in an
interpretive operation without any conclusion. The artist presents objects as
fetishes from a novel point of view with a sophisticated urban sensibility. The
erotic art in this show arouses us in many different ways, but in particular
through its focus on details, and through its motifs of transformation whether
theatrical or religious. In another ‘Untitled’ work, a group of namazis in
courtly attire bow before the stallion – symbol of authority and virility; and in

‘Wuzoo’ (ablution), on an image from Imran Qureshi’s installation at Sultan
Mosque, Singapore, photo-transferred on wasli, Zeeshan paints a tail of pubic
hair sprouting from the vulvar fruit, getting sucked into a water pipe. The
phallic symbol of the pipe with water flowing from it makes for a potent
representation.
Zeeshan seeks a model of liberation from the onus of description and ideology.
He finds it in the sacred diagrams of the heterodox cults, the austere purity
of line and the sensuous, even rhapsodic expressiveness of colour divorced
from objective meaning. In recent suite of paintings, these preoccupations
have reached their optimal zenith in their taut harmonics. Where his

150’-0’’ WIDE ROAD, 2008
Gouache on printed wasli, 34 x 42 cm

Should be untitled (diptych), 2008
Gouache on wasli, 52 x 67 cm (each)

Untitled, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 67 x 52 cm

predecessors explored the tragic-classical or hymnal-revolutionary elements
in dwelling within the modern, Zeeshan’s postmodernist sensibilities under
review emphasise playfulness, morphological fluidity, and semantic instability.
In ‘Dying Miniature I’, Zeeshan completes his miniature composition by the
application of a perfect network of threads. This web does not respect the
figuration, which lies beneath it – instead it silences the mouths of Shahjehan
and Tamerlane and blinds the rows of brassieres on sale. This use of the web
of threads is full of pathos as they ruin the painstakingly constructed paintings
underneath and obliterate the scenes depicted within them. Zeeshan allows
his sources to carom off one another, provoking the viewer into participating
in the artwork rather than passively consuming it.
Predator and prey coexist in a symbiotic embrace in his work, presenting a
scene of unquestionable horror and violence and yet portraying a paradoxical
yielding of flesh with flagrant sensuality. Zeeshan uses the avant-garde methods
of the twentieth century ironically, making miniatures that are habitats for
unusual objects and playing clever games with viewers, deliberately provoking
their ‘bad habit’ of interpreting the work. To present the diagnosis precisely,
Zeeshan appears to be unlearning the reflexes of homo ideologicus, joyfully
giving up himself to the instincts of homo ludens. Even after becoming aware
of having been caught in the trap of his humour, one is induced to stay by the
sheer poetic richness of his work.

This article was published as part of Aicon Gallery’s catalouge on Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo
exhibition ‘Profane Illuminations’ held at Aicon Gallery, New York in March 2008.
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Caught in Crosshairs - Pakistan’s Muhammad Zeeshan

Z

eeshan’s transparent metaphors of hairs and horses are in
New York. Young and with a bobbing pony tail, Muhammad
Zeeshan speaks slowly and carefully, sometimes ironically, as
he puts his painted stories into words. Each painting looks
simple and yet the stories and strokes are really refined and
moving, and like Scherazade’s stories, one leads to another, to another.

Swapna Vora

Should be untitled (image on pages 60-61): These humorous images are
clearly of obsequious courtiers and perhaps need no comment. He shows
somewhat pompous power bearers bowing to a horse’s muscular backside.
The painting is very subtle, transparent, every line is essential, there are no
accidental strokes. It is in the miniature genre, very precise, and he is very

One rather unique Untitled painting (image on page 56), shows an opium
bud which resembles the female body or a bright, cherry red, lipsticked
maw growing a sprightly, upright tulip. A floral version of the Shivling?
Pushpalingam! That tulip, he says, is simply inspired from miniature paintings
which overflow with pretty flowers. The topic is definitely erotic and he says
wryly that exasperated customs officers ask, “Why can’t you cover this up?
Getting innocent people into trouble!” Then he solemnly replies, “Ooh, this
is an opium bud, this is what nature looks like.” He shows them a picture of
a natural opium bud and meets with a gloomy silence. He has been told by
officers to cover up his innocuous looking work and helpfully advised to use
paper and stickers. “Stick two paintings together”, they requested. Humans
everywhere are, after all, pretty ashamed of their bodies, presumably a meet
topic for modesty, for sharam! After a local exhibition, he laughs, “My wife
got plenty of concerned phone calls. ‘Is all well with your marriage?’ the local
busybodies asked her.” So far he has refused to fix stickers on his paintings.
Top of the Pop:”Daggers mean weapons and now are used as decorative
devices. Here these stickers are really from when I was observing trucks.”
This is like painting a picture of delight with guns and we, humans, are forever
brimming with contradictions. “Art transforms deadly weapons into mocking
decorations.” In Pakistan, there are three sentences everywhere asking for
Allah’s mercy, blessings and help. Here he has stuck newspapers behind his
work and bored tiny holes through which one can see random writing. This
is to resonate with and remind one of the daily sight of these beseeching
sentences. And so the holes in the painting show tiny Urdu letters.
In one painting, he says, ‘Allah take care of me’, and laughingly shows an
American flag and black ribbons. “When I need help, I call out and these
sentiments are everywhere, on every truck in Pakistan”, he says. “I make this
thing from that memory.” I say, “Oh, like Indian people exclaim, ‘Bhagwan ki
kripa’ or ‘Jai mata di’”. He nods. Truck art in the Indian subcontinent is a lively,
colorful business of hope and heavenly aspirations. Here an Urdu newspaper
serves as a background and occasionally one sees the curly letters peek out
of small, asymmetrical holes in the painting. We both speak in English and
lament the colonization that deprived us of our language.
Great pattern (image on page 58): The colors of the American flag float here.
Zeeshan says this is a draft, a raw form of ‘A great pattern’, another painting.
He likes to embroider subtle comments on politics. He shows embroidery
holes that resemble the fine work his neighborhood women create and
throws strands of the three colors that denote America. He mentioned the
secondhand shops with their heaps of used clothes, including underwear!
Walls of multicolored bras!

Top of the Pop, 2007
Gouache & reflective sticker on wasli, 52 x 34 cm

Still so great, 2006
Gouache on printed wasli, 21 x 18 cm

Still so great, 2006
Gouache on wasli, 48 x 33

Dying Miniature II, 2008
Gouache & gold leaf on printed wasli, 37 x 25.5 cms (each)
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kept waiting for the traffic to stop. Ultimately a lady came by, pressed a button
and the traffic stopped. “Oh, I exclaimed to her, you have to do that. Yes, she
said.” Here he took a print of a photo of a pedestrian crossing and painted
on it. He wanted the letters, ‘150’ – 0”’ Wide Road’. A pedestrian crossing,
the button to stop the traffic, a road and a frisky mouse waiting, sniffing: for
what? Ah, you have to view the painting. “That mouse is vitally alive,” says
Zeeshan as he laughs at human sexuality. He says, “Do wait before pleasing
yourself: no instant gratification. Wait your turn. Delay the pleasure. The mice
here are waiting to cross the road to gratification!”
This painting of a luscious, full lipped, red, open mouth is so delicate that
the print comes through and the texture of the sheet is visible and palpable.
Done on a print, this transparent work clearly permits the printed black lines,
the words and the numbers to be visible. The printed black line appears to be
on top of the paint. He says he does not care for opaque work, it is dead for
him. “It is fine for others, I don’t criticize opacity in others’ works. But it is
not for me.”
Next he shows a female mouth and half a horse’s behind (image on page
59). “Since I did not use a male figure here, I use horses to convey maleness,
a metaphor.” He uses bananas, guns, and vultures instead…. In many of
his paintings, hair is both metaphor and a delicate delight. In the middleeast, there are many rules for what is appropriate for human hair. Is it to be
covered? If so, how much and with what sort of scarf or turban? For a male,
is he to sport facial hair and if so, how much and in what fashion? All these
styles send subtle social signals of modesty, compliance or rebellion. And
Zeeshan reflects this concern.
Portrait Remix: This has been done on a print of an invitation card originally
created by Muhammed Imran Qureshi, his beloved teacher. Zeeshan wanted
the text at the bottom of the card and asked his teacher for permission to use
it. His teacher said he could have the original copy and Zeeshan said, no, he
wanted this print. He adds that he was so thrilled and honored that his teacher
let him use the print of his own work.
Lets Make a Great Pattern, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 67 x 52 cm

sure as to exactly what tone or shade he wishes to use. “The fine grey lines
are done in soft squirrel hair brushes,” he says. “The hair has to be soft, so
soft and pliable. Sometimes you get dead hair and then that will be useless for
painting.” He uses the same shade of grey, although it appears as if he has
used many shades. “It is just doing it again and again that gives this work the
fine appearance of wisps and tendrils of human hair.” He says, “You need
‘strengthful’ hair, mostly the tip is needed for fine lines. For big washes I
can use sable but mostly I love the Jaipur brushes. I prefer them to anything
else. They are very soft, subtle! I use, usually, thirty washes of paint. Yes, the
background is done repeatedly in different colors to achieve a certain patina,
a luminous glow and sometimes the washes are just in plain water to get rid
of excess paint. I may begin with pink tones and then go on to another color.
The paper is wasli and I have to stick four sheets to get a certain feeling. I have
to dye the sheet. After ten washes, I may wash off extra pigment. I use Scholar
paper, which is easily available in Pakistan.”
Wait (image on page 79): Zeeshan was in London, trying to cross a road and

In another set of paintings, ‘Dying miniature I and II’ (images on pages 54-55
& 68-69), he says some images are separate. “Pictures of great kings may not
show reality and hence I have done images which are simply outlines filled
with gold foil. And made the elaborate one fuzzy with embroidery threads!
The white threads diffuse the painting, make it translucent. It can be viewed
from far off but not from near. What we see are rich imprecise pictures of
reality. All we have today is someone’s opinion and memory of these kings.”
Still great (image on page 53): This is a lovely, cunning play on the work
of another painter. Manhattan Pop Artist Tom Wesselmann did a series of
paintings titled ‘Great American Nude’. Here Zeeshan shows a sprawling
female with gorgeous mice, in silver leaf and copper tints, and says, “Still so
great. Yes, the Great American Nude is still great.” Of mice and men! Like
Wesselman’s later paintings, Zeeshan shows mountainous bits of splayed out
anatomy, like a female Gulliver. This is humorous, dear customs officers, not
pornographic!
(Wesselmann work includes painted toenails, legs and lips with all American
accoutrements like soft drink bottles, milk, cigarettes, radios, sandwiches, a
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toilet seat, and a car. As Director Jan van der Marck observed, “Wesselmann
shows woman as the consumer, both consuming and being consumed.” The
Time magazine article compares these nudes to ‘legendary divorcees, airline
stewardesses or Candys who spend all day on the beach and all night in a
motel room. It is hard to imagine them arguing over the household bills, or
dropping the children off at the dentist.” *)
“Do you come here to America often?”
“No, this is the first time. I’ve just been here three days.” Yet he has made
many observations on America in his work.
Muhammad Zeeshan works on seven or eight paintings at a time, going back
and forth, adding, deleting, transforming, to get across the essence of what

he is telling us. He is married to the ceramist, Kaif Ghaznavi. New York’s
Aicon gallery found his work in Karachi at Sameera Raja’s Canvas Gallery.
Raja curated this show. Some of his work was at the Dubai Art Fair. In New
York, it was shown at the Aicon Gallery. In April, his work will be shown in
Bombay at the Jehangir Art Gallery.
* Time magazine Friday, Jun. 14, 1968. Editor’s note: Note also that the nude
in “Still Great” bears a strong resemblance to Gustave Courbet’s “L’Origine
du Monde”. This painting was exhibited in New York at the Metropolitan
show on Gustave Courbet, February 27, 2008–May 18, 2008.

This article was published in asianart.com covering Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo exhibition ‘Profane
Illuminations’ held at Aicon Gallery, New York in March 2008.

Portraits (Remix), 2008
Gouache & goldleaf on printed wasli, 29.5 x 37cm
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Ventures into the Territory of Doubt

A

viewing it inhabits.

rt-works now travel across the globe as much as artists
do, a circumstance that prompts us to consider not only
the practical issue of freight costs but the more germane
issue of semantic weight. We must reflect on the shifting
significance that an art-work bears in the different fields of

The most immediate problem that we confront, when responding to art-works
that are exhibited outside the locus of their making and primary reception,
is that of decontextualisation: the absence or partial loss of a framework in
which they can unfold their presence. When looking at drawings, paintings,
sculptures, installations or video works that have come to us from elsewhere,
how do we domicile them in a strange place? Do we apply the rules of an
imaginary universal game of meaning to them? Or do we, in approaching
them, adapt and improvise between what we know and what we sense, what
we read and what we reconstruct? Do we misread as intensely as we read, and
can misreading become a productive ground of significance?

Ranjit Hoskote
The miniature context is a case of a style masquerading as world-view. Does the
miniature propose a philosophy or a world-view in itself, or is it more correctly
a set of pictorial conventions carrying particular historical associations, which
have been selectively read under the lens of a State ideology? After all, the
‘Mughal’ is not the imposed hallmark of Islam in South Asia so much as it is
the product of confluences among diverse artistic approaches including Rajput
and Safahvid, Jaina and Renaissance; it arose through the changing pattern
of patronal interest and technical experiment through several generations of
rulers and the artists in their ateliers.
The political context is equally reductionist. To insist that artists who live
and work in societies such as Pakistan (or, for the matter of that, India)

This line of questioning leads, not to answers, but to further questions. How
do we grasp the richness of code that these art-works deploy, the deftness with
which they short-circuit the cultural wiring at home, when we do not know
enough about the home from which they emerge? How do we plumb the
relationship that they establish with their viewers; with the dominant culture,
national history, prevalent visualities and iconographic systems in their society
of origin? And how do they make themselves at home in the new? Such are
the contours of the problem of decontextualisation.
With much contemporary art from Pakistan, the opposite problem is true. If
anything, we have had a measure of over-contextualisation as far as Pakistani
art is concerned. Two canonical truths are asserted for us, even before we
have had a chance to look at the images themselves and experience their
specific illuminations. First, that most Pakistani miniature-style paintings,
typically rendered in gouache on handmade wasli paper, are the outcome of
the revival of the Mughal miniature as a national idiom. And second, we are
encouraged to regard these paintings as having been conceived and formed
in the armature of Pakistani politics, and that their subjects are drawn from
a churning environment in which are mixed, in equal parts, cultural anxiety,
religious unrest, ethnic violence, patriarchal tyranny and the desire for the free
expression of women’s subjectivity. 1
I must confess to a mounting impatience with this stereotypical bracketing of
contemporary Pakistani art between the revival of the miniature on one hand
and political commentary on the other. Both these contexts, the stylistic and
the political, are undoubtedly important and even formative; but they cannot
forever be the twin horizons within which the international reception of
Pakistani art can be bounded. They are at best descriptions that have come to
be treated as definitions: they cannot become a source of criteria, judgements
about authenticity and statements about relevance.

Should be Untitled I, 2008
Gouache and goldleaf on wasli, 112 x 52 cm

Should be Untitled II, 2008
Gouache & goldleaf on wasli, 51 x 137 cm

Top of the Pop, 2003
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 33 cm

Top of the Pop, 2003
Gouache on wasli, 33 x 23 cm

Untitled (diptych), 2008
Gouache on wasli, 102 x 52 cm

Wait, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 52 x 67 cm
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should restrict themselves to a preoccupation with the political is to narrow
the potentialities of the artistic imagination, and to treat artists as no more
than the ambassadors of reportage. Such a view prevents us from savouring
artistic preoccupations that extend beyond the commentative, declamatory or
satirical. It also prevents us from recognising the accomplished hybridity that
many Pakistani artists practice as they balance between a regional criticality and
an exoticism for export, between the reclaiming of techniques condemned
to pre-modernity by orthodox Western modernist doctrine and the assertion
of a stake in the global contemporary. Keeping these thoughts in mind, we
must amplify the range of our responses to embrace artists who pursue a
poetics of elusiveness, or who are connoisseurs of sensuous provocation, or
who have committed themselves to the allegories of palimpsest history and
kaleidoscopic belonging as ways of reclaiming the political with a richness of
poetic and critical texture. 2
The art of Muhammad Zeeshan (who was born in 1980 and graduated with
a specialisation in miniatures from the National College of Arts, Lahore,
in 2003) invites and rewards such amplified attention. Zeeshan articulates
his preoccupations through drawings, paintings and video works. His art
ventures well beyond the stereotype, even while apparently subscribing to it,
that contemporary Pakistani art must stem from the revival of the courtly
miniature idiom in a turbulent present.
Zeeshan’s thesis work, reproduced in the catalogue published by the graduates
in the miniatures stream, was titled ‘Top of the Pop’, and seemed to conform
to the stereotype. It juxtaposes the painting-within-a-painting of a woman
cast in a sensuous, even titillating pose, against a backdrop of machine guns;
as though to underscore the psychological and ideological contradictions of
his society, or perhaps to generate a collision and bizarre identity between two
seemingly opposite kinds of overriding passion, one for carnal delight and the
other for military supremacy or jihadist triumph. 3
In the five years since his graduation, the artist has grown swiftly beyond
the standard repertoire of weapons, delicately rendered flowers, and women
negotiating between feudal captivity and self-expression. He takes the
miniature as a point of departure, not as a matrix. Even where the motifs
come from the repertoire, the relational energy that brings them together in
pictorial space has changed, become more urgent. Zeeshan’s recent images
are charged with a compelling semiotic instability, with ambiguity and enigma.
He conducts us through a theatre of events and gestures in which the exquisite
and the disturbing are inseparably compounded. His images resemble details
that have escaped from a more elaborate folio, real or imagined. The narratives
are tight-lipped, elliptical, and leave much to the viewer’s imagination. In
Zeeshan’s handling, petals, leaves and stalks assume the fleshly, dramatically
carnal reality of human organs. The mouse that has wrapped itself in a soft,
vulva-like sac, with its tail upright, occupies our sight but escapes taxonomy:
is this a love-thief, slipping away from a boudoir at dawn? A surrogate phallus
with a zoological alibi for the censor? Or is it a force that works its seductions
charmingly, impalpably burrowing through a palace and bringing it down?
The disquiet is at once deeply intimate, felt in the hiding place between the
thighs, and resonantly public, as we think of how the plague could have its
own poisoned beauty, how a society’s uncontrolled passions and ambitions
can gnaw away at its heart.
Untitled (diptych), 2008
Gouache on wasli, 70 x 32 cm
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The courtiers who bow, in the synchronised sycophancy of men joined at the
hip, are a visual echo of the halved horses that populate Zeeshan’s frames:
animals recognisable by their hindquarters and genitalia, the more heroic
head, shoulders and front legs sheared clean away. This drastic act of surgery
on the horse, with its mythic associations of equestrian triumph, seems to
encode a distrust of authority figures; the scraping lackeys embody a critique,
quite literally, of the seat of power.
And so, through the seemingly private and even secret, the artist recovers
the ground of the public and the political: his art points to the fatigue and
the possible renewal of a culture that has become trapped in nets of its own
making. “As a nation, we have become zombies. I am just trying to stimulate
a questionnaire,” he observes. “When I was a child, I was scolded for asking
‘why’, because it marks the territory of doubt, hence one must refrain from
asking it. I feel that we are so accustomed to not asking the question ‘why’ that
we have stopped thinking and analysing everything and anything that goes on
around us and within us.” 4
Zombiedom is not the exclusive preserve of any nation, and a call to resist
it carries beyond borders. Equipped with questions and a gift for nurturing
vital, unsettling impulses, Muhammad Zeeshan invites us to accompany him
in these ventures into his chosen territory of doubt.
1. With regard to this ‘invented tradition’ of the contemporary miniature, to adopt the term popularised
by Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, dare we suggest that it is not only a national idiom but also
an official style, by virtue of having been constructed and defined within the institutional structure
of pedagogy? It appears to articulate, in the visual arts, Pakistan’s claim to being the homeland of
South Asian Islam and successor state to the various Turko-Mongol dynasties that ruled in South
Asia through the 2nd millennium AD. Paradoxical as this may seem, it is difficult to disregard the
possible complicity between the academy and Zia-ul-Haq’s ultra-conservative State in the systematic
transformation of the miniature, through the 1980s, from an atelier-based approach consigned to
the traditional crafts to a modern form. From another point of view, Zia’s Islamist obsessions
and the academy’s cultivation of the miniature could be seen as alternative claims on the past that
were simultaneously alternative proposals for the future. For an account of the development of the
contemporary Pakistani miniature, which situates it in the context of the politics of cultural identity
during the Zia period, see Salima Hashmi, ‘The Sign Within’, in Yashodhara Dalmia & Salima
Hashmi, Memory, Metaphor, Mutations: Contemporary Art of India and Pakistan (New Delhi:
Oxford University Press, 2007), esp. pp. 74-77.
2. For a discussion of the themes outlined in this paragraph, see Nancy Adajania, ‘Tales Carried
by the Breath: Aisha Khalid’s Recent Works’ (exhibition catalogue essay; New Delhi: Anant Art
Gallery, February 2006).
3. Miniatures 2003, catalogue of the thesis exhibition of the graduating class of 2003 (Lahore:
National College of Arts, 2003).
4. Muhammad Zeeshan, quoted in Salwat Ali, ‘Miniature’s Postmodern Face’ (Newsline: Karachi,
October 2007; see http://www.newsline.com.pk/NewsOct2007/artlineoct.htm). Ranjit Hoskote
is a poet, cultural theorist and independent curator. He is the author of fourteen books, most recently,
of The Crafting of Reality: Sudhir Patwardhan, Drawings (2008). Hoskote is co-curator, with
Okwui Enwezor and Hyunjin Kim, of the 7th Gwangju Biennale.
This article was published as part of Anant Art’s catalogue on Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo
exhibition “What Lies Beneath” held at Jahangir Nicholson Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai in
April 2008.
Untitled (diptych), 2008
Gouache on wasli, 70 x 32 cm

Pain, Perversity, and Pleasure

I

Numair A. Abbasi

“After having immured themselves with everything that was best able to satisfy the senses through lust… the
plan was to have described to them, in the greatest detail and in due order, every one of debauchery’s extravagances, all its divagations, all its ramifications, all its contingencies… There is simple no conceiving degree to
which man varies them when his imagination grows inflamed.”
~ Marquis de Sade

n his historical overview Erotica, Edward Lucie-Smith lists
four characteristics from which he emphasises at least two
should combine for any sexually explicit image to qualify as
erotic art: hedonistic, guilt-ridden, boldly critical of society,
and transgressive for transgression’s sake. Discerning what
might be erotic or grotesque should happen by considering the
potential effect of that object, action, event, and/or visual as in this
case, the context that informed and is informed by its pragmatic
dimension and the intentions of its producers with regard to desired
effect of the aforementioned. Does it predominantly appeal to
the intellect than to the flesh? Or is it more aligned with leisure
and hedonism. Does the arousal of the carnal desire depend on
where and how the incitement is situated? Are they considered
enlightening, therapeutic, and liberating, or detrimental, depraving,
and damaging? The judgment, of course, not only depends on the
context of the item in question but also depends on the context of
its circulation.
Anyone who is familiar with Muhammad Zeeshan’s practice and who
has been following his trajectory since its infancy would know that
Zeeshan often treads on a fine line where his intricately executed
and aesthetically captivating images may trespass into genres that
a viewer may consider – albeit at their own onus – obscene, vulgar,
and often, offensive.
Before delving in this further we must first begin with the question:
what is obscene? The popular agreement would be that obscene
signifies something that offends or outrages, because it does not
shadow the accepted standards of decency, civility, or modesty. It
is reflected through feelings of disgust and repulsion. They may be
sexually explicit and alluring representations that seek to gratify the
desires of the flesh, they may also apply to the unacceptable horrors
of everyday life that connote to excess, violence, and transgression;
something that receives a general consensus on keeping away from
public view.
Zeeshan’s work has often been categorised as sensationalist,
grotesque, or erotic. The artist however lays a clear disclaimer that
while the viewer may rightfully interpret the visuals as such; he does

not share their opinion and most certainly does not consciously
create art with that intent. After all, who is making the judgment for
whom here? The definitions of various forms of obscenity are only
informed after an assessment of its projected, rather interpreted
damaging effects on the recipients of those visuals; the artist is
benign in most cases and arguably cannot be held responsible for
the viewers’ experience of their work. Many may claim that the
intention of the producer plays a decisive role for the perceived effect
of the work on its audience. This slippery slope immediately raises
– by inference – discourses regarding the status of the producer and
those valorising institutional frameworks, groups and individuals,
who have the power to confer such status.
Zeeshan, however, is not remotely disquieted by encountering such
reactions. Au contraire, he relishes these responses as it provides
him with an insight on the viewer’s mind and how it processes issues
that our society, in general, considers taboo and veers heads away
from.
Zeeshan was hired as an assistant at a painting studio in Mirpur
Khas at the age of eight. The variegated nature of tasks he received
involved from painting banners and food carts to even rickshaws
and often, posters for adult films. The consumerist virtue to his work
as well as the illustrative aesthetics – that are evident in his practice
to date – were most likely inseminated in his cognizance through
this experience from a fledgling age.
Perhaps it was this work experience that has desensitized Zeeshan,
however, the artist also divulges that his nature has always been of
a rebel, or rather, of a non-conformist. Having made some personal
and life choices that may seem unordinary to most people, it is
clear that Zeeshan is a fish against the current which reflects in the
conceptual and visual choices in his work.
Between 2004 and 2005, Zeeshan’s earlier works display an
amalgamation of mundane, phallic objects: bananas and revolvers
to be specific. A barrel as the shaft emerges from a swollen banana
signifying the scrotum. In other visuals, the barrel, which not only
resembles phalli but also essentially functions as a urethra with its

own meatus, is conjoined to a human scrotum that in some paintings
is made more graphic by addition of scrotal hair. The artist ostensibly
connotes the penis to violence, hostility, and forceful aggression
such as that associated to weaponry.
Apart from an evident illustrative quality in Zeeshan’s approach,
some of the works also borderline as educational, or instructional.
This was an outcome of Zeeshan’s personal attempts to study and
learn English, which was mocked as a juvenile process that he
undertook much later in adulthood. In 2008 Zeeshan reciprocates
to those by creating his own alphabet flashcards, where the words
and images conventionally associated to each letter are replaced
with something of more mature content. A nude woman heaves a
massive apple for the letter A, a man fondles his erect penis with his
underwear for Boy, under letter B. Letter C depicts a nude dominatrix
in a cat woman’s outfit, and the example for letter D is two dogs
fornicating. Zeeshan highlights the subjectivity in this brainwashed
perception and proves that learning a language can be an activity
equally for adults. Similarly, in 2008 the artist formulates his own
questions that are creative visualisations of the definitions and terms
that he learnt during his GRE lessons. He couples benign formulae
and terminologies to explicit images and situates the definitions in a
sexual context through mischievous word play.
Zeeshan detaches the nude from its connotations that we have
been bred to associate it with. Lust, shame, privacy, and identity are
a few of those. Despite the nudity, it is the body that Muhammad
Zeeshan metaphorises. He annotates a nude figure to any mundane
object that regardless of its orientation and condition, and the
extent of its visibility and its veiling, remains and is identified as
that particular object. Likewise, and understandably so, the artist
claims he is not addressing nudity, but is still dialoguing on the body
even when it is in a state of undressed. After all, what does it reflect
about us as viewers who grant enough power to clothing that its
mere subtraction mutates the entire identity of the subject from a
body to a nude, which is often presumptuously woven to eroticism.
Instead of playing with one’s psychosexual senses and inadvertently
stimulating them, Zeeshan toys with one’s sense of self – which in
a Freudian premise is a set of psychic functions such as judgment,
tolerance, reality testing, control, synthesis of information,
intellectual functioning, amongst others. He is intrigued by the
myopic perception that most, not all, of the audience has and
exercises upon after encountering his works. Perhaps we are
mechanized to adhere to a literal translation of what we see before
us and to ingest it at its face value first before excavating further
for its conceptual undertones. A prime example is demonstrated by
the Venus of Willendorf (30,000 – 18,000 BC). Despite not having
been labelled as obscene in its context of origin, the bold nudity
and unequivocal sexuality kept reproductions of the work out of US

art textbooks for much of the twentieth century. This was mostly
due to the parochial focus on its formal appearance than the cultic
meaning and purpose.
Generally speaking, the long-held belief that art should be first and
foremost beautiful rather than merely convincing and/or original is
still a pervasive mentality. Only when one can distinguish what is art,
can one assert what is not. What one needs to establish and accept
is that grotesque and erotic don’t necessarily have to be placed in
a negative spotlight. And a work of art can qualify both as high art
and can also be grotesque, erotic, or obscene; the two are not two
mutually exclusive traits.
In his ‘Special Siri Series’ (2011), Zeeshan depicts various images of
beheaded craniums that he either photographed or borrowed from
existing images. He melds it further with appropriated paintings
from Classicism and Renaissance. Having consciously created a
“pretty image,” the aesthetics starkly contrast to the narrative in
question, which many may find deeply morbid. However it is an
intriguing observation that while the apparent depiction of violence
and gore through the flesh and dripping blood may not be palatable
for many, the laser scored portraits and settings which the skulls are
situated in are consumed unquestioned and without cringe. Laser
scoring, after all, is an equally violent and invasive method where
the surface is literally bruised, incised, and burnt.
The display of excessive violence and human suffering and demise
across a whole range of genres from video games, mainstream films
as well as electronic and print media/news and documentaries has
become more extensive and intensified since the last few decades.
And judging by its chronic popularity and consumption, it seems
that viewing expectations and emotional thresholds of audiences
have changed, moulded by emergent imaging technologies, their
promise of increasing immediacy, transparency, and immersion
from the safety of their armchair.
Zeeshan employs this cultural phenomenon in many of his works
that majority of the audience would ironically label as grotesque
and express aversion to. The mono channel video ‘Taka Tak’ (2007)
reveals the entire process of making a local culinary speciality that
we are served on the comfort of our table. This inevitably unleashes
dialogue on class, consumerism, and elitism where we have
cocooned ourselves in oblivion and like a herd of docile sheep, devour
whatever we are fed without questioning its context, its origins, and
its repercussions. While the end product may be appetizing and
appealing, one often neglects the ugly backstory it went under to
reach this state. The artist questions whether the consumers would
still opine about and regard the produce in the same fashion if they
were to be constantly reminded of the grotesque process behind
its making. Zeeshan also relates it to the general habit of people

criticizing someone’s current status and position, not realising the
struggles they had to experience. In the mono channel video, ‘Men’s’
(2006) Zeeshan juxtaposes news clippings from a Mall Road protest
that led to severe violence and vandalism, to scenes from a local
Viagra advertisement. Both videos interestingly symbolise fire as
rage, virility, and libido. The moving images are aptly accompanied
by Noor Jehan’s rendition ‘Mere watan ke sajeele jawanon’. And in
doing so, the artist depicts the dissonance and the bifurcation of the
two kinds of men in our society.
The mixture of the Eastern and Western imagery is a frequent
exercise that Muhammad Zeeshan undertakes. This distributes
the weight of an otherwise sexually charged image into political
or religious genres where Zeeshan talks about the hierarchies of
control, power play, extremism, and culture clash. The ‘Still so great’
series (2006) display Tom Wesselmann’s ‘Great American Nude’.
However, the woman reclining with her legs splayed is witnessed
by a man, visibly dressed in Mughal attire, standing in servitude.
The other image has the woman paired with a pattern of full-grown
beard (a silently accepted cultural or religious icon) in which all
but one face the woman. In Guess Paper (2008), local numerology,
horoscope, and astrology magazines are superimposed with
caricatures and silhouettes of playboy models flaunting their assets
in highly suggestive poses. The self-help magazines are transformed
in context while also emphasizing the perversity in the consumption
of both cultures.
It is not surprising that the artist has met with substantial criticism
and rebuttals from within and beyond the local as well as the global
art industry. His works have often been censored, confiscated by
the local Customs Department, taken down just days before an
exhibition, and of course have received harsh aversion from the
key players in the art scene. Muhammad Zeeshan however, does
not let it demotivate him. Instead, these instances further inform
his work and propel him to seek more creative ways to convey his
ideas without damaging the intended visual. He employs humour,
satire, and trickery in most of his works. By making the image more
abstract and more ambiguous, he fools an untrained eye to perceive
it as a benign visual. Some may deduce that he censors his work,
but those who engage further will be able to conclude that despite
the obscurity and omission of details the artist manages to make
his visual a lot more sexually explicit which funnily enough gets
circulated sans notice. He fools those same individuals who first
approached him with their reservations over the visual content, and
undeniably so, experiences like these may inject the artist with an
ephemeral thrill or a power trip.
In paintings such as ‘One’ and ‘Two’ (2008), Zeeshan dexterously
paints the faces and limbs of figures he borrows from pre-existing
miniature paintings, leaving out the rest of the torso as negative

space. In polarity, his ‘Biology’ series (2007-2008) depicts the
nipples, female genitalia, and selective body hair with no other
marks of identification or representation of any facial features. Only
upon close inspection will the viewer realise that in both scenarios
the figures are blissfully engaged in coitus.
His affinity for humour recurrently seeps into the titles of his works
where for him it is often the title itself that shapes the entire piece
and gives it a concrete setting. He also opines that the omission or
rephrasing of those titles may make the artwork lose its potency. For
example, ‘Yoga Series’ (2017) depicts women in active gear under
stress of various asanas and are positioned next to a bird. However,
this subtly suggestive image is instantly elevated after Zeeshan
cheekily titles it ‘One Cock and a Girl’ or ‘Two Cocks and a Girl’. In
fact, the image that had no bird in sight is also titled ‘No Cock and a
Girl’. In doing so, he astutely donates an innuendo to make even a
tender image sexually provocative. While witnessing the feathered
friend strategically placed in close proximity to the woman’s groin
may be palatable for most of the viewers at large, it is the pun in the
title that ruffled some feathers and had to be addressed immediately
before the exposition. Much to the artist’s disappointment, the
word cock was replaced with rooster; which for Zeeshan took away
most of the tongue-in-cheek nature of the work. The artist further
divulges that while ‘No Cock and a Girl’ had no cock represented,
he chose to draw an abstract ovoid besides the woman since she
balances a pose that he collates to a phallus. Amusingly enough, the
reiteration of the phallus through the addition of the ellipse may not
have been comprehended by many.
Zeeshan also employs his roguery by making few of his pieces
interactive. The viewer must take the onus of encountering a
sexualised image and the artist walks away spot free after his
trickery. In his ‘Guess Paper’ (2008) installation, he recreates the
local numerological guess paper that is easily accessible on side
streets. Saturated with a combination of various numbers, absurd
and whimsical riddles, as well as an eclectic blend of illustrations,
Zeeshan takes inspiration from the imagery and makes his own
guess paper that are a guide to finding ‘your perfect girl.’ These
matchmaking fliers are situated in a narrow corridor of the gallery,
waiting to confront and possibly unnerve the passers-by. In ‘Unrendering the Rendering’ (2009) the artist lays a stack of scratch
cards in the gallery for visitors to pick, upon one condition that they
must only scratch the image once outside of the gallery premise.
Many visitors, unrightfully so, associated the activity to childish
playfulness, and hence handed the papers down to their kids only
for them to reveal a sexualised image onto themselves.
The presence of feral animals is a common feature in Zeeshan’s
visuals, the visibility of which was at its peak between 2005 and
2008. Apart from the obvious implication of the cocks, rodents and

scavengers such as rats and vultures, there are also animals that
Zeeshan incorporates as ‘visual’ semiotics. He does not disclose
who or what they signify, for him they could be anyone. But it is
apparent that Zeeshan takes a jab at our animalistic nature where
we gluttonously consume, and nibble off whatever leftover we find.
Perhaps he insinuates our sexual appetite, or our secret attraction
for eroticism, or perhaps Zeeshan uses these creatures as metaphors
for a social commentary on sexism and misogyny where most men
treat and view the opposite sex as perishable, edible organisms
available solely for us to consume and sate our wants with.
Zeeshan states that a point of reference or a personal association
to the subject is imperative for him to produce a rendered image of
it. Otherwise, he finds no visceral drive to execute his intent. This
is why most of the images, explicit or non-explicit, are outcomes of
photographs that Zeeshan either personally took of his models or
received as disclosed or anonymous submissions on his email or via
social media forums – many of which are by volunteers who took
keen interest after viewing his existing work. This lays true for his
‘Yoga’ series (2017), ‘Alphabet’ series (2008), and ‘Biology’ series
(2007-2008) amongst others. After being shown a referential image,
the models take photos of, or film, themselves for submission. The
artist then alters the images based on his creative decisions and
aesthetic judgments; often for clarity as he did, for example, in
‘Silicon’ (2009) where Zeeshan completes the visibility of the male
genitalia by adding the scrotum which was not visible in the posture
submitted by John Doe.
Zeeshan’s practice is bound with an amplification of the cultural
divide between high art and popular/folk culture, and the gulf
between cultural elitism and mass production and consumption.
What may be extracted as obscene from his work – either erotic
or grotesque – is conceptually intertwined with the advancements
in mass reproduction, information, and communication. This also
functions as a gauging support for the dichotomies between erotic
art and pornography, high and popular culture, cultural industry and
autonomous, elitist art. For instance, Zeeshan incorporates popular
commercial slogans that we imbibe in our everyday consumerist
culture. Statements like ‘Keep out of the reach of children’, is recontextualised and is repeated behind an image of a baby bottle
and bare breasts in ‘Good Better Best’ (2003). ‘Before Use’ and
‘After Use,’ is placed under an image of an erect and flaccid penis
respectively (2008) and ‘Ensure seal is intact before opening’ pertly
captions meticulously rendered pudenda in ‘Directions’ (2007).
While the associations between these texts with particular images
may seem risible at first, they definitely sprout from the grave
realities of human psychology and how we, as a society, address sex
and sexuality.
The existence of two identities conversing with each other is a

frequent methodology utilised by Zeeshan in his work, be it in videos
or in his still images. ‘Toofani Mazay’ (2006) is a mono channel video
installation in which a montage of scantily clad models walking
in a local fashion show is paired with a Pashto music video of a
voluptuous woman flashing her generous bosoms while dancing
seductively in rain. Zeeshan compares the difference in aesthetics,
where both videos immerse themselves in the display of body. The
sensibility of showing, the need for it, and its acceptance is highly
contradictory and reeks of classist attitude and taste.
Like any other value judgment, an assessment of character or quality
of an artwork – or any cultural product – is inevitably shaped by
a degree of subjectivity. What is considered as lewd, filthy, gross,
is reliant on the continuously shifting margins of official culture,
recognition, and support. Indecent, shameless, or improper displays
that linger in the seemingly shady ‘backrooms’ of mainstream culture,
do not interdict such content from being subject to commodification
and to money-spinning consumptive circulation. Quite the opposite:
sex and violence sell exceptionally well. They are a pivotal part of
the highly profitable cultural industries as much as they flourish in
the ‘marshlands’ of high art.
Zeeshan continues to recruit gory visualisations, and strangely
static yet deeply suggestive poses in his practice. The provocative,
voyeuristic scenes are infused with mature erotic or grotesque
knowingness and power. It is evident that he is not one of those
who care what people might opine about him. Symptomatic of the
contemporary situation, where sex and violence permeate all pores
of the cultural fabric, Zeeshan attempts to normalize the acceptance
and visibility of one’s carnal and human interests and activities that
people at large may indulge in personally behind closed doors or
within the frameworks of their mind, but may not acknowledge or
even retaliate to in open forums, possibly to come across as selfrighteous or to evade any passing judgments.
These cultural codes, rules, the values they are connected with, and
the institutional framework that carry them forth come tangibly to
the fore and are tied to the shifts and changes that affect our way
of seeing, thinking, and judging where what is aesthetic, what is
pleasing, what is grotesque, what is obscene, and what is erotic, are
all factors that permeate in and out of its constantly re-negotiated
dynamics and flexible parameters.

Top of the Pop, 2003
Gouache & silverleaf on wasli, 36 x 25 cm

Good Better Best, 2003
Gouache on wasli, 23 x 33 cm

Top of the Pop, 2003
Gouache on wasli, 23 x 33 cm

Well Directed, 2004
C-print & gouache on wasli, 14 x 25 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 10 x 15 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 15 x 10 cm

Well Directed, 2004
Gouache on wasli, 23 x 33 cm

Male Order I, 2005
Gouache on wasli, 14 x 24 cm

Male Order II, 2005
Gouache on wasli, 12 x 16 cm

Toofani Mazay, 2006
Mono channel video, 180 seconds

Men’s, 2006
Mono channel video, 180 seconds

Still so great, 2006
Gouache & phototransfer on wasli, 89 x 214 cm

High Notes, 2006
Gouache & silverleaf on wasli, 67 x 52 cm

Directions, 2007
Gouache & phototransfer on wasli, 34 x 52 cm

A for apple, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 30 x 21 cm

B for boy, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 30 x 21 cm

C for cat, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 30 x 21 cm

D for dog, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 30 x 21 cm

Quantitative, 2008
Gouache & phototransfer on wasli, 69 x 48 cm

Fraction, 2008
Gouache & phototransfer on wasli, 30 x 21 cm

Before Use and After Use, 2008
Gouache and phototransfer on wasli, 48 x 69 cm

Biology, 2008
Gouache on wasli, 65 x 96 cm
Silicon (pantaptych), 2008
Graphite on sandpaper, 27 x 22 cm (each)

One, 2008
Gouache on wssli, 36 x 51 cm

Two, 2008
Gouache on wssli, 36 x 51 cm

Guess Paper (installation), 2008
Graphite & silverleaf on paper, photocopy of local lottery guess paper, ink on magazine cover, Variable

Un-rendering the Rendering, 2009
Offset print, screen print & scratch pigment, 25 x 20 cm

Un-rendering the Rendering, 2009
Offset print, screen print & scratch pigment, 17 x 20 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 97 x 69 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 67 x 51 cm

Two cocks and a girl (diptych), 2017
Pastel pencil on sandpaper, 127 x 106 cm (each)

One cock and a girl, 2017
Pastel on sandpaper, 102 x 76 cm

No cock and a girl, 2017
Pastel on sandpaper, 75 x 99 cm

Details of Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 30 x 30 cm (diameter)
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My life is hanging by a thread on Zeeshan Muhammad’s Dying Miniature

T

Mia Jankowicz

My life is hanging by a thread.
– Florence Nightingale, 1896.

he series Dying Miniature (2008) departs signiﬁcantly from
most recognisable aspects of Mughal miniature painting to
the extent that without its title there would be little means
of anchoring this work to the genre it nevertheless discusses.
The works are exercises in emphatic denial beginning most
notably with the sandpaper support, the absolute inverse of the deliberately
super-smooth surface of wasli. Whereas wasli enables the hairline-ﬁne, ﬂuid
detailing characteristic of miniature painting, the sandpaper not only inhibits
but actively aggravates the material of the image, in a kind of gestural violence.
The strange congress of graphite and sandpaper is mutually destructive, the
surfaces destroying as they destroy, and being marked as they mark Zeeshan
was obliged to use a number of plain old pencils, because the sticks of
graphite he had bought for the task kept crumbling under the force of his
drawing. The drawings are the result of a process whose violence prompts the
awareness that drawing happens by a process of abrasion and residue.
The only recognisably ‘miniature’ aspect of these works is their twodimensionality and their subjects, whose stylised outlines and poses are
recognisably typical. The ﬁgure, empty of detail, is a silvery, worn-down
silhouette; one of the fading populace of the universe of the miniature. It is
as though the genre of miniature painting has exhausted itself for Zeeshan,
through overuse; in this situation of overfamiliarity, what is gained in nuance
can be lost to banality. As the relentless pacing of a caged animal eventually
wears a ﬂat, dry path in the grass, so might the genres of painting eventually
make their subject barely detectable.
At the heart of Muhammad Zeeshan’s enquiry and practice for the last few
years is the knowledge that that which distinguishes a form also constitutes
its limits. The general trajectory of works such as Dying Miniature has its roots
in Zeeshan’s earlier painting practice. Bodies of work such as Well Directed
(2005) and High Notes (2005) are recognisably and methodologically
miniature painting, but their content was a departure, depicting distinctly
unpleasant subject matter. Repeatedly featuring delicately bandaged or
otherwise concealed objects such as pistols, bananas, rats and vultures, the
works alluded to phallocentrism, corruption and violence via extremely
delicate, almost vulnerable renderings. Here is another conﬂict; the more
disturbing the combinations of images, the more lyrically and compellingly
they are laid down. It is uncertain whether the bandages are intended to
conceal corruption, or nurse the wounds, but what is clear is the tension, as
nurturing and violence tentatively co-exist. And here perhaps are the roots
of the irrevocable and paradoxical link between creation and destruction in
Dying Miniature. Somewhere along the way, the subject matter was beginning
to overﬂow and even destroy the form.

Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 183 x 107 cm
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In 2007, Gasworks and Green Cardamom invited Muhammad Zeeshan on
residency in London. As I was the curator of the residency programme at
Gasworks, we had plenty of opportunity to talk as we meandered around the
damp London summer. The question of how an artist’s practice, interests
and assumptions take life, in varying contexts of international art, is raised
nowhere more frequently than on residencies. While there is something of an
international artistic neverland developing across places with highly mobile and
well-funded artistic populations - transnational practitioners with a number of
shared values that would seem to undermine the rhetoric of ‘internationalism’
(and, more politically, multiculturalism in the arts) - it is not easy to brush away
the element of eurocentrism within the inherited values of such practitioners.
The residency programme at Gasworks, in striving to invite artists who would
not as automatically enter these freewheeling networks, was often faced with
artists who knew what their practice meant at home (for whom, indeed, the
notion of an artistic ‘home’ still existed in one way or another), and whose
residencies were a process of confronting their work with the multiplicities,
banalities, and excitements of London. None more so than in the case of
Muhammad Zeeshan.
In London, and at Braziers workshop in Oxfordshire, the differing
potentialities of his practice in different contexts became more acutely
apparent. In Pakistan, he had frequently been told, he said, that his work
was ‘not miniature’. In contemporary art circles in the UK, this question was
barely relevant anyway, and the transgressive nature of his work - insofar
as that was necessarily desirable in an art culture that produces exhibitions
such as Sensation (Royal Academy of Art, London, 1997) and the Turner
Prize exhibitions - was largely in question. It made sense to Zeeshan, in this
situation, to explore different media entirely, such as audio multiples, video,
performance, and collage, producing, amongst other things the video work
Flag Ceremony (2007), which was later exhibited as an artist’s project at the
Dubai Art Fair in 2008. In these conditions it seemed as though Zeeshan
could only explore his interests - including, perhaps obliquely, the limits of
miniature painting - by using other contemporary media.
Painting has, of course, always had its ‘deaths’, in claims reminiscent of
Florence Nightingale’s deathbed assertion - which she in fact made sixteen
years before she eventually expired. And the threads in Zeeshan’s paintings in
the expanded ﬁeld of miniature are, after all, remarkably robust. In In God We
Trust (2008), the eponymous text of the image is rendered in painted stitches
on wasli. These ﬁne lines, reminiscent of the wraith-like hairlines that featured
in many of his earliest paintings, represent the surprisingly immaterial warp
and weft that holds together the most cherished ideals and structures of a
society - a construct that also runs through his book work A Colligation (Isolated
Facts) (2008). In God We Trust, due to be destroyed by ritual immersion in black
ink, in fact survived its ‘death’ in an event that, according to one’s persuasion,
spoke strongly of the robustness of God, painting, or just wasli. The thematic
and gestural violence of Zeeshan’s works are not there, it seems, in order to
destroy, but to renew. Survival - of process, or surviving a process - is then
the strongest thread running through Zeeshan’s work. So from here on out,
miniature survives in Zeeshan’s practice - even if it is on sandpaper.
This article was published as part of Green Cardamom’s catalogue on Muhammad Zeeshan’s
solo exhibition “Dying Miniature” held at Green Cardamom, London from November 2008 to
February 2009.

Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 185 cm

Dying Miniature, 2014
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 229 cm

Dying Miniature (diptych), 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 106 x 158 cm (each)

Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 178 cm

Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 107 x 158 cm

Dying Miniature (diptych), 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 169 cm (each)
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Rough and Abrasive: A Critique of the Miniature

W

ithout a hint of paint, wasli or squirrel-tail brush,
Zeeshan proposes his latest work as a form of bride
stripped bare. This body of work comes out of a
reaction to the debate in Pakistan on the ‘death of
the miniature’, a debate as regular, and almost as
tedious as the western wrangling about ‘the death of painting’. Zeeshan’s
experimental method employs graphite, silver leaf and copper on sandpaper.
The graphite is applied meticulously through repetitive diagonal strokes
over six layers. Each layer is sealed with ﬁxative so that the eventual surface
augments its silver glint to an overall slippery and shiny effect.
Foregoing the smooth surface of the polished wasli... for the roughness of a
paper used usually to strip painted surfaces is an ironic gesture in its reversal
of the actual material process. Zeeshan’s use of such unlikely material is
deliberately set up as a challenge to the mythical aura created around miniature
practice today. For a host of reasons, explained, but not excused, by the need
to invent an iconic tradition in times of national crisis, orthodox miniature
practice in Pakistan has been manipulated into performing the role of reassuring an original heritage through the Mughal connection. Technique has
long been the mainstay of the practice transmitted through the rigorous
apprenticeship system based on the ustaad shagird relationship. Although this
learning process is highly prized by young artists working in miniature today,
including Zeeshan - who studied with Bashir Ahmed and Imran Qureshi production by these artists is focused on the simple fact that art-making is,
like any serious research, situated inevitably in its own time. Siting art practice
in the contemporary world requires a questioning of the orthodox rhetoric
which perceives the preserved past as the truly authentic creation. Such an
attitude is a form of orientalism in reverse, based on tenets of continuity
rather than rupture. 1

Virginia Whiles

the object...the pop artist...himself has no depth: he is merely the surface
of his pictures, no signiﬁed, no intention, anywhere.’ Is this a disruption of
traditional representation in the avant-gardist sense or is it neo-pop as an art
of consumption, wholly integrated into globalised capitalism, as Warhol often
vaunted? Perhaps by appropriating the Mughal monarchs themselves, the
supreme content of the commodiﬁed miniature, and setting them within such
an unhomely context, these works alienate rather than exploit the fetishist
charms of the traditional practice.
Zeeshan’s works show how necessary the delicate balance between continuity
and rupture is to the contemporary practice. The Maussian theory of art
considers art objects as persons or agents of change in the social rather than
in the symbolic sense and there is an intuitive hint of anthropomorphism
in Zeeshan’s comments on his new work: “My miniature was alive and in
conversation with me...it guided me; what to do and what not to do, how to
explore with it, not on it.”
1

Achcar G, Radical Philosophy 151:20-30

Zeeshan’s new work may recall surrealist practice in that it provokes the very
intrusion of otherness to attack the familiar. His reduction of form to linear
contour and reduction of colour to sombre contrasts, effectively plays on the
original by signalling the precise lack of the habitual visual vocabulary applied
to the miniature – detailed ornament and brilliant hues. Their disturbing
absence reminds the viewer of their familiar presence, at once an ironic play
on similarity and difference. These pieces suggest the use of cut-outs and
assemblage common to collage, where the juxtaposition of unlikely elements
refutes any homogeneous representation. Zeeshan recycles traditional subject
matter in all three pieces: archetypal Mughalised proﬁles of courtly nobles
pursuing the courtly pleasures of hunting, riding or smoking sit starkly on
the abrasive ground, a rough ride indeed. Might the gentle mockery, unveiled
in the surface substitution of ﬂoral brocade by monochrome khaddar, imply
an ethical take on the traditional miniature, a critique of its reproduction of
a courtly art?
The bold blankness of form also recalls certain imagery from pop art,
a touch of neo-pop humour that could even be read as a form of poststructural simulacre, as Barthes wrote: ‘What pop art wants is to desymbolize

This article was published as part of Green Cardamom’s catalogue on Muhammad Zeeshan’s
solo exhibition “Dying Miniature” held at Green Cardamom, London from November 2008 to
February 2009.

Dying Miniature, 2009
Graphite on sandpaper, 153 x 102 cm

Alamdar, 2014
Graphite on sandpaper, 190 x 105 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 23 x 15 cm
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Special Siri Series

T

he re-invention of the tradition of miniature painting that
has been the pedagogical and polemical concern for over
two decades at Lahore’s National College of Arts (NCA)
has not only resulted in the emergence of the neo-miniature
movement in Pakistan but has also been central to the
international debate on contemporary art. The contemporary practice of
miniature painting is a dynamic and continuously evolving process through
which artists have inventively forged various directions and strategies.
Muhammed Zeeshan belongs to a growing body of Pakistan’s contemporary
artists whose formative rigorous training was in the area of miniature painting
at the NCA.
Before joining the NCA, Zeeshan’s original professional experience was in
the (now almost extinct) field of signboard painting. Employed by one of the
cinemas in his native city of Mirpur Khas in the interior of Sindh, Zeeshan’s
weekly task was to make billboards that advertised current film shows.
Painting the figures of popular cinema icons was a formulaic process in which
the heroes were usually muscular, mustachioed protagonists often covered in
blood and heroines were mostly voluptuous semi-draped figures in exaggerated
dance postures. Facial expressions and gestural body movements were of
primary importance as these authenticated the identities of popular screen
icons and the success of the billboard painter was through the verisimilitude
he achieved. The memories of these stereotypical images were the source of
inspiration for Zeeshan in the making of his earliest paintings in which he
“parodied the promotion of desire by the consumer industries targeting the
female stereotype” 1. He critiqued the proliferation of gun culture in Pakistan
in later works, and also undertook a bold departure from his usual practice by
producing a series of drawings with graphite on sand paper.

the pedagogical to the photographed and the art historical. Appropriation
and deconstruction of imagery from various art historical sources is also
a regular device used by several contemporary miniature painters. What
Zeeshan achieves is the forming of conceptual connections between these
uncanny sources, whether they are derived from Rennaisance paintings or
from the imperial portfolio of the ‘Padshahnama’ or from photographs taken
in butcher’s shops in Lahore. His focus is on decapitated heads, both human
and animal that are portrayed deliberately as valedictory ‘trophies’ devoid of
the violence that they originally encountered but as benign and helpless beings
presented almost as symbols of pride. It is for this reason that the blood and
gore implicit in the act is only marginally shown. Zeeshan’s ‘portraits’ have
eyes that are slightly open as if the intent is to create a tension and discomfort
between the viewed and the viewer.
For him, the beauty of ornamentation heightens the underlying pathos in
these paintings. Hence there is an intentional use of gold leaf embellishment.
Other playful, yet visually effective devices such as scouring the paper with a
laser cutter instead of drawing the lines are the tools and the vocabulary in the
contemporary artist’s domain.
Whiles, Virginia, 2004, ‘Contemporary Miniature Painting from Pakistan’ in Fukuoka Asian
Art Museum catalogue.

1

Visual references to the extreme violence that is currently pervasive in society
are evident across the spectrum of Pakistani art today. In this recent body
of work Zeeshan’s concerns also reflect this phenomenon with admirable
virtuosity - also a distinctive characteristic of the neo-miniaturists.
Portraiture is a well-established genre in Mughal miniature painting in which
artists have meticulously executed examples of human and animal studies
across the spectrum of the imperial and provincial karkhanas. As part of his
training at NCA, Zeeshan undertook exercises in painting portraits in the
traditional mode. However, he appears not just to recall his original proficiency
as a painter of portraits in his current work but also to seek inspiration from
cultural archetypes, in particular the image of the Pakistani film hero whose
bravery and courage is symbolized by the profusion of blood that covers
his body. He is avidly conscious of the religious connotations that both the
slaughter and the sacrifice of animals have in a Muslim society. It is this lived
experience of ‘witness to a beheading’ that provides the subconscious impetus
for the series.
For Zeeshan the formal and conceptual construction of the current series
of paintings is therefore undertaken from several sources that emanate from

This article was published as part of Aicon Gallery’s catalouge on Muhammad Zeeshan’s solo
exhibition ‘Special Siri Series’ held at Aicon Gallery, New York in March 2011.

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 66 x 52 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 66 x 52 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 66 x 52 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache & silverleaf on wasli, 66 x 52 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 67 x 94 cm

Special Siri Series, 2011
Gouache on wasli, 66 x 52 cm
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The Physics of Scoring

M

Rabeya Jalil

uhammad Zeeshan is ever curious. His artistic practice
thrives on an endless rediscovery of his mediums of
expression through inquiry led practices. A major part
of his art practice has evolved through a systematic
and rigorous process of ‘laser scoring’ on paper, a
term he coined for this particular way of working in 2009. The acronym laser
stands for “light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation” but for
Zeeshan, it means a kind of creative exposition and image making. He gives
this technique his own accent and a distinctive visual language, which he is
still exploring, he says. The process involves drawing with a laser beam by
sensitively and selectively burning paper (or a work surface) with calculated
pressure. Laser scoring, according to the artist, is a technique that brings
precision to his work. The manual drawings are treated in a variety of vector
software to control the laser-cutting machine at multiple levels and at different
times.

of this visual language motivates him to constantly re-develop and refine his
approaches to making. He also investigates papermaking ingredients; their
cotton-wood pulp ratio and other raw material content. Arches, conventionally
considered an exclusive and expensive art supply, does not fit his needs due
to its high cotton content and its tendency to burn faster, so he acquires
paper with more wood pulp. Currently, he is working on the color intensity
and tonal hues of the burnt color mark through various laser-head materials
while keeping the nozzle size, reflective laser optical, laser beam intensity, air
pressure and head movement speed the same. German, Korean, Chinese and
American brands - all produce different results, due to the nature of their
nozzles. “I haven’t invented anything new, I only adapted it. Germans made
the first cars and the first refrigerators, but the Japanese enhanced their user
experience with value added services. I only modified the laser engine so that
it could run to my needs and I would be happy if others, too, adopt this
technique as a means of image developing,” Zeeshan expands.

The artist discovered the methods to laser scoring by mistake. One can
only see potential in misconducts and mistakes if one is aware, vigilant and
constantly alive, to observe the processes that may lead to any kind of artistic
production. While in California, Zeeshan was trying to get plywood cut at a
workshop but due to machine error, the laser nib was unable to cut through
the surface. Instead it left a few sensitive marks which later were to become
highly significant for his creative practice. Seizing the moment, he probed
the nature of the error and re-configured the laser cutting system into an
automated, programmed drawing tool. Zeeshan, thus, created his first body
of works through this method in 2010.

A three-step process - rigorous manual drawing, digital drawing and laser
drawing - fuels much of Muhammad Zeeshan’s creative practice. He keeps his
child-like instincts alive by re-inventing a range of artistic mediums. Playing
with control, or its lack thereof, he enjoys the furtive mind of the machine.
His mark becomes mechanized, automated and iconic, yet retains its rich
indexical and sensual value.

On his return to Pakistan, he fashioned a similar machine locally. To achieve
the same level of impression sensitivity on paper, he toggled with the speed
and thrust of it many times. Engraving surfaces was not a challenge, he said,
aiming to obtain the sharpest mark was. A stickler for detail and perfection,
he gradually developed and mastered his own methods. A few months later,
Zeeshan designed mechanisms for radiators and suction pipes in the machine
to counter undesirable, uninvited marks of smoke emission and ensure further
stability in the process.
Zeeshan’s inventive practice and exploration of medium and material has
(literally) taken him places. In Spring 2015, he was invited to Finland to
collaborate with engineers in a laser laboratory. The team investigated various
laser cutting machine designs to increase their productivity and develop
applications for a wide range of surfaces, textures and materials (paper,
wood, metal). The research also involved experiments to improvise and
modify equipment capacity and maximize its ability to serve wider functions.
Zeeshan was particularly interested in enhancing the speed of machines and
maintaining consistent nozzle pressure on a 40-inch sheet with minimum
damage to the surface. With improved mechanism, he managed to reduce an
hour-long scoring process to approximately a minute.
Zeeshan finds pleasure in finding newness in the old. The unpredictability

Ghous Pak, 2016
Laser scoring on mount board, 45 x 29 cm, Edition 1/2

Ghous Pak, 2016
Laser scoring on mount board, 45 x 29 cm, Edition 2/2

Special Siri Series, 2012
Gouache & laser scoring on mount board, 229 x 406 cm

Silence copy copy, 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 193 x 457 cm

Meeting House, 2012
Laser scoring on mount card, 366 x 274 x 5 cm

Andy Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe I, 2012
Laser scoring on paper, 97 x 74 cm

Andy Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe III, 2012
Laser scoring on paper, 97 x 74 cm

Andy Warhol’s Marilyn Monroe II, 2012
Laser scoring on paper, 97 x 74 cm

The Three Graces (triptych), 2012
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 99 x 74 cm (each)

Gauguin, 2015
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 76 x 117 cm

Special Siri Series, 2012
Gouache and laser scoring on mount card, 107 x 152 cm
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Similarities Scored

C

urrently we are living in a time of great polarity: the political
and corporate establishments world-wide are exploiting
the minor differences within populations that have long
lived intermixed and peacefully. Because of these minute
differences in worship and culture being exasperated,
humanity is embroiled in ideological and physical battles. Zeeshan’s work
shows the similarities that are more apparent and less important than the socalled differences.
Honouring historical and metaphysical figures from Hinduism, mysticism
and Islam, the characters of Safarnama celebrate the Subcontinent’s cultural
diversity.
Hafta depicts Shani Dev, Lord of Saturday and the greatly feared deliverer
of justice, punisher of exploiters and thieves, and incarnation of Lord Shiva,
god of destruction and creation. Another popular incarnation with a devoted
following is the unmistakable Lord Krishna, the blue-bodied avatar of Lord
Vishnu, god of cosmic order. As the driver of the ‘Chariot’ in the Bhagvad
Gita, Krishna imparts the all-important lesson that order only comes when
responsibilities are met and carried out dutifully. Bahuchara Maa, patron
Goddess of the transgendered hijra community. Depicted in ‘Maa’, seated
upon a rooster, symbolic of innocence, we are reminded of the legend
surrounding Maa, who escaped murder at the hands of a bandit, who later, to
appease Maa, renounced his masculinity by dressing and acting as a woman.
Moving from strictly Hindu figures in Safarnama, we come to the piece Jhulelal
- a saint from the tenth century whose message of love convinced the tyrant
Mirkshah to treat the Muslim and native Hindu subjects of Sindh, who were
being threatened, with equality and fairness. However, there have been times
in early Islamic history when the community faced threats and possible
destruction from forces within, and with out. It was during such times of grave
uncertainty that the Prophet emerged, asserting himself against the tyranny
of the status quo, after his Night Journey with the Buraq, which since then has
come to represent Prophetic leadership and vision for a just society. This very
vision was later defended heroically in the historical battle of Karbala, where
sacrifices of not just martyrs, but of the horse Zuljana are commemorated and
eulogised year after year by Shias, Sunnis, and Hindus.

Through Safarnama, our shared values for social order, accountability and
justice serves to diminish the rhetoric of these manufactured-differences.
The juxtapositions- first, between the intangible and the tangible, and
second, between actual similarities and contrived differences- have been
cleverly reinforced by the artist who employs industrial materials to create
miniatures. Whether using grainy sandpaper as the primary surface for his art,
or executing his pieces with a laser-cutting machine, notions and assumptions
about miniatures are also diminished. Seeing a miniature with rough and
coarse textures, or realising that the seemingly delicately rendered drawing is
actually the result of an industrial machine being controlled with engineered
precision so as to not cut the surface, but only to score it, we realise how

Muniza Agha-Fawad
confined we become by our thinking, shackled by the formulations of our
minds and our society.
Extending well beyond genre and geography, transcending time and religious
boundaries, the commonality shared by each of the characters of ‘Safarnama’
are their timeless association with justice and fairness. Intangible as justice is,
it also is more and more difficult to come by in our world, which is driven
primarily by conflict of interests and profit. Zeeshan gives form to the
metaphysical and ties the transcendent to history and culture.

Zuljana (diptych), 2014
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 140 x 188 cm

Ganymede, 2014
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 96 x 135cm

Laal Mary (diptych), 2018
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 93 x 124 cm, 144 x 90 cm

Jhulelal (diptych), 2014
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 191 x 142 cm

Maa, 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 145 x 97 cm

Vidya (pantaptych), 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 145 x 290 cm

Sailani Baba, 2014
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 142 x 97 cm

Maa, 2014
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, 142 x 98 cm

Hafta, 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 145 x 97 cm

Pyar Ka Khuda, 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 142 x 96 cm

Laal Mary (triptych), 2015
Gouache & laser scoring on mount card, oil on canvas, 92 x 580 cm

Shah Abdul Latif Bhittai, 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on paper, 97 x 65 cm

Rumi, 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on paper, 97 x 65 cm

Buraq, 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 76 x 114 cm
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Symbols | Bodies | Politics:
On socio-political trajectories in the work of Muhammad Zeeshan

T

he great and powerful nude

It is perhaps apt that Muhammad Zeeshan cites Tom
Wesselmann’s Great American Nude #92 as a major early
inspiration as it is through this that some of the major
concerns within his trajectory can be directly traced and linked - works such
as Let’s Make a Great Pattern and Aik So Aik (“One Hundred and One”, both
2007) are directly attributed to this inspiration 1. Zeeshan’s socio-political
commentary has persistently sought to investigate issues related to both
ideas of global political positioning and questions of power, as well as those
pertaining to notions of sex and sexuality, and in this of the body as it is
perceived, portrayed, and concealed. As a starting point, Wesselmann’s overtly
sexualized series of collage works, in which both title and visual blatantly
refer to (and critique) ideas of nationhood and identity, are a fitting point of
departure.
Mentioned alongside some of the greatest names in Pop Art such as Roy
Lichthenstein, Andy Warhol, James Rosenquist, Alex Katz and Jasper Johns
(although he himself rejected labels of any kind), Tom Wesselmann is perhaps
best known for his enduring investigation of the nude, rendered through
unabashedly sexual imagery, often deemed controversial if not downright
confrontational. Of these, the Great American Nude series, begun in 1961,
stands as primarily exemplar. Historically, subject of the female nude has been
extensively explored and indeed stands as one of the greatest traditions of
Western art, particularly in its reclining form. Great American Nude #92 to
which Zeeshan refers, is in fact often viewed as reminiscent of Courbet’s
L’Origine du Monde (“Origin of the World”, 1866) also known for its eroticism
in its framing of the abdomen of a nude woman lying on a bed, with legs
spread, one towards, and the other away from the viewer.
In Wesselmann’s series, however, the nude is rendered in flat unmodulated
color, with a focus on the lips, breasts and genitals, and often surrounded by a
landscape of Americana - objects that set the work firmly within the context
of the artist and his socio-cultural and economic climate at the time. While
reminiscent of Matisse in the techniques that he chose to employ color and
form through flatness, abstraction and composition, Wesselmann’s works were
also rooted squarely within, and evocative of what David McCarthy speaks of
as the “cultural environment of the United States in the late fifties and early
sixties.” He describes this as “an environment shaped by the liberalizing of
obscenity laws under the Supreme Court of Chief Justice Earl Warren [...]
The astonishing success of Playboy, and other men’s magazines, the lingering
popularity of pinups, the legalization of oral contraceptives, and the use of
sex in advertising were also part of this context. For Wesselmann there was
ample cultural evidence for presenting the Americanized nude as a highly
commercialized, objectified, and sexualized female being, in short, as a secular
muse for the affluent society.” 2 In this way, Wesselmann’s works then come
to act as a mirror that reflects a contemporary (for his time) American society.
In the case of Zeeshan, the nude is a motif that comes to represent and
contain a different kind symbolism and reactionary power, given the context

Zarmeené Shah

in which it is produced. In an Islamic republic, the nude figure is considered
more than simply provocative - it is obscene, offensive and amoral, and
subject to laws of censorship. In a country where anything deemed as nude/
immodest content in imported (fashion/lifestyle) magazines is often blacked
out with a marker, it is not uncommon for artists to be stopped by customs at
airports for carrying such materials, an experience Zeeshan has had where he
has been advised to ‘stick two paintings together’ or use tape, paper or stickers
to censor the offensive content in the work.
In 2008, at his exhibition titled Profane Illuminations at New York’s Aicon gallery,
the artist enacts a tongue-in-cheek response to this enduring idea of state
censorship, where the image of the opium bud appears in several paintings,
where objects such as lotus flowers, hair, and mice emerge out of what appears
to be a highly sexualized form reminiscent of female genitalia. The opium
bud, when it begins to split open, is in fact itself equally as charged with a
female sexuality as the forms within Georgia O’Keeffe’s paintings of enlarged
flowers, and thus in its function represents the perfect subject for Zeeshan’s
purpose. This time, the artist carries his references as well as the works with
him, ready as defense against accusations of obscenity, proof of the innocence
of their derivation. Through this, Zeeshan enacts a wry subversion of the
sexuality embedded within the works, and refers simultaneously and directly
to ideas of the body, of its sexuality, and of its perception within a society
where ideas of morality and shame are driven and defined by a different set
of cultural and political codes and apparatuses.
At the same time, such works also come to form a referential dialogue with
and beyond the Great American Nude and in doing so challenge enduring ideas
of the privileged position of Western art and its canonical historical narrative.
The history of European (and later Euro-American) art has always driven
the historical narrative of a global understanding of art history, in a manner
reflective of colonization processes. From the Greeks and Romans to the great
Renaissance of European art, through which (or as a reaction to which) were
born all major later movements such as Abstract Expressionism, Modernism
and Postmodernism, all the threads of (important) art historical practices
may be traced in a linear fashion to a distinctly western dominated origin and
trajectory. The narrow lens of canonical art history marginalizes all that it
views as ‘outside’ or ‘peripheral’ through an interpretation of ‘derivativeness’,
a narrative that has been extensively challenged and deconstructed, particularly
since the last century. 3
Flags and other forces
Questions of hegemonic relationships between the west and the ‘periphery’ (or
perhaps of the first world with all others), and of predominant narratives and
understandings then must also take into account a larger discourse of global
relations of power and politics in the contemporary age. And in much the
same way as Wesselmann’s nudes are able to form a picture of contemporary
American society at the time through layers of meaning and intimation, works
such as Let’s Make a Great Pattern, Aik So Aik, Still so great and In God We
Trust (2007), amongst several others, also locate themselves within their own
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specific contemporary socio-political climate, this time in the investigation
of the significant and often tumultuous relationship between Pakistan and
the United States of America, which manifests through contradictory and
conflicting sentiments that are in equal parts divided between a need to
maintain relations as an ally, and blame/hostility towards US intervention in
regional and national politics and policies; this latter sentiment however is not
necessarily delimited to Pakistan alone.
Muhammad Zeeshan speaks of the ideas and issues explored and disseminated
in his work as a series (or network) of returning concepts, which he turns
towards again and again over the years. The flag is one of these, an idea of
a symbol that stands for identity and liberty, and for national, individual and
global freedoms and politics. Begun in 2007, the flag has been a recurring
motif in Zeeshan’s oeuvre: Where works such as A Colligation (Isolated Facts) produced in 2008 as a series of miniature paintings bound into a book form investigate the complex nature of relationships that may appear as individual,

Lets Make a Great Pattern, 2007
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 74 cm

but in fact contain layers of networks that form interconnected patterns when
viewed from both sides; the flag is once again at play in works such as In God
We Trust (2015) where the stars and stripes of the American flag are constituted
through calligraphically rendered, popular Muslim pleas to Allah for help and
mercy (Ya Allah Madad / Ya Allah Khair / Ya Allah Reham). In performance
works such as Flag Ceremony (2007 & 2008) and Refreshment (2017), the flag
is deployed once again, this time taking the form of what we may see as
Nicolas Bourriaud and Claire Bishop’s relational aesthetics 4 that ask audiences
to engage with the work in a socially engaged performance where the US and
Pakistan flag (respectively in 2007/8 and 2017) are constructed from Coca
Cola, Pepsi and Pakola cans lined up on a series of shelves. The audience may
take the cans away with them, thus altering the form of the flag through each
individual action, and speaking of ideas of global and national economies, of
industrialization and consumerism, and the interconnection of the individual
to the collective (and vice versa) in reciprocal relations of consuming and
being consumed. The Great Pattern series (2018) then expands this dialogue
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into a global one, subverting the flags of nations across the world, and in
doing so bringing to fore complicated and hard-hitting questions of global
politics, foreign relations, policies, conflicts and interventions.

mechanisms of power and normalization, to apply Foucault’s theories to a
larger level of society, one that is not based on singular states but instead as
the power exerted through states over others; the macro and the micro, of
the deployment of power within these ‘dysfunctional’ states and the modes

In a complex (and messy) contemporary age of global conflict, the relationship
of the United States to the rest of the world has engendered significant
discourse on ideas of global democracy, on the sanctity of our freedom, its
protection, and the rights that this provides us, on ideas of fear and terror,
and ultimately, of power and the apparatuses and mechanisms through which
this is disseminated globally. Perhaps no greater single incident has been
able (in recent decades) to change the face of the world and of its relations
than that of the attack on the Twin Towers in New York on 11th September
2001 (aka 9/11), following which America launched in full force its War on
Terror, a continuing and continued program of global conflict, terror and
counterterrorism, the repercussions of which have been globally inescapable
and perhaps irreversible. Its impact may be viewed through the numbers that
it has generated in national spending, where in the US alone, a recent study
by the Stimson Center suggests that an estimated total of $2.8 trillion were
spent between 2002 and 2017 on counterterrorism efforts - a broad term
that includes “expenditures for government-wide homeland security efforts,
international programs, and the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria.” 5
And perhaps there has also been no other time when terrorism and its affects
have been so deeply and inextricably bound together with the ideals of
democracy - a war of liberty, black and white to those with the force to compel
it - with the US as its greatest herald and harbinger. Ranciére points out to
us, the lesson that the idealists must learn from the ‘triumph’ of democracy is
that we must put aside the utopian notion of the government of the people
by the people for a more realistic, practical point of view. We are told that
‘bringing democracy to another people does not simply mean bringing it the
beneficial effects of a constitutional state, elections, and a free press. It also
means bringing it disorder 6.’ And while the debates of totalitarian and liberal
democracies continue, and the question of whether a true democracy even
exists in the world stands, it may also be worth questioning the validity of
the exportation of systems perceived to be (to whatever effect) successful
in one particular milieu or set of circumstances, into another that does not
possess the basic structural elements necessary to sustain them. Could it then
be said that to ‘bring’ (through whatever force necessary) such a system into
an arena where the disorder that its implementation instigates may far surpass
its benefits, might perhaps already be a practice in predetermined failure?
In his book Hatred of Democracy, Ranciére enacts a rigorous defense of the true
ideals of democracy, through an intensive discourse that sheds light on the
ways in which its practice in the contemporary world in fact only aids in the
betrayal of its true nature. Perhaps then what is needed is not an exercise in the
validity or truth of democracy itself, but rather a consideration of systems and
their effectiveness, of the value in recognizing the prerequisites that need to
precede the execution of systems before they are thrust upon entire nations of
people as a solution to complicated presents defined by complicated histories.
Necessarily, this leads us to Foucault’s notions of power, knowledge and truth,
of war and subjugation, of politics and the deployment of power, particularly
in the context of their application and impact on, and understanding of what
are termed as ‘dysfunctional states’ 7, and the deployment of power within
and upon them. 8
In the current political context it becomes possible then to apply these

Still so great, 2007
Gouache on wasli, 33 x 18 cm

Still so great, 2006
Gouache & phototransfer on wasli, 13 x 32cm

In God We Trust, 2015
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 152 cm

In God We Trust, 2007
Reflective sticker on mount card, 76 x 105 cm, Edition of 5 + 2 AP
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that they utilize to gain control and objectify their subjects, but also on the
larger scale of politics where such a state becomes subject to the power of
those that perceive it as delinquent because it falls outside of the system of
norms that have been identified as mechanisms that render society at large as
homogeneously functional. 9
The Great Pattern series then directly speaks to such relations of power, and
further of dominion and domination. This is visible in the American flag that
is overlaid with the words ‘Kun Fayakun / “Be” and it is’, juxtaposed over an
image of the Twin Towers on the day of 9/11 in the background; in the Syrian
flag with a background image of ships at sea, speaking of the what is perhaps
the greatest and most devastating crisis of our times – that of the millions of
persons displaced due to conflict and war across the world today; and again
in the Israeli and Palestinian flags, the former containing the words ‘Promised
Land’ and the latter only ‘Promised’, while on the flag of Afghanistan we see
an image of the Bamyan Buddhas, lost to the sustained and enduring war that
has been waged upon this land for decades – the words ‘In God We Trust’
accompany the image, forming the bands of the flag and pointing once again
back to the US, which has led the recent, brutal and devastating conflict in
Afghanistan under the banner of democracy and in the name of the war on
terror.
Origin and originality
“America is great because she is good, and if America ever ceases to be good, she will cease
to be great.”
In the US, Alexis de Tocqueville’s Democracy in America is viewed as a beloved
and canonical text, from which a large number of American politicians,
including Ronald Reagan (quoting from Eisenhower’s 1952 campaign speech)
10
, Bill Clinton and Pat Buchanan have loved to quote. The longer passage,
which is most often used, and from which the above line originates, is as
follows:
I sought for the greatness and genius of America in her commodious harbors and her ample
rivers—and it was not there. . . . in her fertile fields and bound less forests—and it was
not there. . . . in her rich mines and her vast world commerce—and it was not there. . . . in
her democratic Congress and her matchless Constitution—and it was not there. Not until
I went into the churches of America and heard her pulpits flame with righteousness did I
understand the secret of her genius and power. America is great because she is good, and if
America ever ceases to be good, she will cease to be great.
Reading the above, it is understandable why these lines may be used – they
are optimistic, moving, profound even - they are also not present anywhere in
Democracy in America, nor in any other writings by Tocqueville, a fact discovered
by a college student researching contemporary speeches that use Tocqueville’s
work. While widely believed to still be Tocqueville’s work, the misattribution
of the lines has not discouraged people from continuing to use them. In 2016,
at a speech delivered at the Democratic National Convention in Philadelphia,
Hillary Clinton used the last line, stating: ““It comes down to what Donald
Trump doesn’t get: America is great - because America is good.” Almost
immediately, Sean Spicer, a member of the Republican National Committee,
tweeted that Hillary Clinton had plagiarized Tocqueville by not attributing the
quote to him. 11
A 1995 article in The Weekly Standard tells us that the origins of the quote

actually lie in a “1941 book on religion and the American dream. The book
quoted the last two lines of the passage as coming from Democracy in America
but supplied no documentation.” 12 Hillary’s lack of reference then would
indicate that she was aware of the historical misattribution, and yet chose to
use the line anyway, privileging its popularity, its sentiment, and its ability to
evoke a sense of nationalism that has come to be tied to the passage and to
these specific lines in particular. Perhaps then it is no longer the authenticity
of the quote, its origins or its author that remain consequential, but in fact
the idea itself that begins to take on a new life, one that is its own, once it has
entered the field of the public/the spectator.
Questions of authorship and originality echo heavily through Zeeshan’s
work - as they have in dialogues on art since the 20th century - whether in the
participatory nature of his performance works (Flag Ceremony, 2007 & 2008,
Refreshment, 2017) or in the series titled Safarnama (2014). In the context of the
former, in 2006, Claire Bishop, in her essay ‘Viewers as Producers’ 13 builds
the case for the ‘emancipation of the audience’ through this engagement,
for the desire to create an “active subject…who will be empowered by the
experience of physical or symbolic participation” in the hope that these
“newly-emancipated subjects of participation will find themselves able to
determine their own social and political reality”. The concerns of “activation,
authorship and community” are all seen as critiques of and an intervention in
the capitalist system of hierarchies, which Bishop sees as lying at the heart of
such work, as well as the attempt to create an equal platform which enables
the exchange of dialogue and exchange as a collective, binding act. In this
context, the collaborative or participatory performance becomes a symbol of
the ceding of authorial control and status, allowing for this emancipation of
the spectator through the breaking down of these hierarchical, assigned roles
and enabling the creation of this equal footing. 14
And while the latter employs “historical and metaphysical figures from
Hinduism, mysticism and Islam” in order to “celebrate the Subcontinent’s
cultural diversity”, these works also serve to create “juxtapositions, first
between the intangible and the tangible, and second, between actual similarities
and contrived differences.” 15 Through representations of images that
symbolize cultural narratives, unique to specific peoples and places, Zeeshan
also calls upon the democracy of the image, in its ability to be absorbed,
understood, and evolutionarily shifted, creating new meanings and new forms
of connections and subsequently dislocations. Where the image of the Zuljana
located the work distinctly within a Shi’ite muslim positioning, its decorative
armor echoes that which we see adorning not only the Buraq, but also the
horse driven chariots in Indo-Persian miniatures. This is reflected in the work
Quadriga (2014), which once again subverts notions of geography, history and
origin, where although the image depicts a scene derived from sub-continental
provenance, the title refers to the Latin name for a 4-horse driven chariot,
which appears repeatedly through western art history in the form of both
paintings, sculptures, and friezes.
These questions resurface in the work Buraq (2014), an immediately
recognizable, popular image of a half-horse, half-human (mainly female)
creature that can be seen “on Persian miniatures and Pakistani trucks,
Zanzibari ephemera and Libyan airplanes, Senegalese glass paintings and
Indian matchboxes.” 16 In an essay tracing the history of the Buraq, Seale tells
us “despite her many incarnations, or perhaps because of them, her essence
remains elusive. There is no original, no definitive Buraq, but rather an unruly

Buraq (diptych), 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, graphite on sandpaper, 97 x 132 cm (each)

Ghous Pak, 2013
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 75 x 116 cm

Ghous Pak on Horse, 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 145 x 97 cm

Zuljana, 2014
Gouache and laser scoring on wasli, 145 x 97 cm
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palimpsest of jumbled creeds, kitsch, and sheer artistic caprice.”
In his 1968 essay ‘The Death of The Author’ 17, Roland Barthes, in typical
deconstructionist style, denies any power given to the origin of the text, i.e.
the writer/artist. According to Barthes it is unnecessary to look to the author
or producer of the work in order to interpret or understand it; the origin is
irrelevant. The author need not explain the work to the reader through his
being; instead, the creation of meaning in the work is formed through the
reader’s interpretation of it. This active interpretation or participation is an
act of liberation from the ‘tyranny’ of any meaning imposed onto the work by
the author, thereby taking apart the ranks or superior position granted to the
author and in doing so, restoring equality to the process. The work is set free
from the author. It remains ‘open’, as Umberto Eco 18 uses the term, in that it
is not closed in on itself in a state of such completion that any intervention
or participation in its nature becomes impossible. Barthes equates the act of

authorship with exactly this kind of a closing. “To give a text an author is
to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final signified, to close the
writing.” 19
Barthes claims that the ‘true place’ of the work is not in its source or origin
but instead in the reading of it. “The reader is the space on which all the
quotations that make up a writing are inscribed without any of them being
lost; a text’s unity lies not in its origin but in its destination.” 20 The notion of
originality is also in question here. Since the process of the work is incomplete
until it has reached its destination and been endowed with meaning through
its reading, a single authorship cannot be assigned, and therefore the writer’s
gesture cannot be original. Reflecting equally in the Safarnama series as they
do in the performative works, these concerns then manifest clearly in the
practice of Muhammad Zeeshan, present perhaps as early as his utilization
and subversion of Wesselmann’s Great American Nude.
Zuljana, 2014
Graphite on sandpaper, 102 x 158 cm

The idea of the socio-political then takes on a myriad forms in Zeeshan’s
oeuvre, from the politics of the body to that of systems of governance, to
politics of societies, individuals and collectives, of globalization and capitalism,
systems and economies, and of ideas of the governance and democracy,
authorship and originality within art itself. Manifesting as recurrent themes
within his practices, these issues remain at the fore, not only for Zeeshan, but
for a contemporary age which finds itself in increasingly destabilized times,
and within which it seeks to perpetually question and speak, in order to find
for itself new ways of perceiving, of understanding, and of thinking.
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Dismantling the anatomy of failure

T

he locus of an audience’s interaction with an artist is the
gallery, mediated by his creations pristinely framed and
displayed in a white void. Most audiences remain content
with the aesthetic pleasure and intellectual nourishment the
work provides, oblivious to the inner workings of an artist’s
mind and employed methods for each piece - regardless of their significance
for the narrative. The amount of hours spent in the studio in contemplation,
moments of doubt and confusion, or the countless pieces created and
rejected before that eureka moment, remain concealed behind the finesse of
a completed and displayed artwork.
Yet, these inner workings remain critical to the creation of art, and at times
there is more time spent in preparation and development than the actual work
itself. Especially when it comes to contemporary art, there is a lot more to
being an artist than our romanticized ideations, and an artist’s true face is
perhaps less apparent in work we see in the gallery and more embedded in
the state of his studio. The former is a calculated, premeditated, and filtered
representation of ideas, while the latter is a more visceral manifestation of the
subconscious.
This is perhaps why there is so much intrigue in an artist’s studio and, in
recent years, the labor that gives birth to great art. There have been entire art
movements where process trumps object-hood, permanence and end results,
such as with land/environmental art, performances, and video art. With the
boundaries of art vaporized, artists have a wide open universe of materials,
mediums and techniques, which at times become the message. The paintings
of Jackson Pollock leaned heavily upon the actions that conceived them, and
Yves Klein’s Anthropometry Performance (1960) brought the medium and process
to the forefront. Art becomes embodied meaning 1, and artists find the most
conducive forms to convey that meaning, which at times is an erasure of
pristine outlines to reveal the mess that precedes outcome. Through an
emphasis on process, not only is art able to encapsulate ideas more effectively,
but also becomes self-aware and is able to launch critique upon itself through
a deconstruction of its established conventions.
In October 2017, Muhammad Zeeshan decided to reveal one of the aspects
of the artist’s process which has become a vital facet of any successful
practice: the dreaded rejection letter. The artist describes the work as “a
process of acceptance”, addressing failure as a natural part of life, releasing it
from the shame it represents. The work overtly and obliquely talks about the
process that makes not only an artwork, but an artist as well, and inadvertently
opens up various considerations of institutional critique and originality for
the audience to ponder. The usual tones of whimsy and a touch of irony
characteristic of the artist’s oeuvre remain an integral aspect of this work as
well, and despite its deliberated and mechanical nature there is a certain truth,
a raw honesty to the work akin to a friend confiding an intimate, embarrassing
secret over a midnight cup of tea.
Failure as process
The creative process is a journey of trial and error, littered with the ghosts of
half-formed ideas, discarded plans and failed experiments that are somewhat

Nimra Khan
a necessity for ultimate success, yet these failures are usually what we work
to avoid, viewing them as some tragic foreshortening of our nascent stories.
Not every work created by an artist will be fit for display; there will be a need
for self-critique and self-editing, and rejection will surely become an essential
aspect of the artistic process, propelling it forward.
The process of applications and rejections becomes part of this trial and
error. The ten rejection letters included in this series span the last decade of
the artist’s career, leading up to the most recent from 2017, and were received
from various institutes and organizations in response to applications sent
by the artist for residencies, grants, awards, and scholarships. The letters are
complete with names, logos, official signatures and contact information of
said organizations, bearing the standardized words carefully constructed to
neutralize the bad news. The large-scale digital prints set against glittering
gold cloth playfully echo this dichotomy of content and presentation, and
add a celebratory flair to a perceivable misfortune. Through this revelation of
privileged content, not only does the artist admit to failures at the prime of his
career, but wears them with pride, much like a framed degree or a glittering
trophy in a display case.
Zeeshan believes that the idea of an individual lucky enough to have never
been faced with rejection is a fallacy. Every artistic career has a trajectory,
which may seem to point smoothly upwards from the outside, but is more
of an uneven stairway of mixed experiences, and at times the only way up is
spiraling downward in search of steadier footing. However, it is mostly the
highs of artistic careers that are flaunted, especially in the age of social media
where achievements and acknowledgements are publicized and celebrated,
while naturally, the unsuccessful attempts and dead ends become suppressed.
The artist wants to bring these instances to the fore, as for him, they are as
much a part of his journey, as stepping stones for future accomplishments,
facilitating the movement of his career. The work then becomes a look into
a particular aspect of being a practicing artist, breaking the fourth wall and
taking us behind the scenes for an alternate view of the artistic process.
In that sense, this becomes more of an allusion to the idea of process more
than a direct depiction of it. This process of rejection is omnipresent in every
artist’s studio practice ever since the days spent in art school where the thesis
selection process filters out the weakest links to create a sound body of final
works. However, Zeeshan stresses the fact that the works that don’t make it to
the wall are not ‘bad’ works, but rather not appropriate for that specific time,
context, space or body of work as a whole. Those works do not translate
to time wasted, but are learning experiences that pave the path for other,
perhaps better works. The artist views these rejection letters in a similar vein;
not signaling his own ineptness, but as gateways to better opportunities in the
future.
Omer Wasim and Saira Sheikh, in their article ‘1’,2 talk about the immense
amounts of time and effort that goes into putting together applications,
and what a huge portion of being an artist this practice constitutes in this

day and age. This equals to time spent away from the studio, and the actual
act of making, yet it remains an essential ingredient in the artistic formula.
Here, Zeeshan doesn’t just turn this ‘wasted time’ into work in itself, but also
allows young artists to view it in a positive light, as a learning experience. He
has always been an active supporter of art residencies and similar programs,
viewing them as gateways to new experiences and exposures - also curating his
share of residencies for Sanat Initiative - and acknowledges the ways in which
they contribute to personal and artistic growth, providing financial support,
time, space and an environment conducive to art production. He talks about
the role his own residency experiences have played as springboards for works
such as Flag Ceremony (2007) - which was only inspired as a result of his
conversations with his mentors and coordinators at the Gasworks Residency 3
- playing their part in propelling him to international success. According to
Zeeshan, these residencies feed into the artist’s CV, his professional identity of
sorts. In that way, these rejection letters become a process of formulating this
identity, not only analogous of an artist’s process, but a symbol of the artist
himself in process, reflecting an evolving portrait of an artist as a practitioner.
As a portrait of the artist
Perhaps the ability to indirectly characterize the artist’s persona is to some
degree latent in any artwork, but the self-aware and confessional tone turns
this particular series into an inadvertent portrait of the artist, not only as a
reflection of the artist in process, but also as an encapsulation of his psyche
and approach to life. There is certain optimism in the way the artist externalizes
his failures in order to move past them. It is a mindset that is perhaps a
necessity in a field where one is susceptible to criticism from all fronts - from
the professional critics to the layman. In such an environment, the work is a
bold statement, laying bare such a personal aspect of the artist’s career and
putting him in a position of vulnerability. The artist takes something that
might be considered an overt form of criticism, and not only normalizes it,
but also dissociates the criticism from the personal while still recognizing its
benefits for the professional.
The artist also stresses the virtues of dedication and perseverance that are a
major part of his persona, and of this series. With a lot of excitement he recites
a well-versed anecdote he admits to relaying frequently about his dream to one
day attend the Rijksakademie De Ateliers Residency, and his determination to
get in before the age limit of thirty five years ran out. He applied a total of 9
times - almost every year before he reached the age limit - and was rejected
9 times. Anyone would naturally give up at this point, but Zeeshan remained
resolute, choosing to try and fail rather than regret not having tried his best.
That kind of commitment and consistency is what defines his character and
fuels his practice towards success. “I always tell my students and fellow artists
to keep trying, to keep applying; apply ten times and get rejected ten times,
and then apply again the eleventh time.” Despite never being accepted while
his fellow artists were, he has no regrets, and is still hopeful for the future. He
includes a letter from the institute as a symbol of his own perseverance.
Humanizing the artist

Sincerely yours, 2017
Vinyl sticker on acrylic, fabric, 122 x 91 cm (each), Edition of 3 + 1 AP

However, this portrait of the artist at his most vulnerable serves another
purpose as well: the humanization of the artist. Entering into a fully formed
successful career from the outside suspends it within that timeframe with no
contextual reference, and it becomes easy to dispel any notions of a trajectory,

a chain of events that led the artist to their current standing. Zeeshan himself
freely talks about his humble beginnings as a cinema board painter in Mirpur
Khas, only able to attend the National College of Arts in Lahore on a full
scholarship.4 Especially for young aspiring artists with doubts and fears, their
chosen career path becomes daunting, and the artist becomes intimidating
and unapproachable, a supernatural force far removed from mere mortals
who might never live up to that ideal. The admission of failure at this stage in
his career allows a negation of this image of the artist.

and is presented with playful wit, one cannot help but read notes of
cynicism between the lines. The work’s self-referential tones recall the artist’s
interrogations of the nature of certain art forms - such as the Dying Miniature
series (2008) which reverses the miniature technique and challenges its
established constructs and parameters, or his exploration of the line between
art and commodity in interactive installations such as Art Cash Hard Cash
(2015) or Flag Ceremony (2007) - and thus, allow for an institutional critique
that raises pertinent questions about the state of the art world at present.

Being deeply involved in the world of academia and the nurturing of young
artists, this became a strong motivation for Zeeshan to create this work.
The premise of the work prompts a humbling of the artist in the minds
of the audience, and specifically of these aspiring artists, who are able to
see themselves in him. Zeeshan admits that as a teacher, he is required to
quantify creativity and talent and judge it against predetermined standards,
and reject works that perhaps don’t live up to the mark. The artist talks
about the diverse ways in which students tend to deal with negative feedback,
ranging from acceptance and motivation to frustration, anxiety, bitterness,
or disappointment, allowing it to define their entire being, which can prove
crippling for their future careers. This work then speaks directly to those
students, not only telling them to take criticism and rejection as part of the
natural learning process, but also breaking down this mental barrier of fear by
universalizing the experience of rejection to accommodate the teacher and the
successful artist. In this way, the work becomes another lesson from a teacher
to his students.

The presentation of the work itself, displaying the euphemisms that make
bad news palatable yet ring hollow by way of their word-for-word repetitions,
adds a satirical note, while the numbers of applicants quoted by each institute
reveals the competitive nature of the art world, and the bitter realization that
for an artist in the twenty first century, talent and even hard work is rendered
insufficient, that there are other factors at play. We are again reminded of
Omer Wasim & Saira Sheikh’s confessions, putting applications at almost
an equal level of import to the actual art-making for a thriving career. Art
institutions and establishments remain an integral form of validation for
artists, even more so in recent years, and even at the heights of success one
cannot rise above the need for their representation in order to remain relevant.
While programs like residencies provide an effective format for young artists
to break out of their shell and expand their creative horizons, their necessity
in ornamenting a CV becomes troublesome. The selection criteria also
potentially perpetuates certain market demands, shaping the kind of art being
produced and putting artists in the difficult position to choose between their
own vision and submission to the whims of the art market.

Zeeshan recalls the advice he received from fellow artists not to go ahead with
this project, as it would mar his professional reputation, but he disagreed and
felt the need to address this and tear down delusions of perfectionism, and
dismantle the idea that artistic creation and subsequent success comes easily
to the big names in the art world. Much like the criticisms levied at social
media for birthing a depressed society by way of a filtered reality, an artist’s
career also becomes a string of successes with the audience only privy to the
highlights and the celebrations. Here the artist shows his young counterparts
the real journey, so that they would have more patience to live through and
savor it instead of racing for the finish line.
This also becomes the central motivation for the artist to reserve this work
for the Karachi Biennale. The theme of witness is interpreted through a
personal lens, allowing the audience to bear witness to the private and the
hidden, the non-glamorous side of an art practice beyond the romanticized
act of creation. But beyond the relevance to the theme itself, the artist asserts
the relevance of such a work in a place where he resides, works and teaches.
More than a look into the inner workings of the art world, this is a personal
admission which becomes directed at his immediate circle; a conversation of
sorts with those who know him and his artistic trajectory really well, and have
been judged and rejected by him in the past. Such a work might have fallen
flat anywhere else but its contextual relevance and his connection with his
students and emerging artists is what situates the work in this space - it is them
the work is speaking to. The work becomes a kind of confession that peels
off the patronizing and didactic layers from the message by placing the artist
parallel to his students.
Institutional critique and questions of originality
While the work embodies a positive message despite its despondent content,

The artist himself acknowledges the fact that at times an artist can become
a victim of the unfair systems and criteria that drive academic institutions.
During our conversation, Zeeshan furiously critiqued the criteria set forth
by the Fulbright Scholarship Program, which requires a certain TOEFL
score before the application would even be entertained. The artist cites this
as the only instance where he felt the rejection was unfair. What was set as
a mandatory prerequisite bears no consequence on what the artist’s forte is,
and becomes a classist approach to academia that excludes those belonging
to the local schooling system, in effect handicapping the majority of an entire
nation. “It is like going to a doctor and asking him how well he can paint,” he
says. Where he was willing to apply to the Rijksakademie nine times, the artist
never applied here again; “I could have learnt better English - I am not against
learning a new language - but it is not about the language. It is not me they
rejected, or my abilities or talents, but the system that I belong to.”
The premise of the work as inherently meta, opens it up to other debates
as well, especially when it is situated as a precursor to the artist’s ‘Original
Copy of Original Copy of Copy Originals’ series displayed at Art Dubai 2018,
and the series of self-portraits, Untitled (2012-2018), included in the show
‘Reflections’ at Sanat Gallery, both of which question the idea of the original
and the tensions surrounding value systems governed by the concept of the
copy by featuring multiple versions of the same image with minor differences,
presented as originals and their copies.5 Over here, the art object itself can be
viewed as ‘copied’, not being an ‘original’ creation of the artist either physically
or with regards to its design or content, as they are printed reproductions of
letters composed by various organizations, set into the standard Google print

format and appropriated into an artistic narrative to make a comment. In this
way the work has a Warholian quality, much like a variety of his other works,
where the products in mass production were directly lifted and copied into
works like Campbell’s Soup Cans (1962) and Brillo Box (Soap Pads) (1964), for the
artist’s own considerations.
However, here the artist doesn’t copy a preexisting format, but uses it directly,
which places it closer to Duchamp’s readymades, raising similar questions
about the value attached to the art object and the glorified notion of the
artist’s craftsmanship that they pondered. Much like the readymades, aesthetic
considerations are not paramount in this work and are surpassed by the
content and commentary 6. Such concerns have also remained central to the
artist’s practice in general, as he questions the relevance of tradition within
a technologically advanced world and employs contemporary methods of
image-making, such as laser scoring, within the traditional vernacular of
miniature. It is not the first time the artist has used readymade objects or
images from pop culture in his works either, and these qualities help draw
a loose thread between his practice and this series, which otherwise seems
visually and conceptually removed. Here, as well, we see a combination of
pop cultural reference, mass produced design, digital production methods,
and borrowed content, all of which excludes the artist’s own sacred hand
from the art-making process, his presence only felt in the message. Similar
to Duchamp’s readymades, the art object is designed by someone else, and the
words belong to someone else, but they are given a new meaning and purpose
under the artist’s own mandate, and thus, take on a new significance. This is
not unlike the majority of his previous works, where most of his imagery
is borrowed from various sources. This, combined with his explorations of
originality, brings up questions about the sanctity of the ‘original’ as a concept,
when the art object becomes merely a vessel for the idea and borrowed
imagery is rendered anew through meaning-making.
While on the surface the concerns of this particular body of work - driven
perhaps by its target audience - is slightly removed from the rest of the artist’s
practice, the underlying themes allow us to contextualize the works within a
larger framework, as he admits, “my content remains the same, the language
and the form keeps changing”. Zeeshan is known for a diverse range of visuals
yet his concerns remain fairly consistent across diverging forms, inspired from
his foundational years practicing commercial genres. It becomes difficult to
separate the art from the artist and the ways in which he thinks and reacts to
the world around him. “I am not trying to throw big profound words at you
when I say that I truly do live with my art, and in my art. The way I live my
life is the same way I approach my art. It is not something I separate from my
everyday life; it takes place simultaneously,” says Zeeshan, which aptly explains
the recurring themes from his practice manifested in the undertones of the
Rejection Letters.
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What’s in a Flag?

I

n “Imagined Communities”, Benedict Anderson’s most well-known
scholarly work, he mentions the concept of a nation that is created
through various practices in the imagination of its inhabitants.
Anderson’s classic definition of a nation ‘is an imagined political
community - imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign’.1 By
this he means that the community thinks of itself as linked through a political
central force, which takes many forms - monarchy, democracy, theocracy or
dictatorship. In addition, it Is always a ‘limited’ community i.e. it must end in
some border which itself is in opposition to another border - and finally, it
must have recognition to rule and exist within this border by the other nations.
Hobsbawm further expands for us to understand how the nation takes
shape as a force. He proposes the idea of an ‘invented tradition’ i.e. the idea
that these identities are invented in the sense of not being fake or unreal
but existing through social engineering so much so that they become a part
of the consciousness of the citizen. The state creates a historical link to the
present through the celebration of certain holidays or commemorations of
individuals – or even harkening back to ancient civilizations that are drastically
different. It manufactures an identity based on the use of symbols such as
anthems, flags and currency.
As Hobsbawm notes: ‘invented tradition’ is taken to mean a set of practices,
normally governed by overtly or tacitly accepted rules and of a ritual or
symbolic nature, which seek to inculcate certain values and norms of
behaviour by repetition, which automatically implies continuity with the past.
I speak of this theoretical framework to allow for a way to investigate
Muhammad Zeeshan’s body of work on display in this exhibition - where he
deploys the imagery of the popular as navigated through one of those most
potent invented traditions - flags of nations - which are usually markers of
symbolism and history and used to rally entire populations. In this regard, the
symbol of the flag becomes a potent recognizable reminder of how people
subscribe to nationhood as an anxious identity continuously under negotiation
for them.
Muhammad Zeeshan’s varied practice emerges from his own history and
training as a billboard painter and then later his education at the National
College of Arts in Lahore, where he was rigorously trained in the miniature
tradition. Over the past twenty years, numerous artists from Pakistan have
been able to employ and subvert the language of the miniature and expand
the domain to investigate multiple ideas. Muhammad, while belonging to this
category of artists, has also expanded the domain of his practice to bring
his various influences to create a truly unique practice. While various other
elements of his practice have been discussed at length, I am particularly
interested in the way he uses the language of the vernacular and the popular
in his making and its intersection with ideologies of the market and mass
consumption.
I have written before on the artist’s Posternama and Safarnama series, where he
investigates the use of syncretic and localized imagery, and how it translates
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and evolves over space and time, across different registers of nation and
culture. Images of the Buraq or Hindu gods in this regard, do not really
remain within the domain of a single school of thought but are spliced and
re-imagined, usually in surprisingly similar ways, across South Asia. In a time
of communal politics, and hardened religious identities, this work showcases
a potential to remind ourselves of histories of syncretic, but also that popular
imagery is a continuous process of borrowing and co-opting.
In this regard, the flag is both an invented tradition but also a popular image
- where many nations borrow similar imagery from each other around
shared ideas. The crescent, for example, is part of many nations with Islamic
heritage, while Arab nations continuously use four colours - red, black, green
and white - denoting their similarities and shared roots around ideologies of
pan-arabism. The flag is perhaps the most innately symbolic of the markers
of the nation and denotes its ideologies, dreams and aspirations.
Muhammad Zeeshan has been interested in the artistic possibilities of
subverting the flag for many years. His recent project at Sanat Gallery in 2017,
marking 70 years of partition or independence, used the popular Pakistani
drink ‘Pakola’ to create the flag of the country. Pakola is used as a marker of
Pakistani identity and plays up this role through its green beverage colour and
marketing campaigns. The name literally means ‘Pakistan cola’ - in this regard,
the artist subverts the idea of the nation (and also comments on the market),
by inviting the audience to pick up a free drink of Pakola - as a celebration of
independence, but as their own complicity as mass homogenous consumers
of market (and ideology). The 2017 work in the exhibition ‘Refreshment’ built
upon an earlier work made for Art Dubai Art Park project in 2008 which
similarly deployed Pepsi & Coca Cola that are now globally prevalent and
iconic American beverages and placed it within the flag of the USA. Earlier,
the artist had used the language of safety, hope and dream - again in Islamic
eschatology to create the flags of Pakistan and the USA - commenting on
stereotypes around the state of the nations and their place in the world.
For the current body of work - Muhammad melds both the symbolism of the
flag as well as its iteration with the current nations in the world. He uses the
language of satire to push through his ideas - which may create discomfort
and speculation for the viewer. In this regard, he also deploys the use of the
‘popular’ in terms of media portrayal and stereotypes around nations.
A visual analysis of the flag representing the United States reveals a background
of one of the defining images of the 21st century - the attack on the Twin
Towers of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. This act and image
has defined how a whole generation has grown up and thought about their
life - while defining the USA foreign policy agenda over the last two decades.
The image of 9/11 thus is a collective, popular imagination - which heralded
the end of a pax Americana, and created new ruptures.
Imposed upon the image, and following the contours of the USA flag is the
text ‘Be and it is’ - an adage from the Abrahamic tradition which denotes the
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creation of the world and power of God as an all supreme force. The power
of an Almighty God in the sense of how it pervades and understanding of
the creation of the world is influential in not just the Islamic but also Christian
and Jewish liturgical elements - again a marker of how religious thinking
transcends identities and evolves into new temporal and spatial ideas. Rather
than speaking about the gulf between religions, where the current war of the
USA is showcased as a Christian/Jewish vs. Islamic ideologies, this text speaks
about the shared histories (and violences) of all the three Abrahamic faiths.
In this regard the statement ‘Be’ could refer to the Taliban, or whoever was
ultimately responsible for the attack - and their hope that with with one act,
they brought destruction into an imperial order. It could also refer to the USA
itself, which due to this act, went at war with new nations, with the hope of
easy victory, and is now mired in long-term conflicts that it cannot extricate
itself out of. The continued anxiety and linkages between these two ideologies
adds irony to the artist’s work and is a continued theme in the whole series.
Irony is also present in the imagery of ‘new empire’ i.e. the flag of China. Again,
the artist uses the image of Mao - which is part of popular consciousness. Mao
is considered the architect of modern communist China and his image, in this
particular pose, which heralds him as divinity in an otherwise atheist state acts
as an ‘invented popular tradition’ for the state. Printed on posters and other
memorabilia this image is part of backdrops, rallies, commemorations and
more. Andy Warhol, one of the founders of Pop art in the west was known
for depicting the image of Mao and co-opting. In this regard, Muhammad
Zeeshan also takes this idea forward with two mirror images of this iconic
individual overlaid with ‘Made in China’.

Flag Ceremony, 2008
Soft drink cans, wood, Variable

China’s global rise has been fermented due to its massive industrialization
process, and ‘Made in China’ captured the late 20th century economy becoming synonymous with a model of growth, cheap labour, hard work and
social engineering - in many ways borrowing from Mao’s philosophy. It was
also at paradox with his socialist principles, as the country adopted neo-liberal
capitalist ideologies. While China continues to promote and include Mao as
an inspiration and architect of the modern state, it continues to depart from
his principles and form new ways of ‘popular slogans’ - this time through the
labour of capitalism.
While these works are satirical and ironic, some other flags are a more sobering
and darker commentary on our times. The two that stand out are the Israeli
and the Palestinian flags which must be seen in dialogue with each other.
The contestation over former Ottoman Palestine due to the follies and dark
legacies of colonialism have left their great scars in this section of the world.
The Balfour declaration and subsequent events have allowed for occupation
to continue unchecked. In this regard, the Israeli flag - as the Promised Land
believed by the Jewish people, and also in some ways promised to them by the
British, is the motto of the land and flag of Israel.
Israel’s national anthem and other ideologies center on the notion of the
‘Hatikva’ i.e. ‘The Hope’ - the hope of 2000 years of this promised land. So
pervasive and popular is this belief, that it is almost mythological - in some
ways as popular beliefs retain their power and then are co-opted by the nation
state. In this regard, the Palestinian flag stands in contrast as ‘Promised’
- but without the Land. A conceptual borderless nation - which has been
continuously agreed upon but not delivered.

Flag Ceremony (Refreshment), 2017
Soft drink cans, wood, Variable
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A Colligation (Isolated Facts), 2008
Bound volume of paintings, gouache on wasli, 25 x 35 cm (each)
Flags in order of appearance:
USA, Iraq, Venezuela, Palestine, Germany, Japan, Argentina, Syria, Vietnam, Iran

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print & oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 179 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 76 x 132 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print & oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 180 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 178 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 177 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print, acrylic and oil pastel on sandpaper, 104 x 180 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
UV print and oil pastel on sandpaper, 89 x 133 cm

The Great Pattern (series), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 107 x 183 cm
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Another sobering work is the the flag of Syria. One of the champions of pan
Arabism, Syria is now the site of the 21st century’s perhaps most devastating
and brutal conflicts. Since 2011, due to the discontents of the Arab Spring,
the war has now displaced over half the population, and killed an estimated
500,000 individuals and spawned one of the most severe refugees crises
in recent history. In an age of hard borders, these refugees have had to go
through unimaginable challenges to find safe ground in Europe - which has
led to soul searching and new dialogues and interventions.
The imposition of the Islamic travel prayer translates to ‘Glory unto Him
Who created this transportation, for us, though we were unable to create it on
our own. And unto our Lord we shall return.’
This prayer, which again acts as a sort of mass slogan for most Muslims who
are traveling - and can be regularly heard in some of the airlines as well, takes
on a double meaning. The Syrian people were literally unable to create this
transport on their own - and have been forced literally to escape. In some
ways, they are beseeching God to bless them on this journey - literally of
death - and through this journey they are most likely to return to Him.

The Great Pattern (series) (quadriptych), 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 25 x 47 cm (each)

This text is overlaid on a background image of exploring ships in the age of
Discovery that also sought to discover new lands in a time of imagination
and uncertainty. Those ships would eventually discover the new world - and
also led to the great slave trade in the Middle Passage. Those slaves were also
abducted and forced to travel against their will - and their stories and images
have captured the imagination of art and culture for centuries - much in the
same way as the current refugee crisis. Themes of displacement, brought
upon by force - is thus layered doubly in this specific work.

Earlier wars of the West take form in the flag of Afghanistan, where the
destruction of the Buddhas of Bamyan is overlaid with ‘In God We Trust’
both in English as seen in the dollar note, as well as Arabic to reference the
concept of Allah as the Most Trustworthy - showcased through one of the 99
names Al-Wakeel. This adage to a God in both nations - one seemingly secular
and progressive, and another Islamic and extremist and their confluence of
ideologies leads to the literal destruction of another God itself - which is part
of Afghani heritage and culture. In this regard, the current status of certain
nations as bereft and constantly in conflict is also a sobering reminder of
helplessness and contradictions of our world.
At first sight - the works by Muhammad appear to be simple, but deeper
investigation creates layered meanings that at once comment on the pervasive
and extremely strong ideologies of the nation. The artist builds upon a
continued series of work around the theme of the flag as a popular symbol
that is at once linked to and dependent upon the forces of the market and
the ability of its people to consume it, to deploy it and comment on the state
of the world in new ways. He also continues to expand upon his interests on
popular imagery and mass consumption - viewing his audience as part of the
experience - for them the works must remain accessible, in ways that national
ideologies are. In doing so, he ensures that in some ways, the access of layers
only exists for those who have the capacity to do so - and therefore to wield
influence in promoting these ideologies in the first place - for good or worse.

1

Imagined Communities – Benedict Anderson
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The Work of Market in the Age of Art

A

rt fair, in all fairness is a marriage between creativity and
consumerism. And like most marriages in which both
partners feel cheated, bluffed and betrayed, maker of art
and its buyer seem to have a peculiar relationship; both try
to take advantage of the other. And perhaps the real winner
in this interaction is the gallery. Which in retrospective deals with artist,
collector, critic, and viewer, each in a different scheme, and represents market.
Market has always been there, but today market seems to be the only mark
that elevates a work into the realm of art, or into great art, to be collected at
public and private spaces, and preserved in the archives of history. Market has
replaced Marshal McLuhan’s dictum ‘Medium is the message’, with ‘Market is
the message’, and ‘Market is the medium’, hence ‘Market is everything’.
Visual artists in that scenario are in an unavoidable position, because what
you produce in the solitude of your studio, you are aware is to be put up for
sale, in a private gallery, at an art fair, in an auction. Thus, your ideas, imagery,
concerns, and emotions will be devolved into a network of commercial
exchange. A process of transforming a work of intellectual quality and
aesthetic engagement into cash and currency. Muhammad Zeeshan has been
addressing this situation in his art, especially in his solo exhibition Art Cash
Hard Cash that was held at Sanat Initiative, Karachi on 25th December 2015;
where the artist filled the floor of the gallery with one Rupee coins, a total
of 139,000. Stepping into the display space a viewer was taken aback with
the spread of so much money in such a worthless format. One Rupee coin
is the lowest unit in Pakistan’s currency, usually ignored while trading or
paying for something, so by utilizing this sort of currency to install his art,
Zeeshan commented - both on the importance and worthlessness of money.
Importance, because the artwork was made purely with cash, and guests were
invited to bring ‘exact change in the form of a one Rupee coin and exchange
it for a work’; and worthless, because it was laid on floor, open for traders of
art to tread on it.
The relationship of art and market is not a new one, since from an earlier
period, makers of images were producing works for patrons, princes and
Popes. The idea of market is connected with the concept of originality in
an uncanny way. Before Renaissance and after in the European art history, if
anyone had insisted on the idea of originality, he would have been considered
insane or alien; because like music, in the realm of visual arts the notion
of invention and innovation was not practiced. It was only in the age of
Modernism that the concept of newness became an essential feature of
creative pieces. Actually this mark of newness was a demand of market,
because with the pressure from clients, one has to offer new goods. (New
goods may not always be good but have to be new).
For artists the demand to produce something new in each exhibition is not
much different from the insistence of companies which deal in fashion, home
products and electronic godets on offering something new with each new
season. A consumer is reluctant - to use the same stuff that was available a
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few months ago, or in last season, or at the outlets months ago, in the previous
exposition. But when it comes to analysing art, one needs to discern between
newness and originality. Because originality not necessarily be new; and new
may not be original, hence two terms interchangeable on surface but far apart.
Muhammad Zeeshan in his new works addresses the constructs of originality.
Or the fascination with authenticity, that becomes a fetish. However, in an
epoch, in which one is constantly bombarded with information from across
the planet, round the clock, one cannot remain original or unique. Insistence
on being unique is as stupendous as the innocence of a child who has been
exposed to news of war, sexual crimes and different atrocities. In our age of
IT, in which both the ‘Information Technology’ and ‘International Terror’
have turned global, nothing remains exclusive or authentic. We repeat,
replicate, reproduce - not only the artefacts, but in our behaviours, practices
and products too. The period of industrial revolution has introduced the
cycles of items, which are manufactured in identical forms in innumerable
quantities.
This generated a single opportunity for art, since the maker of objects with
hand had the privilege to create works which cannot be duplicated, hence the
idea of authenticity and uniqueness. But as Henry Geldzahler points out that
work of art always comes from an existing source, may that be an image, idea,
material, technique, tradition. So if an artwork fabricated today is a version
of something from past, then there can hardly be a distinction between what
was made first and what came after - if one talks about the originality, because
there may be minor differences.
Zeeshan in his new works at Art Dubai 2018, dismantles the distance between
original and copies. A classification that - more than any other times - is about
market ethics, rather than a matter of aesthetics. Series of three works, which
are identical in size, material, imagery, technique and treatment, yet different in
prices; since one work is valued highest for being original, another one lower
as the first copy and last one being second copy is priced lowest and vice versa
in some works where the second copy is priced highest and the orignal valued
lowest. Variation in value does not match with any disparity in work, since
all three pieces are identical. It is the artist - eventually - who decides what is
original, what is an immediate copy, and what is a remote reproduction, even
though the visuals defy these definitions.
Apart from challenging the norms of these descriptions and demarcations,
Zeeshan’s works also allude to some basic, banal and banned facts of our life.
Joining animals and human bodies, in some uncanny positions and relations:
woman in an acrobatic position next to a cockerel, a person holding two
horses, bust of a swamp deer on the wall, maps the scenario of a world in
which man and animal lived side by side in an environment in which there
was scarcely a division among the two species. In statues and paintings from
prehistoric period human beings and beasts were inter-related and combined.
In the present times too, there is a blend of both species: in cartoons, custom
of naming pets, describing qualities of some animals in certain individuals.

Composite figures, such as Buraq, Minotaur, Mermaid are part of our popular
imagination and folk expression.
Zeeshan recognizes this aspect and infuses it in his work, in which the
ambiguity between mankind and animal kingdom soon starts to emerge. That
reminds me The Goat, or Who is Sylvia? by Edward Albee (2000), in which a man
confesses his love for a goat in front of his wife and son. Who understandably
freak out, but the man still possesses a great passion for the animal. The play
suggests a strange situation, but contains a political and social comment too.
Goat is the Other for us, as blacks were perceived in past and some of them,
the slaves, were kept in cages. In Albee’s text the animal embodies our fear,
fright and inability to deal with an entity that falls beyond our usual setting,
scenario and sensibility.

Special Siri Series - Original (diptych), 2018
UV print, gouache & laser scoring on mount board, UV print & graphite on sandpaper, 80 x 57 cm (each)

Muhammad Zeeshan, both in the choice of his imagery and decision in
fabricating, questions many constructs, which include historic facts, fiction of
taste, factor of market and the fate of art.

Special Siri Series - Second Copy (diptych), 2018
UV print, gouache & laser scoring on mount board, UV print & graphite on sandpaper, 80 x 57 cm (each)

Special Siri Series - First Copy (diptych), 2018
UV print, gouache & laser scoring on mount board, UV print & graphite on sandpaper, 80 x 57 cm (each)
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Why buy an expensive watch when you can buy a copy?

A

replica is an exact reproduction, such as of paintings,
sculptures, or even photographic prints. It is showcased
as an execution by the original artist or a copy or a
reproduction. It is a copying that closely resembles the
original concerning its shape and appearance. The amusing
complexity (and skepticism) arises when the copy, and blatantly labeled so, is
performed by the original artist himself.
In his latest body of work presented at the Art Dubai 2018, Muhammad
Zeeshan addresses the practice of mass producing first and second copies
of genuine products. When a branded watch, a smart phone, and a designer
hand bag can be sold off after some minor amendments, cheaper labor, and
alternative ingredients, then what stops an artwork from undergoing the same
process where it is almost indistinguishable from the original? The interesting
human psyche manipulates us to submissively accept often misleading
information for whatever it is presented as. This uncontested consumption,
an overconsumption perhaps, can easily trickle on any pitch where a buyer and
a seller convene. Muhammad Zeeshan satirizes the exercise and subversively
critiques the power play between the artist, the buyer - or the market, and
of course, the gallery. An experiment, or rather a survey of sort, the artist
encapsulates his fascination with the market while probing the canon of
consumerism.

Numair A. Abbasi

The process of reproduction has been made easily available since the eye
perceives faster than the hand can draw. In principle, the work of art has
always been reproducible. What man has made, man has always been able to
make again. And sometimes, even the copy can be situated in places beyond
the reach of the original itself. In allowing the reproduction to come closer
to the situation that the person apprehending is in, it actualizes that which
is produced. However, even with the most perfect of reproductions, one
undeniable truth stands concrete: “the here and now of the work of art - its
existence in the place where it is at this moment.” 1 And that’s what makes
even the most explicit and finest of copies, after all, an original.

And what really makes an artwork a copy and not an original when the artist
himself has worked on the recreations without resorting to cheaper resources
or those of an inferior quality. In fact, the minor edits, much to the artist’s
cognizance, deviate from the intention of imitation that one understands for
any product to be considered as a replica. Perhaps Muhammad Zeeshan is
deliberately treating the pieces as originals in and of itself but as often reflected
in his practice, is cleverly employing the trickery in word play by titling them
as copies. A point to acknowledge would be the conscious marking of the
work as “copies” by the artist instead of the more familiar categorization as
“editions” which many would admit bears prominent similarity to the manner
with which the artist has approached his remakes. This introduces the question
as to whose word is hierarchically set in stone in a premise of this active
exchange between the artist and the market, and their power dynamics. Is it
a copy simply because the artist calls it so? Or does it still remain an original?
Often a replica of products that range from branded items like clothes, shoes,
jewelry, leather products, accessories, and even trophies awarded for sports,
etc. are valued at much less than the original. However, in a situation like this
where Muhammad Zeeshan has produced the copies himself using the exact
resources quantitatively as well as qualitatively, one is compelled to debate
how and from where does the dissimilarity in prices originate. The common
notion that a replica is less valuable, with good reason, cannot be shadowed
in this model which can determine the depreciation in its value. Whereas,
mentioned previously, in the practice of making editions every next duplicate
appreciates in its denomination upon its encounter with the market.

Walter Benjamin,The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, 1936, trans. J. A.
Underwood, (New York: Penguin Books, 2008) p6.

1

...And a Girl - Original, 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 83 x 138 cm

...And a Girl - First Copy, 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 83 x 138 cm

...And a Girl - Second Copy, 2018
UV print and pastel on sandpaper, 83 x 138 cm
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A

replica is an exact reproduction, such as of paintings,
sculptures, or even photographs. It is showcased as an
execution by the original artist or a copy or a reproduction.
It is a copying that closely resembles the original concerning
its form and appearance. The amusing complexity (and
incredulity) arises when the copy, and blatantly labeled such, is performed by
the original artist himself.
In his latest body of work presented at the Art Dubai 2018, Muhammad
Zeeshan denotes the practice of mass producing first and second copies of
genuine products. When a branded watch, a smart phone, and a designer
hand bag can be sold after some minor changes, cheaper labor, and alternative
materials, then what stops an artwork from undergoing the same process where
it is almost indistinguishable from the original? The captivating human psyche
pushes us to compliantly accept often misleading information for whatever it
is presented as. This uncontested consumption, an overconsumption perhaps,
can easily bleed onto any field where a buyer and a seller convene. Muhammad
Zeeshan satirizes the exercise and inadvertently critiques the power play
between the artist, the market, and of course, the gallery. An experiment, or
rather a survey of sort, the artist showcases his fascination with the market
while immersing in the canon of consumerism.

Numair A. Abbasi

been reproducible. What man has made, man has always been able to make
again. And sometimes, even the copy can be situated in places beyond the
reach of the original itself. Allowing the reproduction to come closer to the
situation that the person comprehending is in actualizes that which is produced.
However, even with the most perfect of reproductions, one unarguable truth
stands firm: “the here and now of the work of art - its existence in the place
where it is at this moment.” 1 And that’s what makes even the most finest of
copies, after all, an original.

And what really makes an artwork a copy and not an original when the artist
himself has worked on the recreations without resorting to cheaper resources
or those of an inferior quality. In fact, the minor edits, much to the artist’s
awareness, deviate from the intention of imitation that one understands for
any product to be considered as a replica. Perhaps Muhammad Zeeshan is
purposely tackling the pieces as originals in and of itself but as often evinced
in his practice, is cleverly employing the trickery in word play by labeling them
as copies. A point to acknowledge would be the conscious marking of the
work as “copies” by the artist instead of the more familiar categorization as
“editions” which many would admit bears uncanny similarity to the manner
with which the artist has approached his reproductions. This provokes the
question as to whose word is hierarchically set in stone in a premise of this
active exchange between the artist and the market, and the power dynamics
amongst them. Is it a copy simply because the artist calls it as such? Or does
it still remain an original?
Often a replica of products that range from branded items like clothes, shoes,
jewelry, leather products, accessories, etc. are valued at much less than the
original. However, in a situation like this where Muhammad Zeeshan has
produced the copies himself using the exact resources quantitatively as well as
qualitatively, one is compelled to ask how and from where does the dissimilarity
in prices originate. The common notion that a replica is less valuable, and
perhaps justifiably so, cannot be mimicked in this model which can direct the
depreciation in its value. Whereas, in the practice of making editions, every
next duplicate appreciates in its denomination once it encounters the market.
The process of reproduction has been made easily available since the eye
perceives faster than the hand can draw. Principally, the work of art has always

Walter Benjamin,The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, 1936, trans. J. A.
Underwood, (New York: Penguin Books, 2008) p6.

1

Home Decor - Original, 2018
UV print, acrylic and graphite on sandpaper, 103 x 136 cm

Home Decor - First Copy, 2018
UV print, acrylic and graphite on sandpaper, 103 x 136 cm

Home Decor - Second Copy, 2018
UV print, acrylic and graphite on sandpaper, 103 x 136 cm
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replica is an exact reproduction, such as of sculptures,
paintings, or even photographs. It is showcased as a
production by the original artist or a copy or a reproduction.
It is a copying that closely resembles the original concerning
its appearance. The intriguing complexity (and incredulity)
arises when the copy, and evidently labeled so, is executed by the original artist
himself.
In his latest series presented at the Art Dubai 2018, Muhammad Zeeshan
investigates the practice of bulk producing first and second copies of genuine
products. When a branded watch, a smart phone, and a designer hand bag
can be sold after some minor changes, cheaper and alternative resources, then
what stops an artwork from undergoing the same process where it is almost
unidentifiable from the original? The unfathomable human psyche pushes
us to acquiescently accept often misleading information for whatever it is
presented as. This uncontested consumption, an overconsumption perhaps,
can easily trickle in any setting where buyers and sellers meet. Muhammad
Zeeshan deridingly observes the exercise and inevitably critiques the power
play between the artist, the market, and of course, the gallery. An experiment,
or rather a survey of sort, the artist showcases his fascination with the market
and economy while delving into the canon of consumerism.

reproducible. What man has made, man has always been able to make again.
And sometimes, even the copy can be situated in places that the original itself
cannot reach. By allowing the reproduction to come nearer to the situation that
the person engaging is in realizes that which is produced. However, even with
the most perfect of reproductions, one unarguable truth stands conclusive:
“the here and now of the work of art - its existence in the place where it is
at this moment.” 1 And that’s what makes even the most indistinguishable of
copies, eventually, an original.

And what really makes an artwork a copy and not an original when the artist
himself has worked on the recreations without settling for cheaper resources
or those of an inferior quality. In fact, the minor edits, much to the artist’s
knowledge, veer from the intention of imitation that one understands for
any product to be considered as a replica. Perhaps Muhammad Zeeshan is
willfully handling the pieces as originals in and of itself but as often extracted
from his practice, is cleverly employing the sophistry in puns by labeling them
as copies. A point to attest would be the conscious marking of the work as
“copies” by the artist instead of the more familiar categorization as “editions”
which many would admit bears prominent similarity to the fashion with which
the artist has approached his reproductions. This instigates the question as to
whose word is hierarchically set in stone in a premise of this active exchange
between the artist and the market. Is it a copy simply because the artist calls it
a copy, or does it still remain an original?
Often a replica of products that range from branded items like clothes, shoes,
leather products, accessories, etc. are valued at much less than the original.
However, in a situation like this where Muhammad Zeeshan has produced the
copies himself using the exact resources without compromising on the quantity
or quality, one is steered to ask how and from where does the dissimilarity in
prices originate. The common perception that a replica is less valuable – and
perhaps understandably so - cannot be echoed in this model which can then
establish the depreciation in its value. Whereas, conversely in the practice of
making editions, every next duplicate appreciates in its denomination once it
encounters the market.
The process of reproduction has become easily available since the eye registers
faster than the hand can draw. In essence, the work of art has always been

Walter Benjamin,The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, 1936, trans. J. A.
Underwood, (New York: Penguin Books, 2008) p6.

1

Dying Miniature - Original, 2018
Graphite on sandpaper, 89 x 141 cm

Dying Miniature - First Copy, 2018
Graphite on sandpaper, 89 x 141 cm

Dying Miniature - Second Copy, 2018
Graphite on sandpaper, 89 x 141 cm

Original - Original, 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 174 x 133 cm

Original - Second Copy, 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 174 x 133 cm

Original - First Copy, 2018
Pastel on sandpaper, 174 x 133 cm
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The Rising Ecstatic

W

hile I worked on articulating a contextual trajectory
within a historical and contemporary framework
for Muhammad Zeeshan’s Black Friday, shockwaves
rocked the art world. Banksy’s iconic Girl With Balloon
(2006) shredded itself after selling for $1.3 million at
Sotheby’s. This most recent ‘performance’ reminds me once again of Ana
Mendieta, Ai Weiwei, Richard Prince, Barbara Kruger and the Guerilla Girls
who, like Banksy, work towards making the viewer volte-face to reconsider

Saira Danish Ahmed
their expectations and normative assumptions when appraising artworks. Not
to forget the Dadaists of course!
Does Muhammad Zeeshan belong to the same league of artists and the literati
who criticize empty consumerism? And, like Banksy and Ai Weiwei, is he
also challenging the predictable formulaic models which come into play when
assessing a piece of art? Perhaps!
Black Friday possibly is a recoiling from and rejoinder to the ‘highbrow’
arrogance of the art market, or perhaps a means to join the feverish ‘sale’
rage that takes place every November in most parts of the world - the show
therefore becomes an act which inevitably comes full circle to endorse the
rejection of power structures and the triteness and frivolity of the world
around us. One way or the other, it is a direct response to the escalating
autonomy of the art market.
With the rise of the global art market various local, international and diverse
art markets assimilate and integrate by reason of easily accessible communiqué
and communication logistics enabling cultural and economic heterogeneity
to co-exist within a cross cultural context. Over the past eighteen years the
global art market’s capability to resist economic and geographical crisis has
helped seed a firm cultural capital to generate significant and frequent profits.
According to the Artprice’s 1 H1 2018 Global Art Market Report there was a
general recovery of over eighteen percent sales through auctions. The report
further confirms performance of the global art market has shown signs of
resilience driven by ‘investment logic, speculative buying, passion collecting
and insatiable demand for major signatures from new museums 2 around the
world’.
It’s clear that the art market continues to hold strong, even with the changing
social and economic landscapes. However, the market is also evolving - shifting
more of the sales to online platforms where it is easier to discover and invest
in emerging artists. The institution, which sets the rules of the game, dictates
the functioning of the organization 3, thus becomes the key player responsible
for placing the artist on the grand platform of commodity culture - the grand
fetishist.

Art Cash Hard Cash, 2017
139,000 Pakistan one Rupee coins, Variable

The concept that art is the ideal representation of reality has perhaps been
long lost, restricted to the academic ideals of a bygone era. The continuing
conversion of art into a commodity and the role of the artist within
the society becomes the key area of concern. The artist, as a creative and
a quixotic entrepreneur, produces works of art in a world in which art is
acquired not for use value, as it is purchased for its exchange value and assets
as investment. During the pre-capitalist times aristocracy patronized the arts,
consequently making the works rise above commercial concerns. With the
globalization of markets in the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries,
production and consumption became transnational giving rise to what Walter
Benjamin 4 termed as ‘high capitalism’. Dealings, connections and trade in
a feudal society involved the exactitude and meticulousness of labor rather
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Car for Art’s Sake, 2018
Car, rolled & framed artwork, Variable

than the intangible and non-concrete universal equivalent (monetary value)
necessary for commodity production. With the shift in power from the ruling
elite, who owned lands, to the bourgeois class who gained power through
the production of novel and ‘good products’ the producers were constantly
required to revolutionize in order to up the game of the bourgeois economy
by investing in exchange-value and free trade. The impulse for revolution and
change was reassigned to commodities so that the status quo of the bourgeois
was not threatened.

the general society into mass acceptance of commodity immersion with an
elimination of empathy and identification for the majority of humanity and
morality. If we apply this model to a work of art, desirable art, it is not value
of art in terms of aesthetic - something you admire looking at - but rather
what sells is a celebrated, emergent artist, promoted by a handful of galleries
and museums which determine what is ‘good’ and ‘tasteful’ art accordingly
attaching a monetary value to it. Now to think of it, someone with a financial
interest controlling the market is worrying, very disconcerting indeed!

According to the Marxian ideal - a utopian ideal at its very best - artists are
independent creators working with complete freedom of expression to
produce redemptive works which would serve as vanguard against fabricated
philosophical consciousness arising from socio-political narratives being
fed to the society. Artists of the post-modern era can easily be classified
as cultural producers operating in a capitalist society to primarily serve the
art market. According to Marxist critique the artist has lost his/her purpose
of contributing to a moral and ethical society by becoming a wage-laborer
bound by the ideals of capitalism; the product marred and estranged with the
ideology of commodification ignoring the ethics and epitomes of production
- the labor and ingenious expression of the artist. Today with the escalation
of the mass media there has been a definite rise in the audience number game,
but the path defined by the exhibition going audience is limited to branding
and name recognition which is reminiscent of the mid-fifties when there was
an attack on the ‘stuffiness’ of fine arts brought about by the upholders of
high culture – an attack not on fine art itself but the bourgeoisie attitude.

Muhammad Zeeshan is known to profoundly challenge the model of
consumerism and commodification as a classical socio-economic archetype
constructed upon desire serving as a temptation-and-reward system. Through
his various exhibits he has commented on the materialistic impulse that
nurtures capitalism and has always existed within the human cognizance with
the advertising industry using psychological techniques to fuel the desires.
Sales promotion has become an essential and indispensible instrument for
marketing and its significance has increased manifold over the years. Marketing
activities linked sales increase to consumer purchases enabling the company
to generate more revenue by making additional profit on the products. The
purpose of sales is not targeted to provide economic relief to the consumer
in fact it is to target and lure the consumers to buy the products ‘on sale’. Sales
promotion is certainly one of the acute elements in marketing strategies for
the marketers to boost returns. Today, due to the cut-throat competition of
the market, a majority of stores are aggressively competing with each other
to attract customers using calculated and premeditated techniques to attract
customers in order to institute long term reaps and high market shares.

Within the system of capitalist production the economy exists for its own sake
rather than prevailing for the greater good of the society and the people. In
The Society of the Spectacle, Guy Debord expresses, “the economy transforms
the world, but transforms it only into a world of economy”. The Commodity
Narcissist is the byproduct of such an economy within advanced societies,
and is associated intimately with the mass consumption of commodities.
This class exhibits collective personalities strongly affecting the economy and

In his exhibition Black Friday he delineates the act of consumerism, the luring
in of the consumers 5 through sale baits. What better day to make a strong
comment than to make it on the day of Black Friday which occurs on the
day after Thanksgiving. Black Friday’s tradition is based on the information
that after an entire year of operating ‘in the red’ 6 the stores earn high yields
through discounted merchandize, as a result they ‘went into the black’ 7 as

I thank you, Lord, for giving me wings, 2018
Embossed UV print on sandpaper, 38 x 56 cm, Edition of 500 + 5 AP
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In 2008 at ACC Galerie Weimar, Germany and in 2009 at Rohtas II, Pakistan
he threw down the gauntlet and confronted the notion of ‘originality’ and
engaged with projects and performances where he destroyed his original
works and distributed prints of the originals amongst the audience who
had just witnessed the annihilation of the originals - allowing the spectators
to walk away with prints which now remained an original of the destroyed
piece privileged to possess an artwork which no longer existed. Unlike
Marcel Duchamp’s Fountain 8 (1917) where no one knows what became of the
“original”, Zeeshan’s works were destroyed in the presence of an audience.
In 2010 while exhibiting at Canvas Gallery he concealed the prints with a silver
film and offered it to the audience as gifts. They were requested to scratch the
silver off the print when they reached home. He revels in the glory of ‘How
it feels when everyone, may s/he be an art collector or just a common man
owns a piece by Muhammad Zeeshan and yet no one has the original creation,
not even Muhammad Zeeshan himself ?’ 9
At the India Art Fair (IAF) in 2015, during his solo “On Indefiniteness”
he seized the attention of all those present through a performance which
commented on the nebulous and ruthless veracity of ‘art being finite’. The
show was an appreciation of the here and now while the paintings slowly
drowned in black ink in front of the astounded audience. Such an act adds
to the voluminous layers and complexities of the question on whether the
idea alone is a starting point for a conceptual framework of what art can be
today. While international art fairs aim at the commodification of art a strong
satirical commentary is made by Zeeshan on the core value that art truly holds
- representing reality and serving as a comment on the times it exists within.
Black Friday therefore carries on the narrative and the legacy of contesting
the norms and stereotypes of the conventional collector, and the subsequent
spectacle and fanfare engaged in the ownership of art, as the artist puts up
On Indefinitness, 2009
Gouache on wasli, glass box, ink, water, 76 x 51 x 8 cm
Flag Ceremoney (Refreshment), 2017
Soft drink cans, wood, Variable

shoppers tend to spend the most on Black Friday sales. Besides the negative
connotations behind the name and with the number of dark stories circulating
as factual historical background for the term ‘Black Friday’, it has largely been
chosen to ignore the negativity with the said innocuous theory approved and
endorsed for ‘the good of society’.
Muhammad Zeeshan has engaged in a number of projects and exhibitions
where he has forcefully commented on the role of the art collector and the art
market by large. He challenges the sovereignty of the art dealers and collectors
by examples where he has ‘gifted’ his artworks to the ‘ordinary person’ either
free of cost or as in the case of his 2015 solo show held at Sanat Gallery, Art
Cash Hard Cash, where an equivalent to the value of the exchange took place.
Refreshment (2017), Car for Art’s Sake (2018) & Flag Ceremony (2007 & 2008 at
Braziers International Artist’s Workshop and Art Dubai’s Art Park Project
respectively) continued the expanding of this narrative.

On Indefinitness, 2008
Gouache on wasli, glass box, ink, water, 70 x 55 x 8 cm

Art Cash Hard Cash, 2018
Mono channel video, 186 seconds, Edition of 450,300,000
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his paintings on sale at ‘upto 70% off ’ both online and at the one day exhibition
held at Sanat Gallery. He creates an experience that is colossal, animated and
political, with pronounced artistic merit and one which has this ability to
create an insightful and reflective impact.

Artprice, the world leader in Art Market information since 1987, has systematically analysed and
digested the results of more than 3,532 auction sales around the world. This half-year report covers
public sales of Fine Art (painting, sculpture, drawing, photography, prints and installations).

1

As per the report, approximately seven hundred new museums have been established each year with
more museums opened between 2000 and 2014 than the previous two centuries.

2

art galleries, museums, auction houses or leader-dealers and marketers

German-Jewish Marxist literary critic, essayist, translator, and philosopher of the first half of
the twentieth century. Benjamin’s distinct originality and inimitable approach are evident in the
extended essays Goethe’s Elective Affinities (1924–25) and in the essays posthumously collected in
Illuminations(1961), including The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction(1936).

4

much as they hate their jobs they need to earn the money to buy things they have been trained and
habituated into hungering over.

5

6

losses are recorded in red ink

7

profits are recorded in black ink

On April 9, 1917 Marcel Duchamp presented an upside-down urinal signed and dated with the
signature “R. Mutt, 1917,” and titled the readymade ‘Fountain’. The artwork was rejected by the
Society’s board claiming that it was not a ‘true work of art’.

8

From the artist’s statement in the catalogue of his exhibition ‘Original Copy of Original Copy
of Copy Originals’ held at Art Dubai in March 2018 which was represented by Sanat Initiative.

9

On Indefiniteness, 2015
Gouache & laser scoring on wasli, glass box, black ink, Variable
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Travelogues

L

iving away from home for even the shortest period of time can
be a life altering experience. Adjusting to a new city or country,
urges a foreigner to acknowledge different societal values and
to be willing to experience things with an open mind. For
Muhammad Zeeshan, travelling the world and possessing a
greater understanding of the unknown was his prime reason for applying to
artist residency programs. Artist residencies are essentially designed for an
artist to immerse themselves in a new environment and create work which
they would not usually lean towards in their regular practice within familiar
spaces. The 2001 Vasl International Artists’ Workshop which took place at
Gadani 1, chronicled a significant development in the art circle of Pakistan. It
was the first of its kind - a residency which brought together international and
local artists to reflect and work beyond the burgeoning metropolis where a
majority of contemporary artists resided. More importantly, this program was
a ripple in the ocean, followed by the waves of Pakistani led artist residency
programs, providing more opportunities for local artists to move beyond the
studio-gallery circuit and liaison with collaborating artists and organizations.
After the four life changing years at the National College of Arts (NCA) in
Lahore during the years 2000-2003, a young, free and creatively unconfined
Zeeshan hesitated on automatically pursuing a post-graduate degree. Of
course, furthering his ties with academic institutions while simultaneously
building a career was always on the horizon, but a second degree wasn’t going
to bring the technicolor journey he sought. The dizzying new world of art
which was introduced to him during his undergraduate degree presented the
opportunity to now see the art which he had learnt so much of as a young
student in Lahore. ‘I made a resolution, after finishing my education at NCA,
that if I read or see anything in print, I needed to see it in real life - be it the
Mona Lisa in The Louvre or the Taj Mahal. It wasn’t enough to know of
the existence of certain things. I wanted to experience it for myself.’ And so,
within the estimated 16 residencies Zeeshan has been a part of, he has taken
away monumental experiences and formulated his own memories of museums
and artworks which were all once just pictures in books. It is these intangible
memories of residency programs which matter the most to Zeeshan.
Frank Smigiel, a recognized curator and researcher 2, demystifies the glamour
of major art fairs and biennales as the crux of all art generated ‘…It’s no longer
enough to tackle Venice’s beast (i.e.Venice Biennale); it’s no longer enough to
stroll through Chelsea and think you have a snapshot of contemporary art. Art
gets made, circulated, and discussed everywhere.’ 3 It is this exact philosophy
of understanding the expansion of art dissemination which really exemplifies
Zeeshan’s outlook on residency programs. He remarks that the true essence
of residency programs is really to live, or ‘rehna’ in Urdu. The artist gives a
piece of himself to the place of the residency and takes a piece of the locality
back home with him, forever changing his path of traded experiences.
In 2005 Zeeshan participated in his first international residency at the Agra
Artist Camp in India and travelled by air for the first time in his life. As
Zeeshan recalls, he fell extremely unwell before his first international flight and

Veera Rustomji
mistakenly took a prescribed medication on an empty stomach, plummeting
his health for the worse. Yet, he was reluctant to give in and insisted on flying
- an experience he had once hoped would be exciting and reveling only to
find it painful and claustrophobic. The residency at Agra was just for a few
short days, yet Zeeshan made new friends to last him a lifetime. Indian artist
Manisha Gera Baswani and her husband Rahul Baswani visited the Pakistani
artists who had travelled to Agra and seeing Zeeshan so unwell and unable to
work or buy a sachet of Limopaani (lemonade) to soothe his stomach, asked if
Zeeshan had brought any work with him to Agra. Zeeshan showed them the
single piece he had brought with him from home and Manisha Gera Baswani
bought the work instantly, enabling Zeeshan to not only see his way through
Agra but sell his first piece internationally - a small stepping stone towards a
long journey.
While tabulating the number of artist residencies he has been a part of since
the Agra Artist Camp, Zeeshan shrugs his shoulders and decidedly agrees;
‘I guess formally, I’ve been part of 9 and unofficially I’ve done around 7
residencies.’ An unofficial residency for Zeeshan is an opportunity which
presents itself outside of a formal invitation or application procedure. Be
it a collaboration with a fellow artist, an exhibition abroad or a partnership
with an institute, he always found himself in trajectory projects. It is through
these ‘by chance’ opportunities that truly shaped his critical thinking of the
art world and sowed the seeds for his perspective on what it means to be a
contemporary artist from Pakistan in the twenty first century.
The 2007 Gasworks Residency 4 was the most impactful for his career although
it is not exactly the work he created for the Gasworks Residency which veered
him towards a sharp turn in his understanding of artists. While in London, he
witnessed cars for the first time stopping for pedestrians to cross and while
he rode a bicycle on footpaths to prevent being run over, he was pulled aside
by the traffic police and asked to look for the ‘bicycle lanes’. Zeeshan was
encouraged to extend the opportunity he had in the UK and joined a second
residency at Braziers Park, a castle/mansion converted to host about 24 artists,
writers and creative individuals. ‘I was sharing a room with a Columbian artist
and soon found out while living with him that his work comprised of taking
naked selfies. There were bunk beds in our room and I was sleeping on the
bottom one. One day I woke up to find him standing against the window, stark
naked taking pictures of himself in the morning light. Quite frankly, I didn’t
know whether it would be a better idea to just pretend to be asleep or cut
through the silence and let him know I was awake’. And so during his time at
Braziers Park, Zeeshan began to forge friendships with artists that had diverse
practices which stirred his enthusiasm to explore more.
Residencies go beyond the spectrum of physical art making and force the
artist to recognize the different approaches people around the world may have
towards art and its’ relevance in society. The lacuna for cross pollination of
dialogue and exchange between countries is a pervasive problem in Zeeshan’s
eyes for the growth of young Pakistani artists. ‘I’ve always wanted there to be
more residencies in Pakistan. When you go for a residency, you unconsciously
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change the environment in which you are a part of and you learn so much
about other countries and identities. For instance I was able to meet people
all the way from Georgia and Lebanon by just being in central London.’ The
privilege of travelling the world as part of residencies is both novel and an
aspiration for many young Pakistani artists which was wisely optimized by
Zeeshan.
The idea of global distribution through art and connecting with audiences
one could never imagine meeting with, resonates in Zeeshan’s work in 2008
for the ACC Galerie in Weimar, Germany. 5 While participating in a show,
a fellow artist introduced Zeeshan to a prestigious curator who was, to put
it lightly, a little intimidating. Zeeshan’s friend tried to convince the curator
that his Pakistani colleague was a ‘good artist’ and should have a place in the
upcoming show at the exhibition. Reluctantly, the curator assigned a small
corner of the gallery and Zeeshan got down to work. He walked outside with
his camera and took a photograph of the road right outside the gallery and
built a narrow shelf in his designated space. He then burned the photograph
onto 500 CDs and stacked all the CDs onto the shelf for visitors to grab as
freebies. ‘When the curator asked me what my work was about and what was
on the CD, I told him that despite being allocated the smallest space in the
gallery, I think the entire city can be my exhibition space as the CDs will travel
far and beyond the limitations of the walls of the gallery.’ Sure enough, the
day after the opening of the show, the curator met Zeeshan to tell him that he
had seen his image on a person’s laptop in a café in Weimar.
As an artists’ profile expands and deepens, the opportunities grow and are less
application-based and more invitation-based. Zeeshan chuckles and recalls
the years after his graduation from NCA ‘I sent out hundreds of applications
which were subsequently met with hundreds of rejections.’ He explains that
with an established practice he has at many times asked to be on a selection
panel, an advisor, or help the residency organization by selling his work to
contribute in some form or the other. Upon reflection on these parameters,
Zeeshan explains that as an artist, the more independence he receives the
more he thrives creatively. ‘Unfortunately, the pressure of producing something
or the other for a residency looms over the artist’s head but I on the other hand

Untitled, 2005
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 36 cm
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Moving Rock, 2006
Safety pins on bubble wrap sheets, Variable

don’t need that because I am an artist 24/7 - there is no literal sense of taking
a break to clear my mind in a residency program.’ In his practice Zeeshan
has a contrasting combination of a disciplined yet free spirited nature when
approaching his work. Sometimes artists are found taking in a concerted effort
towards their appearance to represent their oeuvre - it could be emulating
crisp monotone palettes or eccentric accessories or even dressed in a way to
ward off all unwanted attention. The experiences of Zeeshan’s residencies are
perhaps as varied and colorful as his attire. Zeeshan can be found regularly
donning cotton shirts with the jazziest prints in the most neurotic shades.
Perhaps this is a parallel to his career - having graduated from the famous
NCA Miniature Painting Department in 2003, he has truly shaken off all
preconceived expectations about the lineage of miniature work, cultivating a
unique route for himself. From self-destructing installations at the India Art
Fair to performative pieces whereby audience unconsciously participate in the
making of an art project, it is fair to say that this individual does not like to
follow in treaded paths and stays far away from the predictable.
Challenging the holy grail of miniature art in today’s complex world is
particularly relevant for Zeeshan’s travels abroad during his residencies. For
a time, if Zeeshan found himself exhibiting a miniature painting abroad
or critiquing miniature painting through his work, there would usually be a
demonstration or explanation of the technique, which primarily originates
from South Asia. However, the elaborate explanation/demonstration is very
much related to what miniature artists used to do two or three hundred years
ago according to the artist. As stated by museum curator and director Adam.
D. Weinberg 6, ‘the story of art, like any other narrative, is determined by the
teller’. 7 Zeeshan is not only an internationally recognized miniature painter,
but he is well seasoned in the ground realities of practicing miniature painting
in this decade, propelling him to make artworks for residency programs
which counter the expectations audiences would have upon seeing the title
‘miniature artist.’ He explains, ‘I’d rather not be an ambassador for a medium
as I prefer to let people decide for themselves through my institutional
critique. Usually in a residency program I have access to a new audience people who have more cosmopolitan experiences or on the contrary, very
little understanding of life in South Asia. Hence if I have to bring an issue

Untitled, 2005
Gouache on wasli, 51 x 36 cm

High Notes, 2005
Gouache on wasli, 23 x 33 cm

Ishtyhaar Lagana Mana Hai, 2008
Found posters on kiosk, Variable
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to the surface during a residency, I would rather talk about a subject that is
universally relatable.’ The performances and installations ‘Flag Ceremony’ and
‘In God We Trust’ designed and staged in 2007 and 2008 in the UK critique
the oblivious perception of consumerism, pushing the viewer to question their
own participating in a homogenizing society rather than the ‘commercialized
artist’. Using material that is incredibly easy to find such as Pepsi and Coca
Cola cans, black ink and a tag line - In God We Trust is the state motto of
the USA - which is known to all, Zeeshan has created art which consciously
delves away from any restrictions or false obligations of practicing miniature
painting.
The one responsibility which Zeeshan does take personally is giving back to
the art circle in Pakistan in whichever capacity he can. The drastic change in
his lifestyle from his beginnings as a cinema board painter in Mirpur Khas to
travelling the world as an artist is a one of a kind story of success. ‘Sometimes I
have to pinch myself to make sure this is all not just a dream’, Zeeshan remarks.
Having built close ties with international curators and institutes as well as
regional art supporters, Zeeshan plays an integral role in mentoring recent art
school graduates through residency programs in Pakistan. He finds that this
is his perhaps, the best way he can contribute and help develop the careers of
hopeful and talented young artists. In 2014, Sanat Initiative launched its first
residency ‘Incubator’ in which Zeeshan played the crucial role of curator and
mentor. This successful methodology and much needed avenue to nurture
and provide opportunities to young artists to create experimental work was
followed with ‘Anomalous’ in 2014, and ‘Dil to Pagal Hai’ in 2017 by Sanat
Initiative, helping younger artists gain a better footing for their career. By
engaging with recent graduates I find that every artist has their mediums and
their own form of expression. ‘Given my own journey, I think it’s important

for a mentor such as myself to encourage each artist to carve out their own
genres and not follow in the shadow of an established artist.’
What does Zeeshan bring towards these residencies given that he has extensive
experience with residency programs? ‘I think every artist reserves the right to
do what their heart desires and I just try to facilitate their goals and ambitions
- I want to help them overcome the limitations such as approaching galleries
and building a network’. It’s a natural bridge for Zeeshan to curate residencies
however all his experience and success rarely propels him to believe that
his practice is unmatchable. ‘I have seen shows where the work is ten times
cheaper than my work but unbelievably amazing, and that’s when I believe
there’s an external power watching out for me. That’s when I know I have an
obligation by helping pave the way for struggling younger artists.’
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In[Side] Muhammad Zeeshan’s Art Practice

O

Seher Naveed

n August 2017, the Sanat Gallery hosted a one-day
exhibition titled Refreshment, which showcased a single
piece of work by Muhammad Zeeshan. The installation
called ‘Flag Ceremony’ was made of a large rectangular
structure made of green and white cans of Pakola. At a
distance, the horizontally placed soda cans resembled the national flag of
Pakistan, meant to celebrate the country’s 70th independence. Zeeshan had
produced a similar piece in 2007 while participating in a residency hosted by
Gasworks in London. That time, however, the installation was created in a
park and an array of blue, red and white Pepsi and Coca Cola cans replaced
the green and white ones to make it look like the American flag. The most
important feature in both these works and that, which concluded both projects,
was the audience. They were asked or rather expected to pick a can of their
choice, till one by one the soft drinks disappeared, leaving only shelves empty.
In essence therefore, these works while fabricated of multiple ideas, largely
explore the notion of commercial art. By centering everything on consumerist
consumption while the work itself was not on sale, Zeeshan questions what
makes art commercial; is it just bound to the sales of works?
Such questions have led Zeeshan to start many side-projects. I use the term
side-projects because these are ideas that run parallel to his main studio practice,
but are equally important. One can say that both practices stem from the
artists’ desire to obey a series of vital needs, that is, the need to construct,
communicate and investigate. In the course of this text, I will attempt to
examine how Zeeshan’s side-projects are closely connected to his studio
practice, and how both are co-dependent on each other in that the major
theme of his works is: an investigation into art itself and what it can be.
In order to do this, it’s important to consider how the artist functions and
his methodology in his studio practice, which is a two-fold development.
The first is constantly questioning miniature painting techniques. Rather than
being confined by the traditional method of miniature painting that he was
trained in, his practice involves alternative artistic processes, art movements
and new technologies. He often appropriates visual aesthetics from his own
surroundings, and is mostly influenced by popular culture and found imagery.
Zeeshan is not concerned with the beginnings and endings of his visual
imagery, rather the process and transformations, where the latter engages the
gallery and audiences. The gallery then becomes a central concern – not only
as a space for display but a place where an artwork (a creation of feelings
and interpretations) transforms into a commodity. This is where his second
concern lies: constantly questioning the significance of ‘art’. Do artworks
organically (via external influences) transform into a commodity or does the
artists intentions commodify it in the first place?
Thus, in his side projects, Zeeshan takes this two-fold methodology and
explores it in more depth and beyond miniature painting.
With the objective to determine the relationship between art and money a
three-hour long exhibition titled, Art Cash Hard Cash by Zeeshan was held

Cityscape, 2008 - 2010
Digital print on canvas, 90 x 70 cm

Utility Poles (series), 2008 - 2010

Digital print on canvas/panaflex, Variable
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at the Sanat Gallery. The display was held to commemorate Quaid’s 139th
birth anniversary and showcased a total of 139,000, one Rupee coins, carefully
placed on the floor of the gallery. Being the lowest unit in Pakistan’s currency,
the one Rupee coin is often overlooked during trade and making payment.
Without revealing any detail about the work, invitees were informed to bring
with them a one Rupee coin in exchange for an artwork. The coin each
participant gave was exchanged with a coin (now artwork) which was part of
the installation. Therein, partakers were given work which cost them nothing
but as an art form, was of a greater value. The fundamental aim of the artist
here was to put forth the sensitive demarcation between art and commodity;

its value and/or worthlessness. By diluting this distinction the exhibition
posed a question on the commercialization of ideas and commodification of
art objects.
In another project titled Car for Art’s Sake, Zeeshan auctioned a car he bought
for his wife exactly 11 years ago on Valentine’s Day. The car, open to biding
on one of the most commercialized days of the year (February 14th), included
a number of art works by the artist; the identity of which were not revealed.
The performance met with a lot of criticism because it confused the audience
as to its purpose; was selling the car the agenda or the art works inside it? Has

Drawing of a landscape, 2010
Transparent PVC pipes, black ink, water, Variable

Aao Picture Dekhain, 2017
Inkjet print, ink on paper, set of 24 prints, 30 x 42 cm (each), 1 print in each edition superimposed with a drawing by the artist, Edition of 13 + 2 AP

he cleverly included artworks to increase the value of the car? Or has this
attempt, in fact, lowered the worth of his work? It is essential to understand
here that the same queries were the force behind Zeeshan’s performance,
which in effect made the art community uncomfortable because of the notion
that ‘real artists don’t create for money’, and ‘gallerists and art collectors never
see art as commodities’. Yet again, this project puts forth the dispute between
art and money. Does this demarcation stem from a fear that money kills
creativity? And that art becomes a ‘lie’ when the artist wants to sell?
Like many artists, Zeeshan is hyper aware of the art market and its tendency
towards consumption. He is not opposed to his work being construed as
commercial and in fact feeds this interpretation into his side projects where
he problematizes his work to disrupt his audiences and collectors. In doing so,
he creates intersections between art, the capitalist market and consumption,
galleries and invisible labour.
Many art buyers collect art as an investment. Therefore, the competitive
capitalist culture demands an acceleration of pace and constant produce.
Artists now not only need to gauge what will sell but also figure out how to
make it more exclusive and original. Zeeshan satirically critiques this power
play between the artist, buyer and art dealer through a series of paintings
titled Original Copy of Original Copy of Copy Originals, which he displayed at Art
Dubai 2018. Presenting three versions of each work with subtle variations,
Zeeshan explores how notions of the ‘original’ and ‘copy’ affect collectors. It
is through these variations between the original and the copies that he raises
questions such as what defines an authentic work of art; what is the role of
the first copy and second copy, and how does this affect the value of art?

Through these various side projects, Zeeshan is intentionally challenging the
opinions and boundaries our current social and economic settings give to art.
‘Intent’, therefore is vital to his projects. We can then assume that if intent
can enhance art’s function, it can also change the way viewers experience art.
In 2009, Zeeshan installed a work at the ACC Galerie in Weimar, Germany,
titled, Drawing of a Landscape. Pushing the possibilities of all which constitutes
drawing, he used transparent PVC pipes to construct an image which spread
onto a few walls of the gallery. At a very slow speed a dropper would drip
black ink into these tubes and in a total of 17 days, as the tubes filled with black
liquid, a drawing would appear. The idea behind Zeeshan’s installation was to
create a transient experience for the viewers. In essence, the artist displayed
a work in progress where every few seconds the drawing progressed to make
itself visible, altering the experience of its audience. While the transparent
tube drawing could be equated to being complete, the flowing black liquid
added another layer to the drawing through which Zeeshan challenges our

Cityscape, 2008 - 2010
Digital print on canvas, 80 x 100 cm

Each painting was priced differently; in some series, the original was given a
higher rate, while the second copy was priced higher in others. The popular
belief that multiples or replicas are cheaper than the original could not be
applied to these works because to the artist each painting was different (even
if, by a slight margin). Hence, each version was an original. Because of the
titles given to the paintings, this experimentation was unsettling for those
buyers and collectors who see art as business. One cannot help but wonder
then, if art is created for art’s sake or for business’ sake. It goes without saying
that the project was aimed at calling into question authorship, expression and
originality.
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perceptions on what makes an artwork complete. Alternatively one could also
assume that the work also confronted the act of producing art where in this
case the artist’s presence in order to complete the image was not required.
All art is purposefully endowed with a disposition to generate aesthetic
experiences in an audience. It is not only the artist and his produce, but
galleries too, aim to develop experiences that would satisfy both the intellectual
curiosity and aesthetic demands of their audience. Subsequently, do these
aesthetics prevail when encountering imageries formed unconsciously,
outside the gallery and not by artists? As artists and audience would we view
these with the same value as art? Zeeshan probed similar questions when he
began photographing paan peeks (betel leaf/betel nut/chewing tobacco spit)
on different surfaces between the years 2007 to 2010. These markings, which
were found in various locations and probably created over a long period of
time were heavily layered and looked like abstract expressionist paintings. Due
to their gestural nature, Zeeshan titled the documentations, ‘I remember the
last visit of Pollock’. He not only chose this title because the palimpsests
bore a resemblance to Jackson Pollock’s big paintings, but also to form a
link between art made for purpose and that produced unconsciously. Upon
displaying these documentations in a gallery setting he deliberately makes one
wonder if the real artwork are the photographic documents or the layers of
paan peek seen in a cityscape.

Drawing of a landscape, 2010
Transparent PVC pipes, black ink, water, Variable

Using another genre termed ‘site-specific art’, Zeeshan produced a series of
photographs where he documented electricity poles. Titled Utility Poles, this
work showcased his interest not only in the sculptural forms of these poles
but in how each of them housed a small business. These tiny enterprises,
which fashioned to the form and size of these poles, made them specific to
the structures. To Zeeshan, this combination, which intuitively came together,
formed a sculptural object where functionality and form came together to
generate harmonious compositions. It goes without saying that this project too
was aimed at comprehending art’s unintentional presence in our surroundings.
Even if this is so because of Zeeshan’s trained eye as an artist, it still makes
one realise art’s intimate encounters with the everyday. It is due to this purity
that his work embodies the notion of the artist as a social and cultural witness
of a shrinking world.

Muhammad Zeeshan’s every curatorial project is an extemporaneous
performance piece; he works wihtout a formula, but plays this role expertly.
~ Muniza Agha-Fawad

Untitled (octaptych), 2012-2018
Mixed media, 61 x 46 cm (each)
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